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Abstract 
Cemented carbides are composite materials used in a wide variety of applications requiring 

the right combination of mechanical strength and wear resistance under harsh environments (i.e. 

metal cutting and shaping, civil engineering, mining, valves for the chemical industry, etc). The 

most common compositions comprise tungsten carbide grains bonded with a cobalt based metallic 

matrix. The reason is twofold. On the one hand, WC-Co materials are relatively easy to sinter to 

full density state with the adequate processing methodology and, on the other, a wide range of useful 

properties can be obtained by changing the WC grain size and the WC/Co ratio. Nevertheless, the 

use and availability of cobalt are presently jeopardized by both its new classification as toxic 

substance (REACH regulations) and the growing demand of this metal for making Li-ion batteries 

for electrical vehicles. 

 

The present thesis is focused on studying the sintering behavior and mechanical properties 

of WC-metal systems in which pure cobalt is replaced by different combinations of metals. Two 

promising candidates have been found: 

 

WC-NiCoCrTiAl cemented carbides 

 

These materials were designed starting from WC-NiCoCr compositions with a Ni/Co ratio 

equal to one. The main challenge was to increase the hardness of these compositions since it is too 

low compared with that of WC-Co grades. This was achieved firstly by alloying the binder phase 

with aluminum and, afterwards, inducing gamma prime precipitation by aging treatments. Two 

different aluminum containing compounds were investigated in order to avoid catastrophic 

oxidation of aluminum during PM processing: AlN and TiAl3. The latter produced the best results 

concerning sinterability and precipitation hardening effects. WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al materials were 

obtained in fully dense form by using HIP after sintering technique, a process compatible with 

industrial processing technologies like Sinter HIP. Aging experiments show that hardness peaks 

occur at lower temperatures as the Al content of the binder phase increases.  

 

Apart from hardness, transverse rupture strength (TRS) was also measured in selected WC-

NiCoCrTiAl compositions in both as-HIPed and solution-aged conditions. Results are only 15% 

lower than those reported for WC-Co materials with similar WC grain sizes and WC/metal ratios. 

These results also suggest that, like in as-cast Ni superalloys, the properties of the binder phase 

would be retained at temperatures below those used in aging treatments. 

 

WC-FeNiCoCr cemented carbides 

 

WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr compositions were designed following an alternative approach. In this 

case, the aim was to obtain a metallic binder with no precipitation of free carbon or any secondary 

carbide (including those of chromium). This was achieved by starting from WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr3C2 



powder mixtures with a constant proportion between Fe, Ni and Co equal to 40/40/20. Chromium 

and carbon contents have been modified in order to find the upper and lower bounds defining the 

“so-called” carbon windows. In addition, shrinkage kinetics have been thoroughly studied in order 

to define a robust sintering process for both coarse and submicron WC powders. Results of 

calorimetric experiments have been used to improve the description of the W-C-Fe-Ni-Co quinary 

system for 40Fe-40Ni-20Co composition by means of ThermoCalc® software. 

 

In this case, mechanical tests confirmed that the values of hardness and transverse rupture 

strength are within tolerances of those reported for WC-Co grades with similar binder contents and 

WC grain sizes, provided that precipitation of undesired phases is avoided. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

The most common cemented carbides are comprised of tungsten carbide grains embedded 

in a cobalt metal matrix. These ceramic-metal composites exhibit a combination of mechanical and 

physical-chemical properties that makes them suitable for very different applications. For instance, 

there are grades based on fine WC grains and low cobalt contents designed for metal cutting 

applications whereas others with higher cobalt contents and/or coarser WC grains are especially 

suited for cold forging or hot rolling of metals. Both types of materials are combined for making 

wear parts for different sectors (mining, civil engineering, chemical industry, etc).  

 

Cobalt has always been a critical raw material for the EU due to its risk of supply associated 

to political issues in mining places (mainly the Republic Democratic of the Congo). Now, the 

situation is critical due to its key role in Li-ion batteries used for powering electrical vehicles. 

Moreover, REACH legislation has recently changed the classification of cobalt as potential harmful 

substance (CARC 1B-MUTA2-REPRO 1B).  

 

Under these premises, the aim of this thesis is to study new metallic alloys that could replace 

cobalt as binder phase in WC-Co materials. Two different approaches have been taken: 

 

WC-NiCoCrTiAl alloys 

 

In this case, the initial idea was to start from Ni-Co-Cr alloys, already used as binders in 

special hardmetal grades. It is known that these alloys are softer than those based on pure Co. 

Therefore, the target was to harden them by using precipitation mechanisms. The element selected 

for this purpose was aluminum, since a very fine gamma prime precipitation (Ni3Al type) can be 

induced by solution-aging heat treatments.  

 

Powder mixtures were designed to be compatible with the different powder metallurgy 

processes involved in the industrial fabrication of cemented carbides: milling/mixing, compaction, 

presintering (if needed) and sintering. Thus, Cr was added to the WC-Ni-Co powder mixtures as 

Cr3C2, since it is brittle enough to be homogeneously milled and mixed with the rest of components. 

Moreover, Cr3C2 is more resistant to oxidation than metallic Cr, reducing the risk of excessive Cr2O3 

formation. This issue is more critical for aluminum additions since Al2O3 oxides cannot be reduced 

by carbon during the heating ramp of the sintering cycle.  
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Taking this into account, two types of compounds have been investigated for Al alloying: 

AlN and TiAl3. The effect of these additions in the sintering process has been investigated by means 

of calorimetric and dilatometric experiments and the effectiveness of the alloying process has been 

characterized by a set of chemical and microstructural analyses on sintered specimens. As γ’ 

precipitation is concerned, two key aspects are the initial aluminum content in the powder mixtures 

and the milling conditions. Moreover, several aging conditions have been applied in order to 

optimize the volume fraction and size distribution of gamma prime precipitates. Finally, some WC-

NiCoCrTiAl compositions were selected for mechanical characterization. Both hardness and 

transverse rupture strength were measured for materials in as-HIPed and solution-aged conditions. 

 

WC-FeNiCoCr hardmetals 

 

The main drawback of using iron instead of cobalt in WC based cemented carbides is that 

the width of the carbon window is significantly reduced. In this thesis, this phenomenon is analyzed 

in alloys based on the 40wt.%Fe-40wt.%Ni-20wt.%Co composition with different Cr additions. 

Although Cr alloying is critical for both WC grain growth control and corrosion resistance in 

hardmetals, so far, there is very little information related to its addition to WC-Fe-Ni-Co materials. 

 

In this case, the line of thought is opposite to that followed in the previous section because 

the aim is to improve the strength by avoiding the presence of secondary carbides (i.e. M6C, M7C3, 

etc) or any other precipitation in the binder phase of the ceramic metal composites after sintering.  

 

As described in the previous section, the methodology includes the analysis of the materials 

in all processing steps from the powder mixtures to the materials sintered to full density. Sintering 

phenomena have been investigated by combining thermal analyses with dilatometric experiments. 

These results have been used for a new assessment of the C-Co-Fe-Ni-W quinary system by using 

the CALPHAD method (ThermoCalc®). Finally, mechanical properties have been measured and 

compared with those of WC-NiCoCrTiAl materials and WC-Co reference grades. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Literature review 

2.1. What are cemented carbides? 

Cemented carbides are one of the most widespread powder metallurgy products worldwide 

[1]. Their unique combination of strength, hardness and toughness satisfies the most demanding 

applications: from high speed machining of superalloys to rock drilling and cold forging (Figures 

2.1 and 2.2). 

 

Figure 2.1 Hardness and toughness relationship in hard materials [2]. 

 

These are composite materials consisting of hard ceramic grains embedded in a ductile 

metallic binder. Tungsten carbide (WC) is the main hard phase used in the fabrication of cemented 

carbides with cobalt as the most suitable binder. With these two materials as a base, other cemented 

carbides include a certain fraction of mixed cubic carbides/carbonitrides (also called γ-phase) and, 

in some cases, cobalt can be substituted by Ni (when non magnetic behavior is needed) or, in 

general, by combinations of Fe, Ni and Co.  

 

The outstanding properties of cemented carbides rely on the combination of properties of 

both ceramic and metallic phases. Thus, the carbide provides high values of hardness, melting point, 

compressive strength and also high thermal and chemical stability. Furthermore, in the case of WC, 

electrical and thermal conductivities are also very high. On the other hand, the metallic binder phase 
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has ductile behavior and absorbs high energy during fracture providing the toughness required to 

withstand impacts occurring in some of the aforementioned applications [3]. 

 

Figure 2.2 Hardness values (ISO 3878) corresponding to WC-Co grades based on different WC grain sizes 

and Co contents [4,5].  

 

The first cemented carbide was invented in 1923 by Schröter for use in wire-drawing [6,7]. 

In 1927, the German company Friedrich Krupp marketed worldwide the first cemented carbide 

composed of tungsten carbide and cobalt (WC-Co) under the name WIDIA (an acronym for the 

German words WIe DIAmant = like diamond). Already in the first years, it was recognized that 

adding other carbides (such as TiC) can improve the properties of the basic WC-Co composition in 

certain machining operations. Later, the addition of nitrogen in the form of TiN or Ti(C,N) to 

carbides of the type TiC-Mo2C-Ni led to the first generation of cermets with increased performance 

for high cutting speed in finishing operations [8-10]. During the 80's, the introduction of hard 

refractory coatings provided a dramatic increase in cutting tool performance. These coatings were 

produced by means of chemical or physical vapour deposition (CVD or PVD) and combined 

materials such as TiC, TiN, Ti(C,N). Today, each hardmetal producer has in its portfolio a wide 

variety of coated tools adapted to specific machining processes. More refractory coating materials 

like Al2O3, Ti(C,N), Zr(C,N) and (Ti,Al)N have proven to be advantageous for applications where 

high oxidation and wear resistance, as well as low coefficient of friction are needed. 
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Figure 2.3 Historical development of the cemented carbide cutting tools during the last century [11]. 

 

2.2. Cemented Carbides based on WC-Co 

2.2.1. Tungsten Carbide (WC) 

In the W-C system there are three established carbides: WC1-x, W2C and WC. The WC has 

the most prominent place of all hard phases in cemented carbides. More than 80% of all cemented 

carbide grades contain WC, and many of them are pure WC-Co alloys. The WC phase is a ceramic 

compound whose stoichiometric C content is 6.13 wt.%, its crystallographic density measured by 

X-Ray is 15.77 g/cm3 and its hardness ranges between 1000 and 2200 kg/mm2 depending on the 

crystallographic orientation. WC particles exhibit a hexagonal close packed (hcp) crystal structure 

[12], in which the W atoms are located in the nodes of a simple hexagonal lattice, while the atoms 

of C occupy the positions 1/2, 2/3 and 1/2. The lattice parameters are a = 0.2906 nm and c = 0.2837 

nm, with a ratio c/a = 0.976; α = β = 90°and γ = 120°. WC presents extremely high Young’s modulus 

(around 700 GPa) and exhibits a significant ability for plastic deformation [13]. This property 

explains its high toughness up to 6-7 MPa.m [14]. WC melts at 2776 °C and presents also high 

thermal conductivity (110 W·m-1·K-1) [15,16].  One of its main drawbacks is its low oxidation 

resistance that begins to be significant from 500-600°C. 
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Figure 2.4 a) Unit cell of WC crystal structure, b) WC grains morphology in presence of binder [17]. 

 

In sintered cemented carbides, the WC phase can be recognized as prismatic grains in the 

microstructure. The combination of properties mentioned above and the excellent wetting of Co on 

WC, which is important for the sinterability of the final product, are some of the most important 

factors for the properties of the WC-Co system. 

 

TiC, ZrC, HfC, VC, NbC and TaC carbides are also used to produce cemented carbides. 

These carbides are face centered cubic (fcc), melt congruently and exhibit higher hardness than WC. 

The main function of these carbides is to generate the “so-called” gamma phases during sintering. 

These are solid solutions of cubic carbides mainly including Ti, Ta, Nb and W which provide higher 

resistance to chemical diffusion and corrosion [3,18,19]. On the other hand, hardmetals containing 

gamma phase are more brittle than those based on WC-Co [3]. Best hardness vs. toughness 

correlations correspond to materials with TaC additions [18]. However, it is always combined with 

TiC, since TaC is considerably more expensive. 

 

Some attempts have been carried out in order to replace tungsten carbide by other hard 

phases in cemented carbides. However, WC-Co grades still outperform other cermets based on TiC, 

Ti(C,N) or NbC [20-22]. 

2.2.2. Cobalt (Co) 

The reason why cobalt is the most widely used metal binder in WC based cemented carbides 

is two-fold. As previously described, the cobalt-rich matrix provides a tough scaffolding in which 

cracks generated in the WC brittle grains are difficult to propagate. However, it is even more 

important the role of cobalt as sintering aid. This metal generates a liquid phase during sintering 

with excellent wettability on the surfaces of WC grains, which ensures a very efficient removal of 

porosity for a wide variety of WC-Co ratios. Moreover, the solubility of WC grains in Co-rich 

liquids is very high (around 22% at typical sintering temperatures). This enhances the dissolution-

reprecipitation kinetics needed for final densification of compositions with low cobalt contents. 
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Pure cobalt has hexagonal structure (HCP) from room temperature up to 417 °C, while the 

stable phase at higher temperatures is FCC [23]. The lattice parameters of the HCP phase are a = 

0,25071 nm and c = 0,40695 nm. On the other hand, the lattice parameter of the FCC phase is a = 

0,35446 nm [24]. After sintering, when the binder solidifies within the C window, the FCC structure 

is retained at room temperature.  This is attributed to the presence of W, which remains dissolved 

in the metallic phase after sintering. FCC stabilization is also attributed to the presence of residual 

stresses in the metal and the surrounding WC grains due to the large difference in their thermal 

expansion coefficients. This effect is more pronounced when the WC grain size decreases [25].  

2.2.3. W- Co- C system 

The W-Co-C system is the most important for the production of cemented carbides. The 

main physical-chemical properties of this system are: 

 

 The presence of eutectic liquids at temperatures far below those corresponding to 

cobalt or tungsten carbide melting. 

 The excellent wetting properties of liquid cobalt on the surface of WC grains (contact 

angle  0). 

 The high solubility of WC in liquid cobalt and the low solubility of Co in WC. 

 The existence of a “so-called” carbon window corresponding to W/C atomic ratios 

close to 1 in which the composite material consists only of WC grains embedded in a 

metallic matrix. As described in the previous section, cobalt can dissolve increasing 

amounts of W and C as the total C activity of the system decreases [26].  

 For C contents below the lower bound of this carbon window, brittle ternary phases 

become stable and precipitate during the cooling cycle [27]. These carbides contain 

both Co and W and are known as “” phases and typically present M6C or M12C 

stoichiometries. On the other hand, for C carbon contents (above the upper bound of 

the C windows), free carbon phases precipitate in the metallic matrix. In both cases, 

the fracture strength of the composite material is significantly reduced. Some authors 

have found that the effect of “” phases can be less deleterious when their precipitation 

is fine and homogeneously distributed and the total volume fraction is low [28]. 

 

The total C content of the WC-Co alloy also has a great influence on the WC grain growth 

kinetics and their shapes [27, 29-31].  
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Guillermet [32] studied the thermodynamic properties of the W-Co-C system using the 

CALPHAD method. This author analyzed the properties of the liquid, FCC, HCP and BCC phases 

including the two ternary carbides (M12C and M6C). This assessment (carried out with Thermocalc® 

software) is still the basis of the thermodynamic description of this ternary system (Figure 2.5). 

 

From this assessment, Guillermet calculated the carbon contents defining the carbon 

windows for WC-Co alloys with different cobalt contents. These calculations showed that C 

windows become larger as the cobalt content increases. These predictions were confirmed by 

experiments showing, for example, that the C window for WC-10wt.%Co is 70% wider than that 

corresponding to the WC-6wt.%Co alloy (Figure 2.6). 

 

Figure 2.5 Vertical section of the C–Co-W system at (a) 1425°C and (b) 1275°C [32].  

 

These isopleths show a peritectic reaction on the low C side and a eutectic reaction on the 

high C one. These diagrams are able to predict the constituents of both alloys for different carbon 

contents provided that slow cooling conditions are used (i.e. near equilibrium). Fine adjustments for 

calculation of equilibrium compositions in the W-Co-C system have been recently carried out 

including last experimental data on the liquid (L) + FCC + graphite + WC and L + FCC + WC + 

M6C stability regions [33] (Figure 2.7). These data will be the basis for the calculations carried out 

in this thesis. 
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Figure 2.6 W-C-Co isopleths calculated for: (a) 6 wt. % Co and (b) 10 wt. % Co. Points a and b define the 

minimum and maximum C content respectively, which belong to the biphasic state FCC (metal 

binder)+WC just after equilibrium solidification [32]. 

 

Figure 2.7 The Co-W-C phase diagram at 1573 and 1698 K [33]. 

2.3. Alternative binders 

As described in the summary of this thesis, finding alternatives to cobalt has become a top 

priority for producers of hardmetal tools. There are two important reasons. Firstly, the new 

classification of cobalt as a potentially harmful substance (CARC 1B, MUTA2 – REPRO 1B) [34-

37] and, secondly, the risk of supply associated with the expansion of the electrical car market, a 

sector which also uses significant amounts this metal for the fabrication of lithium-ion batteries [38-

40]. The next sections summarize the most relevant information regarding the experiments carried 

out with potential cobalt substitutes: 
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2.3.1. Nickel (Ni) 

Nickel was one of the first choices for substituting cobalt in hardmetals. Apart from its 

proximity to cobalt in the periodic table, nickel is non-magnetic behavior and has higher corrosion 

resistance than cobalt. All these properties are especially suited for certain niche applications (i.e. 

components for alimentary industry, oil&gas, chemical industry, etc.). 

 

As mechanical behavior is concerned, the main difference between Co and Ni is the higher 

stacking fault energy of the latter (125 mJ/m2 vs. 20 mJ/m2 respectively) which results in lower 

work hardening properties [41,42]. This softer behavior is likely responsible for the lower hardness 

and transverse rupture strength of WC-Ni cemented carbides compared to those of WC-Co 

materials. 

2.3.2. Ni-Cr and Ni-Co-Cr alloys 

The use of Cr as an alloying element in WC-Ni materials was intended for improving 

corrosion resistance [43-49]. It is well known the passivation effect associated to this element, 

which is normally added as Cr3C2 powder [44,50]. Added as a carbide, Cr is easily mixed with the 

rest of constituents of the powder mixtures and the oxygen content is much lower than that found 

in Cr metallic powders. Apart from “” phases, the carbon window in these materials is limited by 

the solubility of Cr in the binder phase. Once this limit is exceeded, Cr-rich M7C3 carbide 

precipitates hindering both mechanical and corrosion resistance [51]. 

 

Cooper et al. [52] have confirmed that the optimum sintering temperature increases with the 

Cr content of the alloy, although this element promotes the formation of liquid phases at lower 

temperatures. This suggests that solution-reprecipitation kinetics responsible for densification in 

WC-NiCr alloys are slower than in WC-Ni materials. 

 

This phenomenon is also observed in WC-Ni-Co-Cr compositions, which typically require 

pressure assisted sintering cycles for complete removal of porosity [53,54]. These grades, normally 

used in hot rolling applications, provide higher corrosion and oxidation resistance than standard 

WC-Co materials. Aristizabal et al. have shown that passivation is more effective in low C grades 

with relatively high metal contents provided that a minimum 5wt.% Cr remains dissolved in the 

binder phase after sintering [44,55,56].  

2.3.3. Gamma prime precipitation in Ni based alloys 

Another way of improving mechanical properties of Ni based binders for hardmetals is the 

use of alloying elements that induce solution and/or precipitation hardening effects [4,57-65]. It is 

claimed that these binder phases could also provide higher hot hardness [4]. Cemented carbides 

with Ni–Al binders are an interesting example of such materials [57,58], since precipitation of Ni3Al 
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(also known as γ’ phases) can be induced in a way similar to that described for as-cast Ni 

superalloys.  

 

As Al alloying is concerned, there is still some controversy regarding its role as precipitation 

hardener in the WC-Ni system. On the one hand, Viswanadham et al. [58] reported that the best 

combination of hardness and toughness is obtained when Al is kept in solid solution and associated 

γ’ precipitation to a loss of toughness. On the other hand, Doi and Nishigaki [57,64] reported a 

significant increase in hardness and wear resistance associated to γ’ precipitation in both TiCN-Ni-

Al cermets and WC-Ni-Al materials. These authors also confirmed a significant WC grains size 

refinement in these compositions and a change in the morphology of WC grains from faceted to 

more rounded shapes. These phenomena could be due to a reduction of WC solubility in the Ni-Al 

rich liquid phase [60,65]. Hot hardness tests corroborated that higher hardness is retained in these 

materials up to 800°C. Above this temperature, the effect is lost due to the thickening and/or 

dissolution of γ' precipitates in the metallic binder phase (Figure 2.8). 

 

In this thesis, two different aluminum compounds have been selected for alloying the binder 

phase of WC based cemented carbides: titanium aluminide (TiAl3) and aluminium nitride (AlN) 

powders. Although both compounds are coarser than the rest of materials used in the mixtures, they 

are brittle enough to ensure its homogeneous distribution in the powder mixtures during milling. 

The melting point of TiAl3 is ≈ 1350°C, a temperature slightly higher than the melting range 

measured by DSC for W-C-Co-Ni-Cr alloys (between 1205°C and 1284°C depending on their C 

content [46]). However, it is below the sintering temperatures required for full densification of these 

materials (between 1400 and 1475°C) [46]. The melting point of aluminium nitride (AlN) is much 

higher (> 2500°C) [66]. However, it has been selected because, in previous works, it was claimed 

that avoids the formation of oxides during heating [57].  

 

Figure 2.8 High temperature hardness of WC-13.5%Co- 13.5%Ni-0.9%Cr-(0-1.5)%Al hard alloys [57].  
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2.3.4. Iron (Fe) 

Pure iron binders tend to form martensite during the cooling ramp of the sintering cycle. For 

this reason, they have not gained much industrial acceptance as a potential Co replacements in 

cemented carbides. However, combinations between Fe, Ni and Co in different ratios have produced 

acceptable results, particularly for wood cutting applications [67]. 

 

Although the WC-Fe system presents lower eutectic temperatures than those of WC-Co and 

WC-Ni, the wettability of Fe liquids on the surface of WC grains is poorer than those of Co or Ni. 

Moreover, the width of the carbon window is significantly reduced (Figure 2.9). This is mainly due 

to a phenomenon described as “roofing” that refers to the precipitation of Fe-based “” phases at 

relatively high C contents for certain temperature ranges (approx. between 1350ºC and 1280ºC). 

These phases are metastable after cooling at room temperatures but, once precipitated, remain in 

the microstructure. Therefore, it is very difficult to produce components from WC-Fe materials at 

industrial scale [68-70]. 

 

Figure 2.9 Isopleths corresponding to 20 wt.% metal content: (a) C–Co–W system, (b) C-Ni-W system and 

(c) C-Fe-W. The dotter circle shows the region responsible for the so-called roofing effect [71]. 

(

a) 

(

b) 

(

c) 
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2.3.5. Fe-Ni, Fe-Ni-Co and Fe-Ni-Co-Cr binders 

Fe-based multicomponent alloys were firstly studied by L. Prakash in the early 80s’ [45] 

with the aim of solving the drawbacks related to precipitation of uncontrolled precipitation of “” 

phases. These works proved that WC-Fe-Ni-Co grades exhibit a combination of hardness, toughness 

and abrasion resistance similar to those of WC-Co grades. For example, WC-FeNiCo alloys with 

7:2:1 ratio (in wt.%) have been used in the manufacture of wood cutting tools. 

 

Works carried out by Gille et al. [72] confirmed that WC-Fe-Ni-Co alloys with 2:2:6 ratio 

(in wt.%) present acceptable values of toughness and fatigue resistance although hardness was 

below that of WC-Co with the same WC grain size and metal vol. fraction. 

 

In the case of WC-Fe-Ni alloys, some authors have reported adequate values of hardness 

and toughness for Fe/Ni ratios of 9:1, especially when tempering is applied after sintering [73]. 

More recent studies confirm that best hardness-toughness combinations are obtained for similar 

Fe/Ni ratios (8.5:1.5) under processing conditions leading to a metallic matrix comprising both 

martensite and austenite [74]. These authors also showed that the widest carbon window correspond 

to the WC-Fe-Ni-Co alloy with 4:4:2 ratio [74] (Figure 2.10). 

  

Figure 2.10 Calculated vertical section of the C–Fe–Ni–W and C–Fe–Co–Ni–W systems at 20 wt.% binder 

with different Fe:Ni and Fe:Ni:Co ratios [71]. 
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There is not much information regarding the use of chromium in WC-Fe-Ni or WC-Fe-Co-

Ni alloys, apart from the fact that WC grain growth kinetics are slower in Fe-based liquids. 

Therefore, the WC-Fe/Ni/Co (40/40/20 in wt%) system was selected in this thesis as the reference 

for analyzing the effects of Cr alloying on both the carbon window and the sinterability of these 

alternative cemented carbides. From the modelling point of view, works were aimed at performing 

a proper assessment of Co-Fe-Ni-W-C system [71]. 

2.3.6. High entropy alloys (HEA) 

Most recent works have been focused on using high entropy alloys (HEA) as Co substitutes 

in hardmetals [75-79]. Examples of these materials include combinations of Fe, Ni, Co, Cr, Cu and 

even Al, where at least, 5 of these elements are present with near equiatomic ratios. Due to their 

high configurational entropy, these alloys are expected to present very high chemical stability at 

high temperatures, provided that all elements form a single solid solution phase [75-79]. However, 

the design of such alloys is a challenging task since both thermodynamic studies and sintering 

experiments confirm the precipitation of undesired phases when sintered in combination with 

tungsten carbide. This is the case of compositions with high Cr contents, where precipitation of 

M7C3 and other Cr-rich carbides cannot be avoided for any carbon content [26,77,80-82]. For this 

reason, these compositions were discarded as a potential starting point for our investigations. 

2.4. Powder Metallurgy of Cemented Carbides 

Cemented carbides are normally produced following different powder metallurgy 

procedures (Figure 2.11): 

 

- Mixing/Milling: Apart from tungsten carbide, powder mixtures used for producing 

standard cemented carbides typically include other carbides (i.e. TiC, TaC, NbC, VC, 

Cr3C2, etc) and metallic powders (mainly Co and Ni). These mixtures are prepared in 

different milling equipments: ball mills, attritors or planetary mills. Milling parameters 

include the filling ratio (powder volume/vessel volume), the powder to milling media 

ratio, the material and volume occupied by the milling media (typically hardmetal 

balls), the volume and type of liquid media, the rotation speed, the time, etc. The liquid 

media is used for protecting the powders against oxidation and for homogenizing the 

distribution of the pressing aid (typically long chain paraffins). After milling, the 

powders are dried and sieved or granulated depending on the type of component to be 

produced. 

- Pressing: Powders are shaped by applying pressure using different technologies. The 

most standard one is called cold uniaxial pressing. In this technique, pressure is 

directly applied by means of hardened steel punches to the powders placed inside a 

cavity, i.e. the inner part of the pressing die. Shape distortion after sintering is directly 
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related to density gradients induced in the compacts by pressure losses mainly due to 

friction between the powders and the surface of punches and dies. For obtaining higher 

dimensional control, a different pressing technique is used based on application of 

isostatic pressure (so-called cold isostatic pressing). In this case, pressure is applied to 

a sealed rubber bag by means of a liquid fluid. In this case, there is almost no friction 

between the powder and the rubber bag surface and pressure is applied isostatically. 

Therefore, there are almost no gradients in the compacts and shrinkage after sintering 

is more homogeneous than in the case of cold uniaxial pressing.   

- Presintering: This thermal treatment is typically performed under hydrogen 

atmosphere in refractory steel muffles. The objective is to remove the pressing aid and 

to provide certain mechanical strength to the compacts for further manipulation prior 

to sintering. Strengthening is obtained by promoting certain diffusion of metallic 

elements, although process parameters need to be carefully controlled in order to avoid 

excessive carbon losses. 

- Sintering: The objective of sintering is the elimination of residual porosity. As green 

density is typically 60% of the theoretical one, this means that the green part undergoes 

very high shrinkage during this thermal treatment. The driving force for these physical 

phenomena is the reduction of the surface energy of the system, which is carried out 

by substituting solid/gas interfaces by liquid/solid ones. The vacuum helps in reducing 

the oxides present in the powder mixtures, which typically act as diffusion barriers. 

This oxide reduction normally is of carbothermal nature. In most cases, a certain 

temperature is needed in order to obtain enough liquid phase for covering all surfaces 

of WC grains (provided that the liquid has good wettability on their surface, which is 

the case of cobalt). However, careful control of pressure is needed at the sintering 

temperature in order to avoid cobalt evaporation. Very low levels of porosity are 

accepted in quality control of hardmetals, since pores are potential crack initiators.  

- Hot isostatic pressing treatment (HIP): This thermo-mechanical treatment consists 

of the simultaneous application of isostatic pressure and temperature. When the right 

conditions are found, any residual pore collapses and the sample reaches full density. 

These treatments can be performed either after vacuum sintering provided that the 

porosity is isolated from the environments or following the vacuum sintering cycle 

without cooling. For the latter, a special furnace called Sinter HIP is needed. 
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Figure 2.11 Powder metallurgy route for producing hard materials.  

2.5. Liquid Phase Sintering of Cemented Carbides 

As described in the previous section, the reduction of the total surface energy of the compact 

is the main driving force for densification during sintering of cemented carbides. When sintering 

occurs in the presence of a liquid phase, there are some critical conditions that need to be fulfilled:  

(1) good wettability of the liquid on the surface of WC grains (i.e. contact angle close to zero), (2) 

good solubility of WC grains in the liquid phase, (3) bad solubility of the liquid phase in the lattice 

of WC and (4) the right liquid volume fraction (enough for porosity removal but not too much for 

avoiding shape distortion). All these four conditions are completely fulfilled by liquid cobalt on WC 

grains [83-90].  

 

Typically, the liquid phase sintering process is described as consisting of four stages, 

although the boundaries between them are somehow diffuse [88,91-92]. In the initial stage, almost 

no shrinkage takes place. However, some mass losses are detected due to humidity removal and 

paraffin burnout, apart from certain reduction of the less stable powder oxides present in the system 

(i.e. CoO). In the second stage, as the temperature increases, carbothermal reduction of tungsten 

oxide removes these diffusion barriers which prevented the spreading of cobalt on the surface of 

WC grains. Therefore, some shrinkage is detected as solid state diffusion starts reducing the excess 

of surface energy of the whole system. Simultaneously, dissolution of the finest WC particles in the 

cobalt lattice and the reprecipitation onto the surface of the coarser ones are also activated. The 
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beginning of the third sintering stage correspond to the formation of the liquid phase. Shrinkage is 

strongly accelerated provided that the liquid wets the surface of WC grains, since spreading of the 

liquid phase is several orders of magnitude faster than cobalt solid state diffusion. As liquid spreads, 

capillary forces tend to induce strong attraction between neighboring WC grains. Dissolution of 

WC grains in the liquid phase is also very fast reaching its saturation value given by the 

corresponding solubility product. This is a dynamic equilibrium in which a critical radius is defined 

below which smaller grains are preferentially dissolved and reprecipitated on the surface of the 

larger ones. This phenomenon, also known as Ostwald ripening, leads to coarsening of WC grains 

but also leads to further densification once capillary forces vanish [93,94]. In the final stage, the 

furnace cools down and the binder phase solidifies. Some reprecipitation occurs as solubility of W 

and C decreases leading to further WC coarsening. If the material is outside its corresponding carbon 

window, free C or “” carbides can also precipitate in the microstructure mainly during this last 

part of the sintering cycle.  

 

Figure 2.12 Temperature ranges for densification stages, together with a schematic description of 

microstructure evolution and corresponding fracture images during sintering of WC-Co cemented carbide 

[4]. 
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Figure 2.13 Sketch of the steps and microstructural evolution during liquid phase sintering of cemented 

carbides [95]. 

2.6. Microstructural characterization 

Four parameters are normally used for characterizing the microstructure of cemented 

carbides: WC grain size, binder phase volume fraction, carbide contiguity and binder mean free 

path. 

2.6.1. WC grain size and binder content 

The most commonly used method to determine the carbide grain size is the linear 

interception method [96]. Mean grain size is obtained by counting intersections between a set of 

measuring lines and WC-WC or WC-Co interfaces present in the microstructure (see ISO 4499-

2:2008). As described in following sections, this property is key for the mechanical behavior of the 

material and depends not only on the initial WC powder particle size, but also on the binder 

composition and different parameters used for milling, presintering and sintering [18,97]. It is well 

known that WC grain growth during sintering can be strongly hindered by the addition of small 

amounts of certain carbides (i.e. Cr3C2, VC, TiC, TaC, NbC, ZrC and/or TiC). On the other hand, it 

is also well established that WC grain growth is activated when C activity increases [18]. Cemented 

carbides are roughly classified in several groups according to their WC mean grain size (Table 2.1). 

WC grain sizes are not standardized and, as can be seen in this table, the ranges are quite broad [98]. 
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Table 2.1 Classification WC grain size [98]. 

 

 

The measurement of binder volume fractions are also carried out following ISO 4499-

2:2008. In this case, the technique used is the point counting method. Presently, these quantitative 

metallography methods are performed by means of automatic image analysis software applicable 

to both optical and scanning electron micrographs. 

2.6.2. Contiguity and mean free path 

Contiguity is a measure of the fraction of WC/WC surface contacts present in the 

microstructure, which effectively form a WC skeleton. The following expression is used to calculate 

contiguity of cemented carbides [18]: 

 

                                                        𝐶𝛼 =  
2𝑁𝛼𝛼

2𝑁𝛼𝛼+ 𝑁𝛼𝛽
                                                                                              (2.1) 

 

where Cα is the contiguity of the carbide phase, Nαα is the boundary area shared by WC 

grains and Nαβ is the WC/binder interfacial boundary area per unit volume of alloy. 

 

Correlations between contiguity and other microstructural parameters, like binder volume 

fraction and WC mean grain size, have been extensively studied by several authors [99-101]. Table 

2.2 summarizes some of these phenomenological relationships.  

 

These findings confirm that contiguity decreases as binder content increases (Figure 2.14). 

However, it does not depend on the size of the WC grains [102]. 
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Table 2.2 Evaluated empirical expressions relating contiguity to other microstructural parameters. VCo is 

the volume fraction of Co binder, dWC is the measured average WC grain size and σWC is its standard 

deviation [4]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14 Contiguity versus cobalt volume fraction [102]. 

 

The mean free path is a 2D concept applied to a 3D structure. It provides information about 

the size of potential metallic ligaments between WC grains. It is calculated from the following 

expression [18,103]: 

 

                                                            𝐿𝛽 =  
𝐿𝛼(1−𝑉𝛼)

(1−𝐶𝛼)𝑉𝛼
                                                                   (2.2) 

 

where Lβ is the binder mean free path, Lα is the WC grain size, Vα the WC volume fraction 

and Cα the carbide contiguity. 

 

Table 2.3 gathers some of the phenomenological models proposed by several authors for 

estimating the binder mean free path as a function of the mean WC grain size and volume fraction 

of binder [100, 104, 105]. There is no physical model for predicting the binder mean free path.  
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Table 2.3 Mean free path expressions [4]. 

   

 

 

 

As expected, the binder mean free path increases with the binder volume fraction for the 

same WC grain size distribution. The same happens for a constant binder phase volume fraction 

when the mean WC particle size increases. Unexpected topological phenomena are found in 

hardmetals with WC bimodal grain size distributions. For example, as observed in Figure 2.15, there 

is a sudden decrease in the binder mean free path when the fraction of fine WC grains increases 

from 20 to 40 %. 

 

Figure 2.15 Effect of increasing the fine fraction on WC grains in WC-10wt.%Co alloys with WC bimodal 

grain size distributions [106]. 

2.7. Mechanical Properties 

Quality control of hardmetal components comprise both microstructural and mechanical 

characterization. Depending on the final use, there are certain key mechanical properties to be 

evaluated. These typically include hardness (both at room and high temperatures), bend strength, 

compression strength, wear resistance (abrasion, erosion, etc), fracture toughness (both edgeline 

and bulk properties), stiffness, fatigue, impact, etc.  
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In this thesis, hardness, fracture toughness and transverse rupture strength (TRS) were 

selected for evaluating the performance of the new cemented carbides sintered with binder phases 

alternative to cobalt. Nanoindentation experiments were also used to monitor the “in-situ” hardness 

of binder phase regions in between WC grains. 

 

As expected, hardness and toughness follow opposite trends when increasing the amount of 

binder phase [7,14,49,107-113] (Figure 2.16). The same happens when increasing or decreasing the 

WC mean grain size after sintering for a constant volume of binder content. These tendencies are 

typically explained by combining the rule of mixtures with the “Hall Petch” effect. However, there 

are some points still to be clarified related to the effect of contiguity between WC grains. This is a 

simple concept which does not take into account the differences between the different interfaces 

that are generated during sintering (i.e. WC/Co and WC/WC interfaces).  

 

 

Figure 2.16 Hardness and fracture toughness of cemented carbides as a function of WC grain size 

and cobalt content [114]. 

 

Other properties like thermal and electrical conductivities are also strongly affected by the 

interfacial properties (Figure 2.17).  
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Figure 2.17 Correlation between binder content and WC grain size with main properties of cemented 

carbides [4]. 

2.7.1. Hardness and nanohardness 

As described before, the hardness of cemented carbides was firstly modelled by combining 

the rule of mixtures with the contiguity concept and the Hall Petch relationship [18,103]: 

 

                                  𝐻𝐶 =  𝐻𝛼𝑉𝛼𝐶𝛼 +  𝐻𝛽(1 − 𝑉𝛼𝐶𝛼)                                                                (2.3) 

 

where Hc is the alloy hardness, Hα is the hardness of the carbide phase, Hβ is the hardness of 

the binder, Vα is the volume fraction of the carbide phase and Cα is the contiguity of the carbide 

phase. The “in-situ” hardness of individual phases is given by: 

 

                                  𝐻𝛼 = 1382 + 23.1 𝐿𝛼

−1
2⁄
                                                                           (2.4) 

 

                                   𝐻𝛽 = 304 + 12.7 𝐿
𝛽

−1
2⁄
                                                                             (2.5) 

 

where Lα is the carbide mean grain size and Lβ the binder mean free path. 
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Out of the carbon window, the material is considered as defective and more difficult to 

model since there is a third phase to be taken into account [18]. Free C precipitation always leads 

to a decrease in hardness. On the other hand, “” phases are softer than tungsten carbide. Therefore, 

their precipitation can induce either hardening or softening effect depending on the carbide/metal 

ratio.  

 

The validity of Hall-Petch relationships (eqs. 2.4 and 2.5) has been investigated by means 

of nanoindentation techniques [115,116] (Figure 2.18). 

 

Figure 2.18 Characteristic load–displacement curves of indents in individual phases of WC–Co [116]. 

 

These graphs confirm the large anisotropy of WC grains, which are more resistant to 

indentation when their basal planes are oriented perpendicular to the loading direction. These data 

also show that WC grains can accommodate significant plastic deformation after unloading, 

although not as much as that detected in Co ligaments. 

 

Hardness tests at room temperature (either Vickers or Rockwell methods) are typically used 

as quick turn monitors for quality control of hardmetals under industrial conditions. However, for 

the final application is generally more relevant to measure hot hardness (i.e. in high-speed 

machining or hot forming operations) [117]. Hardness retention at high temperatures is critical in 

turning operations for avoiding plastic deformation of the cutting edge. This is one of the reasons 

why the hardmetal grades used in this application always include TiC-TaC-NbC additions. 

 

Hot hardness of WC-Co alloys has been measured from 196 to 900°C for cobalt contents 

from 6 to 24 wt.% and WC grain sizes from 0.5 to 2.3 μm. These authors have confirmed the validity 

of Hall-Petch relationships also at high temperatures reporting a significant loss of hardness above 

600°C [117-119]. The intrinsic hardness of both WC and Co decrease with temperature to 

approximately 600°C. That is, the softening below this temperature is associated with the individual 

softening of each of the phases (particularly with the WC phase if the contiguity is high). 
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Above 600°C, the loss of hardness is dominated by the hardening factor (KY) which is more 

sensitive to the cobalt content of the alloy and is associated with creep phenomena (i.e. sliding 

induced by shear at WC/WC, Co/Co and WC/Co interfaces). The hot hardness retention observed 

in WC-Co ultrafine grades suggests that the interfaces present in these materials are more resistant 

to sliding phenomena.  

2.7.2. Toughness 

Toughness of cemented carbides increases with the metallic binder content (for a given WC 

grain size) and with the WC grain size (for a fixed metallic binder content). In both cases, toughness 

increases because metallic ligaments between WC grains become thicker. Of course, any “” or 

free carbon precipitation induces significant embrittlement, especially when the associated flaw 

sizes are larger than that corresponding to the critical stress intensity factor (K1C). K1C values for 

cemented carbides typically range from 5 MPa·m1/2 in ultrafine grades with metallic contents below 

5 wt.% to 28 MPa·m1/2 in medium grades with 30 wt.%Co. 

  

In general, cemented carbides exhibit brittle behavior with no measurable plastic 

deformation after fracture. However, at microscopic scale, certain plasticity is detected, mainly in 

the metallic binder phase. Sigl et al. have described the fracture behavior of hardmetals as a 

combination of different mechanisms including the intragranular fracture of WC grains, the fracture 

of WC-WC and WC-Co interfaces and ductile rupture of Co ligaments [120]. Crack propagation 

proceeds by fracturing the WC grains closer to the macroscopic crack tip, leaving some unbroken 

Co ligaments behind. This phenomenon is typically referred to as “crack bridging” [121-124]. K1C 

values can be estimated from the size of these cracks using the following phenomenological 

expression: 

 

                                𝐾1𝐶 = 𝛽√
𝐻𝑉(𝑃−𝑃0)

4�̅�
                                                                      (2.6) 

 

  

Figure 2.19 Example of a HV30 indentation, where crack lengths (L1-4) and imprint diagonals (D1 and 

D2) used in hardness and Palmqvist K1C calculations are shown [95,125]  
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where HV is the Vickers hardness, P is the indentation load, P0 is the threshold load for crack 

initiation, “𝑎 ̅“ is the average crack length and β is a constant equal to 0.0889 for the Vickers 

geometry. The Palmqvist method is restricted to materials that develop cracks at all four indentation 

corners with total lengths above 40 microns.  

 

Figure 2.20 Fracture toughness K1C with varying Co content and WC grain size [126]. 

2.7.3. Transverse rupture strength (TRS) 

Fracture strength is a critical property for hardmetals and, in many cases, defines the validity 

of a certain grade for a specific application. This property depends on the combined behavior of 

both the carbide and the metallic networks comprising the composite material. The bridging effect 

described in the previous section is key for avoiding catastrophic failure provided that stress 

concentrators are limited by design criteria. 

 

Figure 2.21 (a) Transverse rupture strength as a function of cobalt content (b) TRS as a function of 

temperature for a medium WC grain size with 11 wt. % Co content [126]. 

 

As observed in Figure 2.21 (a), fracture strength values of WC-Co materials are in most 

cases above 2 GPa for materials sintered within the corresponding carbon windows. For Co contents 

Transverse Rupture Strength Relative Transverse Rupture Strength

(

a) 

(

b

) 
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below 30 vol.%, strength increases with toughness as the amount and thickness of Co ligaments 

increases. However, the network generated by WC becomes less resistant as contiguity decreases. 

At metal contents between 23-30 vol.%, the combination of WC and Co networks exhibit maximum 

strength. For higher metal contents, the strength of the composite decreases, being controlled by 

that of the metallic networks in which WC grains act as reinforcement particles. 

 

Not many data have been published on the effect of temperature on TRS of WC-Co materials 

(Figure 2.21 (b)) [127]. These authors show that fracture strength decreases as creep mechanisms 

are activated. Deformation mechanisms at temperatures above 800°C include the penetration of Co 

and the precipitation of discrete islands along WC-WC boundaries and also the formation of 

continuous thin lamellae while void formation tends to occur at WC-Co boundaries. EBSD mapping 

suggests Co penetration varies as a function of WC-WC misorientation. 

2.8. Hardmetal tools 

2.8.1. Cutting tools 

Cutting tools require enough hardness to cut the workpiece and sufficient fracture toughness 

to avoid catastrophic failure. Under such circumstances, tool life depends on the wear rate imposed 

by cutting conditions. As described in the previous section, hardness and wear resistance are directly 

related. However, hardness and toughness are often in opposition [128]. Tool wear normally occurs 

at the tool faces in contact with the workpiece, namely the rake face where the chip leaves a 

depression called “crater” and at the tool flank, where materials is worn out by rubbing against the 

workpiece. Tool damage involves the combination of several mechanisms including adhesion, 

abrasion, corrosion and diffusion which usually occur at temperatures near 1000°C. Therefore, apart 

from hot hardness, tool materials require certain resistance to diffusion (i.e. carbon diffusion from 

the tool to the workpiece in the case of steel machining). Hardmetal grades including TiC, TaC and 

NbC carbides were developed for this purpose, since the solubility of these carbides in steel is much 

lower than that of tungsten carbide [128]. In addition, the contiguity of these cubic carbides is much 

higher than that of WC grains. Therefore, a ceramic skeleton is formed with higher resistance to 

plastic deformation [4,98].  

 

Ceramic coatings were invented with the aim of combining the excellent crater resistance of 

cubic carbides (TiC) and the higher toughness of WC-Co materials. Coating technologies include 

chemical and physical methods (PVD, CVD) all carried out under high vacuum conditions for 

avoiding contamination of the interface and enhancing adhesion to the WC-Co substrate. Presently, 

there is a wide variety of coating materials and structures in which several carbides and nitrides are 

combined to ensure high hardness, low friction coefficient, high resistance to diffusion, chemical 

stability, etc. [4,128]. 
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2.8.2. Metal shaping tools 

Tools based on cemented carbides are presently used in all areas of cold metal forming, 

especially when large number of pieces and tight dimensional tolerances are involved (Figure 2.22). 

 

Figure 2.22 Example of a stamping tool [129]. 

 

Hardmetals provide high resistance to abrasion and adhesion under high mechanical stresses. 

These properties are critical, for instance, when shaping stainless steel parts at the upper bound of 

material properties. Hardmetal tools also provide excellent dimensional control of the final product 

due to their very small springback (i.e. elastic recovery after unloading). Selection of the appropriate 

hardmetal grade firstly depends on the system analysis: forming process (procedure, number of 

strokes, temperature, strain rate, lubrication), workpiece material (material properties, geometry, 

surface, friction map, degree of deformation), tool (type, construction, work-material, surface, 

guidance, fastening), machine (type of drive, stiffness, guidance accuracy, stroke adjustment, feed, 

auxiliaries, etc). After stress analysis is performed, hardmetals are selected according to their 

hardness (resistance of tribological stresses), compressive strength under cycling conditions, 

toughness, Young’s Modulus, thermal expansion, surface quality (grinding) and resistance to 

adhesion [1,18]. Among all hardmetal grades used in cold forming, those based on WC-Co with 

ultrafine microstructures are the mostly used for blanking and drawing. On the other hand, coarse 

WC grain sizes and average cobalt content are typically selected for highly stressed tools used in 

large shaping operations. In both cases, the use of HIP treatments remove all residual porosity and 

increase fracture strength and performance repeatability [4,130,131]. 

 

Hardmetals are very sensitive to stress concentrators (i.e. notches, grooves, corner radii, 

scratches, etc). Therefore, it is of critical importance that tool design avoids the presence of such 

features. In addition, surface roughness must be kept under specified values and grinding scratches 

must be oriented in the direction with less impact on stress concentration. Figure 2.23 shows the 

results of bursting tests (fracture under radial compression) on rings manufactured from a WC-

25wt.%Co alloy. 
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Figure 2.23 Influence of geometry and surface condition on the rupture strength (RS) of WC-25wt.%Co 

grade (WC G.S. = 1.3-2.5 microns) [132-134]. 

 

These data clearly prove the advantage of reducing surface roughness in the bore surface 

and the critical effect of stress concentrators, in this case, the corner radius in squared bores. Electro 

discharge machining (EDM) not only increases roughness but also generates a porous, oxidized and 

intrinsically brittle surface layer (Figure 2.24). 

 

 

Figure 2.24 Example of surface damage induced by EDM machining on a WC-15 wt.%Co grade (WC 

G.S.= 0.5-0.8 microns). 

 

Cold forming tools can be made up of one piece or a number of split sections depending on 

the working conditions. However, the fastening procedure mainly depends on the stresses imposed 

on individual elements. Homogeneous distribution of fixing stresses in these elements is critical for 

avoiding catastrophic failure of cold forming tools. For achieving this aim, it has to be remembered 

that hardmetals can endure very high compressive stresses but very low tensile or shear ones. In 

addition, hardmetals are brittle and notch-sensitive in comparison with quenched and tempered 
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steels (i.e. large corner radii and chamfers are needed when the piece cross section changes 

significantly). Thermal expansion is also very different for hardmetals, being only half of that of 

steel. This means that, on uncontrolled heating, very large stresses can arise between the HM 

element and its metal support. Finally, assuming a similar surface roughness, static friction between 

HM and steel is much lower than that between steel and steel. 

 

The most common method of fixing HM for cold forming operations is shrinking or force-

fitting. The reason is that, if machining tolerances are adequate, very high compressive stresses can 

be applied to the HM part, depending on the selected interference. In heading die tools, the 

maximum amount of interference is required in order to withstand the extreme fatigue conditions 

of the application. Interference changes with the tool temperature. Therefore, in high temperature 

applications, this must be considered in the design of the joint. FEM calculations are required to 

ensure that the HM part is never exposed to tensile stress throughout the working cycle under 

stationary regime. Typical shrink fitting temperatures range from 230°C to 250°C. Both steel and 

HM are heated together, because this allows enough time to align the components before the joint 

sets. If the HM part is kept at room temperature, it acts as a heat sink due to its high thermal 

conductivity and the process occurs very fast. 

 

Both pressing forces and tool stresses are defined once a system analysis has been carried 

out. Then, it is decided the number of sequential forming steps. Taking into account the pressure 

relationship in the inner zone of the tool and the work-piece geometry, the construction elements of 

the tool can be defined: casing material, HM alloy for the die, type of casing, level of pre-stressing. 

As a general rule, when the inner pressure lies below  1 GPa, shrink fitting is a valid fabrication 

method. When this pressure rises up to 1.2 GPa a double-shrink step would be required. A cold 

force-fit of the die can also be applied since the inner part of the case enters the plastic regime (a 

taper of typically 1º-2º is applied to both die and case). In this way, it is possible to withstand inner 

pressures up to 2 GPa [135,136]. For higher pressures, there are special casings made of a high 

strength steel band wound onto a steel core. Tangential stress in each ring is calculated to be close 

to the yield point of the steel. With thicknesses of 100 microns, inner pressures can go up to 50 kbar 

[136]. The risk associated to cross section changes can be partially controlled by using larger radii. 

If this is not possible the die is to be split into sections. Axial pre-stressing is useful to counteract 

tensile or shear components. On the other hand, as punches are concerned, fracture is normally 

associated to buckling (i.e. too high length to diameter ratio). In this case, the choice of large corner 

radii in transition zones is critical. Correct lapping and polishing of the work area can be extremely 

beneficial for extending tool life. As described in previous sections, a robust design of hardmetal 

tools for cold forming includes minimizing stress concentrators and ensuring good surface integrity 

(i.e. residual stresses under control and low roughness). Hardness, compressive strength and 

toughness are key material properties for ensuring an adequate tool performance. However, cold 

forming involves the use of dynamic loading conditions, for which less information is available 

[137,138].  
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2.8.3. Hot rolling tools 

Hot shaping of metals is another important field of application for cemented carbides. In this 

case, cooling is critical in order to avoid catastrophic oxidation which starts at 750°C in air [139]. 

Optimum cooling implies adequate flow, pressure and water quality (nozzle positioning and 

design). Pitting of the roll surface is in many cases due to corrosion phenomena, which are 

accelerated by the temperature of the steel piece and the pH of the cooling fluid. Thus, maximum 

temperature for pH between 7.5 to 8.5 is around 35°C. However, if pH ranges from 6 to 9, the 

maximum allowed temperature is 25°C. When water acidity is below 5.5, cobalt binder phases need 

to be substituted by others containing Co, Ni and Cr. Apart from Co-Ni-Cr alloys, other alternative 

binders include intermetallic compounds, either monolithic or as fine precipitates. For example, 

some authors claim that iron aluminides exhibit a higher wear resistance at high temperatures in 

comparison to other binder systems such as cobalt, nickel aluminides, or 304 stainless steel [4,140]. 

 

Another important issue related to hot rolling applications is the presence of cracks produced 

by thermal shock. During operation, temperature gradients can be as high as 700°C between the 

portion of the ring in contact with hot steel and the rest with is kept below 400°C by the cooling 

fluid. Thermal stresses depend on the thermal expansion coefficient, the thermal conductivity, the 

elastic modulus and the fracture strength of the selected hardmetal. Fracture toughness is also 

important in order to define maintenance operations. In materials with high binder content, thermal 

shock leads to cracking at lower temperature steps. However, crack propagation is slower due to 

their higher toughness. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Appended Paper Details 

The following sections include the work methodology and a summary of the most relevant 

results of this thesis. All results were published in the International Journal of Refractory Metals 

and Hard Materials, one of the most cited journals specialized on hard materials. 

3.1. Work Methodology 

The methodology used in this thesis is as follows: 

 

1- WC-multicomponent alloys design. These new alloys were selected taking into 

account literature data, Thermocalc® analyses and previous practical experience of the 

research group. Specifications were based on key physical-chemical properties of 

selected WC-Co grades; like hardness, fracture resistance and toughness. WC to metal 

ratios of selected compositions range from 10 and 30 vol.%. These first works were 

used to define the limits compatible with industrial “scale-up”. 

 

2- Ceramic and metallic powder selection. A detailed characterization has been carried 

out in order to define the level of impurities, surface area and particle size distribution 

of all starting powders. These parameters need to be taken into account in order to 

optimize the powder processing route required for each investigated system. 

 

3- Powder processing before sintering. This includes mixing/milling, drying, uniaxial 

compaction and pre-sintering. Physico-chemical characterization of powder mixtures, 

green compacts and presintered specimens was carried out in order to solve processing 

issues like excessive oxidation during milling, cracking during pressing and/or 

decarburization during presintering. 

 

4- Sintering. Densification of powder compacts was studied by means of calorimetric and 

dilatometric experiments. These results were used for optimizing the corresponding 

vacuum sintering cycles: heating and cooling rates, dwelling steps, maximum 

temperature plateau, effect of the sintering atmosphere, etc. CEIT-BRTA facilities 

include different vacuum sintering furnaces with characteristics similar to those used in 
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the hardmetal industry. Hot isostatic pressing was also applied, when needed, for the 

elimination of residual porosity. Apart from porosity removal, shrinkage control has also 

been carefully investigated for its impact on production costs.  

 

5- Physical-chemical characterization of sintered samples. This task includes chemical 

analysis by IR spectroscopic technique to measure the carbon and oxygen content of the 

presintered and sintered samples, thermal analysis (i.e. differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC) and thermogravimetry (TGA)), microstructural characterization by means of 

optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM and TEM), X-ray diffraction and 

mechanical testings (mainly hardness, toughness and bending strength). 

Micromechanical characterization of the new metallic binders has also been performed 

by means of nanoindentation.  

3.2. Journal Information 

3.2.1. International Journal of Refractory Metals and Hard Materials 

The International Journal of Refractory Metals and Hard Materials (IJRMHM) is a journal 

focused on refractory metals and hard materials. Among the latter, special attention is paid to 

cemented carbides and carbonitrides. Works published on this journal include novel alloy design 

concepts, new methods of synthesis, processing and characterization especially those that result in 

improved or novel microstructures, leading in turn to improved properties and novel applications. 

IJRMHM aims to bridge the gap between pure research and the more practical aspects of production 

and properties. In that IJRMHM will continue to provide a medium linking together material 

scientists, engineers, designers and manufacturers working in this field. 

 

Impact Factor 2020: 3.871 

Five Year Impact Factor: 3.544 

CiteScore: 6.3 

h-index: 82 

SCImago Journal Rank (SJR): 0.931 

Impact Score: 4.05  

Article Influence Score: 0.601  

Journal quartile: Q1 (Metallurgy & Metallurgical Engineering).  

Table 3.1 Journal Category and classification 

Category of JCR Classification in 

the category 

Quartile in the 

category 

    Metallurgy & Metallurgical Engineering 11 de 79 Q1 

    Materials Science, Multidisciplinary 116 de 314 Q2 
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The works carried out in this thesis are fully aligned with the scope of this journal. Therefore, 

it was selected for the publication of all research papers produced in it. 

3.3. Summary of Appended Papers 

Paper A 

 

First selection of compositions was based on the information of Nishigaki and coworkers 

(1985), which defined a set of conditions for precipitating gamma prime in WC-metal alloys 

containing nickel and aluminum. The main novelty of this paper is the use of a Ti-Al intermetallic 

as a way of introducing aluminum in the system. Different WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 powder 

mixtures were prepared and consolidated by standard PM procedures. Sintering and precipitation 

phenomena were analyzed as a function of the Al content. Dilatometric and calorimetric data 

confirm that liquid formation occurs at higher temperatures and total shrinkage decreases as Al 

content increases. In these materials, powders oxides are partially reduced by direct reaction with 

TiAl3 additions due to the effectiveness of Al as oxygen “getter”. The standard carbothermal 

reduction process is increasingly hindered as Al additions increase. This has been confirmed by 

measuring the oxygen and carbon contents after sintering. For the higher Al additions, some residual 

porosity is left in the samples after conventional vacuum sintering. These specimens required an 

subsequent HIP treatment for removing any residual porosity. According to TEM-EDS analyses, 

around 0.5 wt.% Al is lost to the precipitation of Al-rich oxides. The rest is dissolved in the Ni-Co-

Cr-W binder phase. Precipitation of γ’ phase has been confirmed both by XRD and high resolution 

SEM for Al contents of 1.88 and 3.14 wt.%. Hardness in these alloys increases dramatically with 

the TiAl3 content, from 729 to 1175 kg/mm2 (HV10) respectively. This is mainly due to the slow 

WC grain growth kinetics observed in these compositions. Thus, no further WC grain growth is 

observed in these cemented carbides when vacuum sintered specimens are submitted to a second 

heating during HIPing treatment (carried out at 1400°C for 1 h).  

 

Paper B 

 

Starting from WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 compositions described in paper A as a reference, this 

work was focused on the following points:  

- Comparing the Al alloying effect of titanium aluminide additions with those of aluminum 

nitride. The idea was to eliminate the presence of titanium in the system. 

- Studying the effect of milling conditions of the Al alloying process. 

- Analyzing the effect of reducing the total amount of binder phase by 50% on the 

sinterability and final properties of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 materials. 

- Studying the effect of solution aging treatments on the precipitation of gamma prime in the 

metallic binder. 
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Results confirmed that Al alloying of the binder phase in WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2 cemented 

carbides was better achieved with TiAl3 additions, since the decomposition of AlN during the 

sintering process was much slower. As expected, sinterability decreases by reducing the amount of 

metallic additions, especially in compositions with higher aluminum content.  

 

Powder milling conditions have a critical effect on both the Al alloying process and the final 

microstructure of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2 materials. High energy milling increases the powder oxygen 

content and, subsequently, the volume fraction of alumina particles after sintering. 

 

Finally, gamma prime precipitation was studied both in as-HIP specimens and after aging at 

600°C and different dwelling times. Microstructural characterization was carried out by SEM. 

 

Paper C 

 

This paper focuses on the chemical reactions occurring during sintering of WC-Ni-Co-

Cr3C2-TiAl3 compositions. Microstructural analyses carried out by combining SEM and TEM show 

that TiAl3 decomposes during the heating ramp leading to the formation of Al-rich oxides, gamma 

prime precipitates and (Tix,W1-x)C mixed carbides. The partition of Al between Al-rich oxides and 

gamma prime phases depends on the amount of oxides left in the powder mixtures after the 

milling/mixing process. Different exothermic reactions have been detected by differential scanning 

calorimetry during the heating ramp. Those occurring below 1000ºC are likely due to the direct 

reaction between powder oxides and TiAl3. The aluminum remaining after these oxide reduction 

processes is dissolved in the binder phase and reacts with Ni and Co leading to the formation of 

gamma prime precipitates. Repeated DSC experiments were used to determine the temperatures 

corresponding to dissolution and re-precipitation of already formed gamma prime phases. Taking 

this into account, different solution aging treatments were applied in order to define optimum age 

hardening conditions for the metallic binder. It has been found that hardness peaks occur at lower 

temperatures as the aluminum content of the binder phase increases. 

 

Paper D 

 

This paper is based on the first results obtained with WC-FeNiCoCr materials. These alloys 

were selected as an alternative approach for further reducing the cobalt content in hardmetals. The 

reference material selected for this purpose was WC-FeNiCo with a fixed ratio of 40Fe/40Ni/20Co 

(in wt.%), that is, a reduction of the cobalt content of 80%. In this case, the strategy is to use solution 

hardening instead of precipitation hardening for improving the strength of the binder phase. The 

main novelty is to study the effect of Cr alloying on the sinterability and the width of the carbon 

window of these compositions. Low melting eutectics are detected on first heating for Cr contents 

of 1 and 2 wt% and for C contents near the upper bound of the corresponding C windows. These 

eutectics disappear on repeated heating and cooling experiments, being substituted by narrower 
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peaks occurring at higher temperatures. These phenomena are likely related to the decarburization 

associated to carbothermal reduction of powder oxides and the homogeneization of the chemical 

composition of these multicomponent binder phases. C windows predicted by Thermocalc® are 

shifted towards lower C contents than those found experimentally. Better agreement between 

predictions and experiments is found in compositions with higher Cr contents. As expected from 

their high Ni content, binder phases are mainly austenitic. However, ferrite is partially stabilized in 

compositions combining low C and high Cr contents. High magnification SEM images show the 

presence of submicron Cr-rich carbides, mainly located at WC-metal interfaces. These Cr-rich 

carbides disappear in compositions with adequate chromium and carbon contents.  

 

Paper E 

 

A new model of the C-Co-Fe-Ni-W quinary system has been built using experimental data 

reported in paper D and others gathered from the literature. It includes a precise determination of 

phase transformation temperatures of three and four-phase equilibria, i.e., L+fcc+WC, 

L+fcc+WC+M6C and L+fcc+WC+C and the location of the corresponding C-window. Predictions 

obtained with this new database show good agreement with melting ranges and carbon windows 

measured for the C-Co-Fe-Ni-W system by other authors. 

 

Paper F 

 

Starting from optimum WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr compositions defined in paper D, the aim is to 

investigate the effect of changing the WC grain size and the metallic volume fraction on shrinkage 

and melting phenomena occurring during sintering. As described for WC-Co materials, a significant 

hardening effect is obtained by reducing WC grain size and the volume fraction of metallic phase. 

However, precipitation of secondary carbides is more difficult to control. 

 

Paper G 

 

Key mechanical properties, like hardness and fracture strength, have been measured for 

optimized WC-28-29 vol.% Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al and WC-20 vol% Fe-Ni-Co-Cr materials, selected 

according to the results reported in papers B, C and D.  

 

In the case of the WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al system, both HIPed and solution aged specimens 

have been tested. These composite materials are comprised of WC and (Tix,W1-x)C, Al-rich oxides 

and gamma prime precipitates with nanometric dimensions embedded in a Ni-Co-Cr-W-Al 

austenitic binder phase. Nanoindentation experiments confirm that the hardness of the binder phase 

increases after aging due a reduction of the mean size of gamma prime precipitates. Fracture strength 

values are only 15% lower than those reported for commercial WC-Co hardmetals grades with 

similar WC mean grain size and metal content. These data, obtained at room temperature, confirm 
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the potential of these new alloys for substituting WC-Co materials, especially at high temperatures. 

Nevertheless, sinterability is still to be improved in order to reach industrial standards. 

 

WC-FeNiCoCr compositions are easier to sinter than WC-NiCoCrTiAl ones. In addition, 

carbon windows are wide enough to ensure a robust production of these materials by standard 

SinterHIP cycles. Moreover, cobalt content in these materials is only 20% of that used in standard 

WC-Co grades. All these data suggest that WC-FeNiCoCr materials are closer to be processed in 

an industrial environment. As in WC-Co materials, hardness can be adjusted by controlling the WC 

grain size distribution and the volume fraction of metallic binder phase. Maximum fracture strength 

(close to 3 GPa) is obtained by avoiding the precipitation of Cr-rich secondary carbides. These 

values are within tolerances of standard WC-Co grades with similar binder contents and WC grain 

sizes. 
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Chapter 4 

4. Conclusions 

Two different multicomponent metallic alloys have been investigated as potential candidates 

for substitution of cobalt in WC-Co cemented carbides. The selected compositions are compatible 

with those used in cold and hot forming of metals (i.e. stamping, hot rolling, etc). 

 

Two sets of conclusions have been extracted from these investigations. 

 

WC-NiCoCrTiAl system 

 

- Combinations of Co, Ni, Cr, Ti and Al can be used to obtain heat treatable WC-Co-Ni-Cr-

Al-Ti materials with precipitation of gamma prime in their metallic binder phases. 

 

- Other phases present in these materials are (Tix,W1-x)C and Al2O3. Both are produced after 

the decomposition of TiAl3 powders previously added to the mixtures. Alumina 

precipitates are obtained by the reduction of other powder oxides by aluminum. (Tix,W1-

x)C cubic carbides are identical to the “so-called” gamma phase in standard hardmetals. 

  

- Al alloying of the binder phase in WC-Co-Ni-Cr-Al-Ti materials was better achieved by 

using TiAl3 instead of AlN additions. TiAl3 is fully decomposed once the eutectic is formed 

whereas part of AlN grains remain undissolved even at temperatures as high as 1600ºC. 

  

- Age hardening effects can be induced in the binder phase of these cemented carbides by 

means of standard solid solution treatments followed by isothermal aging. Hardness peaks 

in the binder phase occur at lower temperatures as the aluminum content of the binder 

phase increases. 

 

- Compositions containing approx. 28-29 vol.% metal content exhibit hardness values in the 

range of those reported for similar grades of WC-Co hardmetals. Optimized aluminum 

additions lead to materials with fracture strength values only 15% lower than those reported 

for the same WC-Co commercial references. These results suggest the potential of gamma 

prime precipitation for improving the performance of cemented carbides at high 

temperatures. 
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WC-FeNiCoCr system 

 

- The carbon window in WC-FeNiCo (40/40/20 in wt.%) + Cr materials is defined not only 

by the absence of eta phase and free C but also of M7C3 carbides. The precipitation of this 

Cr-rich phase is avoided when the chromium content of the binder phase is below 5 wt.% 

and the carbon content is close to the lower bound leading to eta phase precipitation. 

 

- Although the metallic binder phase of these cemented carbides is mainly austenitic, a 

certain amount of ferrite is stabilized by the presence of chromium, if carbon content is 

low enough. 

 

- During sintering of WC-FeNiCoCr alloys, liquid formation occurs at lower temperatures 

as Cr content increases. Endothermic DSC peaks become narrower and are displaced 

towards higher temperatures when samples are re-sintered. This is likely due to the 

combination of two factors: certain decarburization taking place on repeated heating and 

cooling and the chemical homogeneization of the metallic binder, which is formed from 

elemental additions. 

 

- CALPHAD methodology has been applied to create a new database including a precise 

determination of phase transformation temperatures of three and four-phase equilibria (i.e. 

L+fcc+WC, L+fcc+WC+M6C and L+fcc+WC+C) along with the location of the 

corresponding C-windows. This model has been validated with data published by other 

authors. 

 

- Excellent combination of hardness and fracture strength is obtained for WC-

15wt.%FeNiCoCr materials with coarse WC grain size (3.7 microns): 10 and 3 GPa 

respectively. These values are within tolerances of those reported for standard WC-Co 

grades with similar binder contents and WC grain sizes.  
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Chapter 5 

5. Future work 

In WC-NiCoCrTiAl alloys, further research will be focused on the investigation of the effect 

of gamma prime precipitation on hot hardness retention. The measurement of fracture toughness by 

means of SENB or Barker methods is also important, since indentation cracking is not applicable 

to the compositions investigated in this thesis. Another important topic is the extension of the 

gamma prime precipitation effect to other WC/metal ratios and WC grain sizes. For this purpose, a 

first thermodynamic model describing WC-NiCoCrTiAl compositions would be also needed. 

 

In WC-FeNiCoCr compositions, next steps will be related to the potential industrial “scale-

up” of these investigations. This involves selection of adequate raw materials and processing of 

larger batches of powder mixtures. Shrinkage control is critical for fabrication of cutting tools or 

other tribological components. From the scientific point of view, the generation of a binder phase 

based on metastable austenite will be evaluated for its potential toughening effect. 
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Chapter 6 

6. Scientific contribution 

The use of alternative binders in cemented carbides is an active field of research since many 

decades. In this thesis, two different materials have been designed as potential candidates for Co 

replacement in hardmetals: FeNiCoCr and NiCoCrTiAl alloys. In the former, the objective was to 

define the processing conditions for obtaining a single solid solution of Fe, Ni, Co and Cr. On the 

other hand, NiCoCrTiAl materials were processed in order to obtain metallic binder able to be age 

hardened. 

 

The main contributions include: 

- The study of Cr additions to WC-Fe-Ni-Co alloys both from theoretical and experimental 

points of view. The precise location of carbon widows in these cemented carbides. The use 

of this information for designing materials with a combination of hardness and fracture 

strength within the range of those reported for WC-Co materials.  

 

- The study of Al alloying of WC-CoNiCr materials. The selection of best alloying 

compounds and the analysis of chemical reactions occurring during sintering. The 

development of a powder metallurgy route compatible with standard processing of 

hardmetals. The control of the precipitation of gamma prime in these new binder phases. 
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A B S T R A C T

Cemented carbides with Ni-Co-Cr-Al-W binder phases have been obtained from WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 powder mixtures by using standard hardmetal processing
routes. Dilatometric and DSC experiments confirm that melting events and shrinkage in these materials are shifted towards higher temperatures as the Al content
increases. It is also shown that sintering in Argon is enhanced at very low Al levels (0.63 wt%), which is likely due to the efficient reduction of powder oxides via
direct reaction with TiAl3. For higher Al additions, HIP treatments are needed in order to remove the residual porosity left after vacuum sintering. Microstructural
characterization confirms that Al additions induce two types of precipitation phenomena in the metallic binder phase of these hardmetals: one consisting of very fine
Al-rich oxides (product of the aforementioned powder oxide reduction) and the other comprising even finer γ’ type cuboids (similar to those found in Ni superalloys).
As confirmed by TEM-EDS analyses, the binder phase of these cemented carbides is a multicomponent alloy incluiding Co, Ni, Cr, W and increasing amounts of Al as
TiAl3 addition increases. About 0.5 wt% Al is lost to the powder oxides reduction process. TiAl3 additions have a significant hardening effect on WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2

alloys. This is due to its effective role as WC grain growth inhibitor. Although, solution-aging treatments induce a finer and more homogeneous precipitation of the γ’
phase in these materials, their hardness is slighlty reduced if compared to that of as-HIPed samples.

1. Introduction

The need for Co replacement in hardmetals is presently linked to the
evolution of the electric-hybrid car market, since this metal is an es-
sential ingredient in their lithium-ion batteries [1–3]. It is forseen that,
by 2021, 17% of the global cobalt demand will be used in these ap-
plications. Moreover, this coincides with its change of classification as
potentially harmful substance (CARC 1B - MUTA2 - REPRO 1B). Mul-
ticomponent alloys with nearly equiatomic ratios, so-called high en-
tropy alloys, are interesting materials for such replacement. Recent
works show that fully dense products can be obtained by combining WC
and Fe-Co-Ni-Cr-Cu alloys [4, 5]. However, very little is published
about the microstructural characteristics of these materials or which
processing issues need to be overcome in order to control key properties
such as hardness, toughness or fracture strength. The analysis of pos-
sible precipitation phenomena and the compatibility of these multi-
component alloys with the carbide phase (i.e. width of C windows, etc)
are key in order to optimize the aforementioned mechanical properties,
specially at high temperatures. It is well known that total substitution of
Co by Ni leads to lower hardness and TRS values [6, 7]. Solution
hardening alternatives (i.e. addition of appropriate amounts of Si,Ti,Cr
or Mo into the Ni binder phase) have proved effective in improving the
balance between hardness and fracture toughness in WC-Ni based

alloys. Other authors confirmed that oxidation and corrosion resistance
improve by the addition of Cr to WC-Ni materials. However, their
fracture strength is still below that of WC-Co hardmetals.

As Al alloying is concerned, there is still some controversy regarding
its role as precipitation hardener in the WC-Ni system. On the one hand,
Vishwanadam et al. [8] reported that the best combination of hardness
and toughness is obtained when Al is kept in solid solution and asso-
ciated γ’ precipitation to a loss of toughness. On the other, Doi and
Nishigaki [9] investigated γ’ precipitation both in TiCN-Ni-Al cermets
and WC-Ni-Al materials confirming a significant increase of hardness
and wear resistance, and in some cases of fracture strength too, spe-
cially in materials with high binder phase content. The main novelty of
the present work involves the combined addition of Cr3C2 and TiAl3
powders to the WC-Co-Ni mixtures. Both concepts, the use of multi-
component alloys as binder phase of hardmetals and the addition of Al
as precipitation hardener, are combined in order to explore their po-
tential for the fabrication of alternative cemented carbides with re-
duced amounts of cobalt. Sintering and precipitation phenomena are
analyzed as a function of the Al content of these new powder mixtures.

2. Experimental procedure

The compositions of the powder mixtures used in these experiments
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are included in Table 1. The content in metallic powders was in all cases
24 wt% with a Co/Ni ratio equal to 1. Cr additions were carried out via
Cr3C2 carbide and Al alloying was performed by means of TiAl3 pow-
ders. This intermetallic compound is brittle enough to ensure its
homogeneous distribution in the powder mixtures during milling. In
addition, its melting point (≈1350 °C) is clearly above the liquid for-
mation in the W-C-Co-Ni-Cr system [10]. This will be taken into ac-
count when discussing oxidation phenomena during sintering. Mixing/
milling was carried out in a planetary equipment at 200 rpm for 5 h
using hexane as liquid media and a ball to powder weight ratio of 6 to 1.
Paraffin, used as pressing aid, was added in the last milling hour. These
high energetic milling conditions were selected to force the presence of
oxides in the samples and study their behavior during sintering.
Afterwards, the powders were dried for 1 h. at atmospheric pressure in
a thermostatic bath (90 ± 2 °C). Green compacts were obtained by
double action pressing at 160MPa. The sinterability of the different
powder mixtures was analyzed by calorimetry, thermogravimetry
(TGA/DSC Setaram Setsys Evolution 16/18) and dilatometry (Netzsch
TA 402 E/7). These experiments were carried out on 5mm high and
5mm ϕ cylinders using a heating rate of 10 °C/min up to 1450 °C.
Dwelling time at this temperature was 1 h for dilatometric experiments
and 5min for DSC/TGA tests (both types of experiments were made in
Ar atmosphere, 1 bar). The onset of DSC and shrinkage rate peaks were
determined by using the SETSOFT software [11]. Vacuum sintering
experiments were carried out in a industrial furnace with graphite
heating elements at 10 °C/min up to 1400 °C. The vacuum level used
during this step was 10−2 mbar. Above this temperature, the pressure
was increased up to 100mbar by injecting argon in the furnace
chamber and maintained during the 1 h sintering plateau. Interrupted
sintering experiments were also performed by stopping the cycle at
1200 °C and 1300 °C and keeping the samples during 1 h under the
atmosphere described in the previous experiments. Hot isostatic
pressing was also applied to a selected group of sintered specimens in
order to eliminate all residual porosity. These cycles were made at
1400 °C and 150MPa for 1 h. Aging effects were investigated in few
selected HIPed materials. In these experiments, samples were pre-
viously solution treated in Ar at 1150 °C for 2 h followed by rapid air
cooling. Afterwards, they were kept at 600 °C for 10 h. C and O contents
were measured by means of infrared spectrometry both in green com-
pacts and sintered materials. Standard ISO 3369 was used for density
measurements. Finally, the sintered specimens were ground and po-
lished down to 1 μm diamond paste for microstructural analysis, which
was carried out by optical, scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM)
and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Phase identification
was carried out by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) (with Ni-filtered CuKα ra-
diation) using Bragg-Brentano configuration. Finally, transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) was also used in combination with EDS to
analyze the chemical composition of the binder phase in these materials
avoiding the interaction of surrounding WC grains (values included in
Table 6 are the average of 4 different analyses).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermal analyses: dilatometry, calorimetry and thermogravimetry

Dilatometric experiments show that the shrinkage of WC-Ni-Co-

Cr3C2 alloys is strongly hindered by TiAl3 additions for contents of 3
and 5wt% (alloys C11 and C12 respectively) (Fig. 1a). However, when
only 1 wt% TiAl3 is added to the powder mixtures, shrinkage is 6%
higher than that of the reference alloy without TiAl3 additions (C1).
Shrinkage rate curves are very similar for compositions C1 and C2
(Fig. 1b). In both cases, there is a strong shrinkage event at tempera-
tures around 1280 °C followed by a weaker one close to 1340 °C.

For the two alloys with higher TiAl3 contents (C11 and C12), the
first peak is shifted towards higher temperatures and the weak one
moves in the opposite direction (Table 2). Therefore, both peaks appear
overlapped. Moreover, the intensity ratio between them also changes,
the peak occurring at higher temperature being the most intense one for
alloy C12.

Comparison of shrinkage rate peaks with those detected by DSC is
shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2. These data confirm that, for the lowest
TiAl3 additions (C2), melting starts 4 °C below the temperature mea-
sured for the reference C1. For higher TiAl3 additions, the melting point
increases steadily up to 1280 °C. In all cases, shrinkage preceeds
melting. In alloy C1 (without TiAl3), shrinkage starts 25 °C below
melting and, as the Al content increases, this difference is reduced to
20 °C in alloy C2 and only to 7 °C in alloy C11. The difference again

Table 1
Composition of the powder mixtures (in wt%).

Ref. WC Co Ni Cr3C2 TiAl3 Binder phase content
(% vol.)

C1 74.3 12 12 1.7 – 38.0
C2 73.3 12 12 1.7 1 38.6
C11 71.3 12 12 1.7 3 40.9
C12 69.3 12 12 1.7 5 44.7

Fig. 1. (a) Shrinkage and (b) shrinkage rate corresponding to WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-
TiAl3 compositions.
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increases to 21 °C for composition C12. This behavior suggests that,
although the nominal metallic content is high in all investigated alloys
(over 38 vol%), solid state sintering is restrained by TiAl3 additions.

Once the first liquid phase appears, a strong acceleration of the
shrinkage rate is observed in all compositions. As it is well known,
shrinkage in cemented carbides during sintering is affected by many
factors (mainly, the WC grain size distribution, the amount of liquid
phase and its wetting properties and the solubitily of WC grains in the
liquid) [12]. Coming back to Fig. 1a, the previous analysis suggests that
the loss of sinterability detected in the alloys with high TiAl3 additions
is likely associated to a loss of wettability of the new liquids onto the
WC grains and/or to a lower solubility of WC grains in the mentioned
liquid phase. This latter hypothesis is backed by microstructural evi-
dences showing a strong restriction of WC grain growth in the men-
tioned compositions (Fig. 7).

On the other hand, the higher densification obtained with alloy C2
(with 1 wt% TiAl3) could be related to the reduction of powder oxides
(those of Co, Ni or even W) by direct reaction with TiAl3, which is a
strong oxygen “getter”. This reaction could compete with the standard
carbothermal reduction process inducing a more efficient removal of
oxides and a faster spreading of eutectic liquids during liquid phase
sintering. Under this assumption, a higher C should be expected in the
final composition of these cemented carbides, since less C would be lost
to carbothermal reduction. This is compatible with the fact that melting
occurs at a slightly lower temperature for alloy C2 than for C1 (Table 2)
[10].

Mass losses measured by TGA are also consistent with powder oxide
reduction being preferentially carried out by TiAl3 additions. As seen in
Fig. 3, these are much lower in composition C2 than in C1 up to
1200–1250 °C, indicating again that carbothermal reduction of oxides is
less active in the material with TiAl3 additions (C2). In this material,
mass losses start around 1250 °C, which indicate that carbothermal
reduction of oxides is more favorable as temperature increases. Thus,
the Gibbs free energy (ΔG) for carbothermal reduction of Cr2O3 is ne-
gative above 1225 °C [13]. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that
most of TiAl3 has already been consumed in reducing oxides at lower
temperatures.

3.2. Vacuum sintering experiments(VS)

As described in the experimental procedure, dilatometric, DSC and
TGA tests were carried out in Argon. However, when sintering is carried
out in vaccum, densification is found to be slightly higher for alloy C1
than for C2. As seen in Fig. 4, this difference is more evident at lower
sintering temperatures. In both cases, density is above 99% of the
theoretical density, but ISO 4499-4 data show that porosity levels are
higher for alloy C2 (Table 3). This behaviour can be explained by
considering that, according to Le Chatelier's principle, carbothermal
reduction phenomena are activated under vacuum conditions. Porosity

Table 2
Temperatures corresponding to shrinkage rate and DSC peaks as a function of
Al content.

Ref. Al content
(wt%)

Temperature (°C)

Onset
shrinkage rate
peak

Shrinkage rate
peaks

DSC
melting
onset

DSC melting
peaks

C1 0.00 1229 °C 1277 °C 1254 °C 1280 °C
1347 °C 1348 °C

C2 0.63 1230 °C 1284 °C 1250 °C 1292 °C
1336 °C 1316 °C

C11 1.88 1244 °C 1290 °C 1253 °C 1277 °C
1326 °C 1341 °C

C12 3.14 1259 °C 1329 °C 1280 °C 1340 °C
1335 °C

Fig. 2. DSC heat flow plots compared corresponding to WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3
compositions: (a) C1, (b) C2, (c) C11 and (d) C12.
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Fig. 3. TGA plot corresponding to alloys C1 and C2 during the heating ramp
used in DSC experiments.

Fig. 4. Arquimedes densities of samples obtained by vacuum sintering as a
function of the sintering temperature (ISO 3369).

Table 3
Density and porosity values of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 samples. Both data of
samples processed by vacuum sintering (VS) at 1400 °C-1 h and others subse-
quently HIPed at 1400 °C-150MPa for 1 h (marked with the letter “H”) are
included. Theoretical densities are calculated from the densities of starting
powders.

Ref. Porosity ISO
4499-4

Density ISO 3369 (g/
cm3)

Theoretical density (T.D.) (g/
cm3)

C1 A04-06/B02/C04-
06

12,99 13,01

C1H A02/B00/C06-08 12,99
C2 A02/B02/C02-04 12,48 12,64
C2H A02/B00/C00 12,51
C11 A02/B00/C00 11,76 11,94
C11H A00-02/B00/C00 11,92
C12 A06/B04-06/C00 11,06 11,32
C12H A04-06/B02/C00 11,27

Table 4
Intersticials contents (C, O) of specimens sintered at 1400 °C for 1 h under va-
cuum conditions.

Al content (wt%) Intersticials contents

Compacts VS specimens

C (wt%) O (wt%) C (wt%) O (wt%)

0.00 4.78 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0.02 4.65 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.01
0.63 4.72 ± 0.04 0.73 ± 0.12 4.61 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.05
1.88 4.60 ± 0.48 0.57 ± 0.02 5.03 ± 0.06 0.25 ± 0.04
3.14 4.47 ± 0.45 0.69 ± 0.03 4.82 ± 0.17 0.49 ± 0.02

Fig. 5. Change in intersticial contents of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 after VS at
1400 °C-1 h: (a) relative change in carbon (b) relative change in oxygen.
Reference oxygen and carbon values are those of the compacts after paraffin
burnout.
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Fig. 6. Calculated isopleths of the Al-Co-Ni-Cr-W-C system, constant Co, Ni and Cr contents as given in Table 1: (a) alloy 1 and (b) alloy 2.
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values for compositions C11 and C12 are slightly below 99%, which is
unacceptable for hardmetal standards. This residual porosity was
eliminated by applying a hot isostatic pressing cycle at 1400 °C-
150MPa for 1 h.

Carbon and oxygen contents have been measured in both compacts
and samples vacuum sintered (Table 4). Differences found as a function
of the sintering temperature are shown in Fig. 5a and b. At 1200 °C
samples are highly oxidized because at this low temperature densities
are far from close porosity state (62% of the theoretical density).
Therefore, there is easy access of oxygen to all exposed surfaces after
removal from the furnace chamber. At 1300 °C, porosity is already
closed. C and O losses measured for composition C1 are consistent with
carbothermal reduction of oxides. In alloy C2, C and O losses are
slightly lower in accordance with the idea that carbothermal reduction

competes with direct reaction with TiAl3. This effect is amplified as Al
content increases. There is a net C gain in compositions C11 and C12
after VS instead of a C loss. Moreover, the oxygen left in the samples
increases steadily with the Al content of the powder mixtures. In
summary, these data prove that carbothermal deoxydation is less ef-
fective, being overcome by reaction between the powder oxides and the
Al supplied by TiAl3 additions.

The correlation between C contents in VS specimens and melting-
shrinkage phenomena detected in DSC and dilatometric tests has been
analyzed by means of Thermocalc (TC) ® software. These simulations,
carried out by using TCCC1 database, show that “solidus” temperatures
for the W-C-Co-Ni-Cr system range from 1209 °C for the liquid
+fcc+WC+graphite phase diagram region to 1276 °C for the liquid
+fcc+M6C+WC one (Fig. 6a). The melting onset measured by DSC
during heating for this alloy is 1254 °C which, according to the men-
tioned simulation, correspond to an equilibrium carbon content of
4.3 wt%. However, the actual C content of alloy C1 after vacuum sin-
tering (VS), measured by IR spectrometry, is 4.65 wt% (Table 5) which
agrees reasonably with the equilibrium C content estimated by TC® for
a temperature of 1210 °C. This temperature is very similar to that
measured by DSC for the solidification of the last liquid of the system on
cooling from the sintering plateau. Therefore, this suggests that soli-
dification events detected on cooling are closer to equilibrium condi-
tions than those found on heating. Incorporation of Al to TC® calcula-
tions was investigated by appending TCCC1 and SSOL4 databases
(Fig. 6b). However, no good correlation is found so far between esti-
mations and experimental results for Al contaning alloys (Table 5).

3.3. Microstructural characterization

BSE-SEM images corresponding to VS specimens with different

Table 5
Solidus temperatures and final C contents after sintering. TC® predictions vs.
experimental data.

Nominal Al
content (wt
%)

Temperature(°C)

Solidification of last liquid (°C) C content (wt%)

Measured by
DSCb

TC® predictiona TC® predictionb Measured by
IR spec.a

0.00 1211 °C 1210 °C 4.53 4.65± 0.05
0.63 1215 °C 1239 °C – 4.61± 0.02
1.88 1207 °C 1260 °C – 5.03± 0.06

a TC® prediction of the equilibrium solidification temperature of last liquid
from C contents measured by IR.

b TC® prediction of equilibrium C content from the solidification temperature
of last liquid measured by DSC.

Fig. 7. BSE-SEM images corresponding to WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 specimens produced by VS at 1400 °C for 1: (a) alloy C1, (b) alloy C2, (c) alloy C11 and (d) alloy
C12.
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Fig. 8. BSE-SEM images corresponding to WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 specimens obtained by HIP after VS: (a) alloy C1, (b) alloy C2, (c) alloy C11 and (d) alloy C12.

Fig. 9. (a) BSE-SEM image corresponding to alloy C2, (b) BF-TEM image showing a detail of precipitates in dark contrast, (c) EDS-TEM analysis of such precipitates
confirming that are Al oxides.
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TiAl3 additions are included in Fig. 7. These images confirm the strong
inhibition of WC grain growth induced by TiAl3 additions, which agrees
with the loss of sinterability identified by dilatometry (Fig. 1).

Flakes in dark contrast shown in Figs.7a and 8a correspond to free C
precipitation (pointed by blue arrow). This phenomenon fully agrees
with TC ® predictions for alloy C1 and with the melting temperatures
measured by DSC for this composition. On the other hand, dark regions
found in the microstructure of compositions with TiAl3 (alloys C2, C11
and C12) are not free C but, in most cases, pores remaining after va-
cuum sintering. In order to eliminate this residual porosity, hot isostatic
pressing (150MPa at 1400 °C for 1 h) has been applied to vacuum
sintered specimens. BSE-SEM images (Fig.8) and density measurements
(Table 3) confirm that all samples are close to fully dense condition.
Dark spots marked by red arrows are not pores but Al-rich oxides, ac-
cording to EDS analyses carried out by TEM (Fig.9). This result confirms
that TiAl3 additions play a key role in reducing powder oxides during
sintering inducing a extremely fine precipitation of Al-rich oxides
(mean size< <1 μm). As seen in these images, their volume fraction
increases with the Al content. However, in all cases, it is below the
resolution limit of XRD (≈1 vol%). Ti released during this process is
combined with W and C and form a precipitation of FCC (Ti0.5,W0.5)C
mixed carbide according to TEM-EDS analyses. This phase is clearly
distinguished in BSE-SEM images by its light grey contrast (mark with
green arrows in Figs. 7 and 8). As happens with Al-rich oxides, the
volume fraction of these mixed cubic carbides increases with TiAl3
additions. In this case, it is above the resolution limit of XRD (Fig.10).
These diffractograms also confirm the presence of γ and γ’ phases as
main constituents of the binder phase of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 ce-
mented carbides. This result agrees with those of Viswanadham et al.
[8] and Nishigaki et al. [9] and more recently with those of Long et al.
[14]. It is clearly observed that as the Al content increases, the intensity
of γ’ (111) overcomes that of γ (111), corroborating that the ratio γ’/γ
depends on the Al incorporated to the Ni-Co-Cr FCC phase.

EDS-TEM analyses of the binder phases of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3
cemented carbides are gathered in Table 6. These data prove that the

Ni-Co-Cr-Al-W binder phase of alloy C2 contains approx. 1.4 wt% Al,
that is 56% of the aluminium added as TiAl3. In alloy C11, Al content of
the binder phase is 4.5 wt%, that is 65% of the nominal Al added. Fi-
nally, in alloy C12, Al content rises to 10.2 wt%, that is 90% of the
aluminium added to the mixtures. Thus, around 0 3–.0.4 wt% of the Al
added to the mixtures is lost to the reduction of powder oxides, whereas
the rest is alloyed with Ni,Co, Cr and W to form an actual multi-
component binder phase. Ongoing research is focused on analyzing the
effect of milling in the precipitation of Al-rich oxides, since it controls
the amount of Al available for binder phase alloying. Moreover, as the
mentioned Al2O3 particles are likely not well wetted by the metallic
binder phase, it is also important to study the relation between pro-
cessing conditions and the size, the volume fraction and the homo-
geneity in the spatial distribution of these oxides.

Apart from Al-rich oxides, other precipitates are found in the binder
phase of these WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 alloys. In as-HIPed materials
(Fig. 11a, b and c), γ’ precipitates are only found in alloys C11 and C12.
In agreement with XRD data. With respecto to alloy C2, no clear evi-
dences are found of the presence of precipitates in its metallic binder
phase.

After solution-aging treatments, a dramatic change is induced in the
microstructure of the binder phase in all compositions. Firstly, in alloy
C2, a fine precipitation is induced (Fig. 11d) with a brigth contrast with
respect to the matrix. Ongoing TEM work is being carried out to identify
their structure, although their bright contrast suggest that they are W-
rich.

On the other hand, γ’ precipitates of alloys C11 and C12 are finer
and with a more homogeneous size distribucion. Preliminary results
suggest that the γ’ precipitation process in as-HIPed materials could be
controlled by heterogeneous nucleation at the WC-metal interface. This
could explain why γ’ precipitates are coarser and, in many cases, ad-
hered to WC grains. On the other hand, the solution treatment carried
out at 1150 °C for 2 h followed by fast cooling in air inhibits the pre-
cipitation process. In this metastable condition, the driving force for
precipitation is much larger than under the cooling conditions of the
HIP treatment. Therefore, during the aging process, nucleation is more
homogeneous and precipitates are significantly finer.

Fig. 12 summarizes hardness data of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 mate-
rials as a function of the TiAl3 content for the different processing
conditions. These data are also included in Table 7. The significant
hardening produced by adding TiAl3 to WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2 powder mix-
tures is mainly associated to its effectiveness as WC grain growth in-
hibitor (see Figs. 7 and 8). By comparing results of VS specimens and
those subsequently submitted to HIP, it is also proved that as TiAl3
increases the thermal stability of these alloys increases. Thus, for
compositions C1 and C2 hardness is reduced after HIPing, mainly due to

Fig. 10. X-Ray diffraction patterns corresponding to
WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 compositions after VS+HIP
treatments: C1: 0.0wt%Al, C2: 0.63 wt.Al, C3: 1.88
wt%Al and C4: 3.14 wt% Al. Peaks corresponding to
γ phase are marked by black dotted lines and those of
γ’ phase by red ones. (For interpretation of the re-
ferences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 6
EDS analyses of the binder phase of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 alloys obtained by
TEM.

Ref. Composition (wt%)

Ni Co Cr Al W

C2 42.6 46.5 5.3 1.4 4.0
C11 36.8 51.2 4.9 4.5 2.5
C12 44.1 37.5 3.0 10.2 5.3
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WC grain growth effects. However, in compositions C11 and C12 fur-
ther hardening is detected mainly due to the elimination of porosity.
Therefore, no grain growth is detected after keeping the samples an
additional hour at 1400 °C. As observed in the orange graph, corre-
sponding to solution aged treated samples, a relative softening is ob-
tained in all cases. This counterintuitive phenomenon is under current
research. Work hypotheses include the possible formation of a rigid
network of γ’ phase in the binder phase of as-HIPed materials which is
broken by the solution – aging process.

4. Conclusions

A set of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 powder mixtures with increasing Al
contents have been used for producing new cemented carbides by

vacuum sintering followed in some cases by HIPing and aging treat-
ments. Dilatometric and calorimetric data confirm that liquid formation
occurs at higher temperatures and total shrinkage decreases as Al
content increases. In these materials, powders oxides are partially re-
duced by direct reaction with TiAl3 addtions due to the effectiveness of
Al as oxygen “getter”. The standard carbothermal reduction process is
increasingly hindered as Al contents increase. This has been confirmed
by measuring the oxygen and carbon contents after sintering. For
higher Al additions, some residual porosity is left in the samples after
conventional vacuum sintering, which is efficiently removed by using
HIP treatments. According to TEM-EDS analyses, around 0.5 wt% Al is
lost to the precipitacion of Al-rich oxides, result of the aforementioned
oxide reduction process. The rest is dissolved in the Ni-Co-Cr-W binder
forming a multicomponent alloy. Precipitation of γ’ phase inside this

Fig. 11. BSE-SEM images showing the appearance of precipitates found in the binder phases of WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 materials: (a) (b) and (c) correspond to alloys
C2, C11 and C12 respectively in as-HIPed condition. (d), (e) and (f) correspond to the same alloys after solution-aging treatment.
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multicomponent alloy has been identified both by XRD and SEM for Al
contents of 1.88 and 3.14 wt%. Hardness in these alloys increases
dramatically with the TiAl3 content, from 729 to 1175 kg/mm2 (HV10).

Among other causes, the most important one is the effectiveness of this
addition as WC grain growth inhibitor. These materials are also very
stable against further heating processes. Thus, no further WC grain
growth is observed in vacuum sintered specimens after subsequent
HIPing treatments at 1400 °C for 1 h. Although, solution-aging treat-
ments induce a finer and more homogeneous precipitation of γ’ phase,
these materials undergo a relative softening compared to as-HIPed
specimens. Additional work is needed to study the effect of both types
of precipitates on the strength of these alloys, specially at high tem-
peratures.
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A B S T R A C T

The binder phase of WC based cemented carbides has been alloyed by adding two different aluminium compounds, AlN and TiAl3, to mixtures comprised of WC, Ni,
Co and Cr3C2 powders. A more efficient alloying effect is obtained by TiAl3 additions likely due to its higher dissolution rate during liquid phase sintering. Shrinkage
and melting phenomena are strongly affected by the energy of the milling process and the amount of metallic additions. The use of higher milling rotation speed
induces higher oxidation of the powder mixtures and the subsequent formation of a higher volume fraction of alumina particles after sintering. Densification and WC
grain growth are hindered by increasing the Al addition. Thus, full densification of alloys with higher Al additions require the use of HIP after standard vacuum
sintering cycles. As-HIPed WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Al-Ti samples present a binder phase with precipitation of gamma prime similar to that found in as-cast Ni superalloys. The
size, volume fraction and morphology of these precipitates has been modified by applying a standard solution treatment (1150 °C-2 h) followed by fast air cooling and
subsequent aging at 600 °C and different dwelling times. Age hardening effects have been confirmed in the composition consisting of WC-12 wt% Co-12 wt% Ni-
1.7 wt% Cr3C2-5 wt% TiAl3 after 100 h at this temperature.

1. Introduction

The expansion of the electric vehicle market will increase ex-
ponentially the demand for cobalt in the next decade [1,2]. Therefore,
finding alternative materials for cobalt replacement in WC-Co alloys is
now a priority of the hardmetal industry. High entropy alloys (HEA)
and other multicomponent metallic binders have been recently identi-
fied as possible candidates for this purpose [3–7]. In the case of WC-
HEA alloys, fully dense materials have been obtained by liquid phase
sintering (LPS) of near-equiatomic compositions including at least 4 of
these elements: Co, Cr, Cu, Fe and/or Ni. Morever, it has to be taken
into account that, in all cases, a certain amount of W is dissolved in the
binder phase during sintering depending on the C activity [7]. In these
alloys, it is assumed that all these metallic elements form a single
austenitic binder phase stabilized by its configurational entropy.
However, it is still unclear if precipitation of deleterious secondary
phases is completely avoided, specially as Cr content increases [8].

Apart from Fe-Ni-Co-Cr materials, some metallic or intermetallic
alloys containing aluminium, like Ni-Al or Fe-Al, have also been in-
vestigated for cobalt replacement in hardmetals, mainly for their po-
tential gamma prime precipitation hardening effect [7,9–12]. However,
due to their complexity, very little is known yet about their

microstructural characteristics, processing issues and final physico-
chemical properties. In a previous work [6], it has been shown that non-
isoatomic combinations of Co, Ni, Cr, Ti and Al can be used to obtain
heat treatable WC-Co-Ni-Cr-Al-Ti materials with precipitation of γ’-type
phases. This work is focused on analyzing this γ’ precipitation under
different aging conditions. Moreovoer, two key aspects of powder
processing of these materials will be also discussed: the effect of milling
conditions and the use of different Al containing powders as precursors
for Al alloying during sintering.

2. Experimental procedure

Composition of the powder mixtures are included in Table 1. A WC
powder with a mean particle size of 3.7 μm and a constant Co/Ni ratio
of 50/50 in wt% was used in all cases. Fisher sub-sieve sizes (FSSS) of
Co and Ni powders were 2.2 and 1.2 μm respectively. Two types of
compositions were prepared with two different Co + Ni contents: 24 wt
% (Alloys 1, 2 and 3) and 12 wt% (Alloys 4 and 5). Chromium was
added via Cr3C2 carbide powders (FSSS =1.5 μm). The total Cr content
was calculated to keep a constant Cr/(Co + Ni) ratio of 0.06 in all
compositions. According to previous works, this avoids the precipita-
tion of Cr-rich M7C3 carbides [13,14]. Two different Al compounds
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were selected for alloying the binder phase: titanium aluminide (TiAl3)
and aluminium nitride (AlN) powders (FSSS values equal to 35 and
28 μm respectively). Although both powders are coarser than the rest of
materials used in the mixtures, they are brittle enough to ensure its
homogeneous distribution in the powder mixtures during milling. The
melting point of TiAl3 is ≈1350 °C, a temperature slightly higher than
the melting range measured by DSC for W-C-Co-Ni-Cr alloys (between
1205 °C and 1284 °C depending on their C content [14]). However, it is
below the sintering temperatures required for full densification of these
materials (between 1400 and 1475 °C)[14]. The melting point of alu-
minium nitride (AlN) is much higher (> 2500 °C)[15]. However, it has
been selected because, in previous works, it was claimed that avoids the
formation of oxides during heating [11]. Taking this into account, two
different Al/(Co + Ni) wt% ratios were investigated: 0.08 for Alloys 1,
2 and 4 and 0.13 for Alloys 3 and 5. Mixing/milling was carried out in a
planetary equipment for 5 h using hexane as liquid media and a ball to
powder wt. ratio of 6. Two different rotation speeds were used: 100 and
200 rpm. Paraffin, used as pressing aid, was added in the last milling
hour. Afterwards, the powders were dried for 1 h at atmospheric
pressure in a thermostatic bath (90± 2 °C).Green compacts were ob-
tained by double action pressing at 160 MPa. The sinterability of the
different powder mixtures was analysed by calorimetry, thermo-
gravimetry (TGA/DSC Setaram Setsys Evolution 16/18) and dilato-
metry (Netzsch TA 402 E/7). These experiments were carried out on
5 mm high and 5 mm ϕ cylinders using a heating rate of 10 °C/min up
to 1450 °C. Dwelling time at this temperature was 1 h for dilatometric
experiments and 5 min. For DSC/TGA tests (both types of experiments
were made in Ar atmosphere, 1 bar). The onset of DSC and shrinkage
rate peaks were determined by using the SETSOFT software [16]. Sin-
tering experiments were carried out in a industrial vacuum furnace with
graphite heating elements at a heating rate of 10 °C/min up to 1300 °C.
The vacuum level used during this step was 10−2 mbar. Above this

temperature, pressure was increased up to 100 mbar by injecting argon
in the furnace chamber and maintained during the rest of the sintering
cycle. Under such conditions, the temperature was rised up to 1400 °C
and maintained during 1 h. The whole process will be referred to as
“VS” in the rest of the text. Standard ISO 3369 was used for measuring
the density of VS specimens. From these data, it was decided to apply a
hot isostatic pressing treatment (HIP) in order to eliminate any residual
porosity. These cycles were carried out at 1400 °C and 150 MPa for 1 h.
Before applying aging treatments, all VS + HIP specimens were solu-
tion treated in Ar at 1150 °C for 2 h followed by rapid air cooling. Aging
experiments were carried only in compositions milled at 100 rpm due to
their lower oxide contents. These tests were performed at 600 °C and
three different dwelling times: 1, 10 and 100 h. Finally, the sintered
specimens were ground and polished down to 1 μm diamond paste for
microstructural analysis, which was carried out by optical and scanning
electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectro-
scopy (EDS). Phase identification was carried out by X-Ray diffraction
(XRD) (with Ni-filtered CuKα radiation) using Bragg-Brentano config-
uration. Vickers hardness of aged specimens was measured by using
10 kg. of applied load (ISO 3878).

3. Results and discussion

(a) Selection of additives for Al alloying of the binder phase in WC-Co-
Ni-Cr cemented carbides

Alloys 1 and 2 were designed to study the dissolution of AlN and
TiAl3 compounds in the binder phase of WC-Co-Ni-Cr materials. Both
compositions were processed under low energy milling conditions (i.e.
100 rpm). Fully dense specimens were obtained after pressing and
sintering as described in the previous section (Fig. 1). EDS analyses
corresponding to Alloy 1 confirm that the grains in black contrast
pointed by red arrows in Fig. 1a are AlN grains which are not dissolved
in the binder phase after sintering. In Alloy 2, there are also dark pre-
cipitates (Fig. 1b), but, in this case, EDS analyses prove that are Al-rich
oxides and no TiAl3 particles. As previously described [6], these alu-
minium rich oxides are likely formed by direct reaction between TiAl3
and the different oxides present in the powder mixtures (i.e. those of
Co, Ni, W or even Cr) in competition with the carbothermal reduction
typically described for WC-Co materials) [17]. Although a precise
analysis of the Al content of the binder phase in these materials requires
TEM samples, EDS-SEM data already show that the amount of

Table 1
Composition of the powder mixtures.

Ref. WC Co Ni Cr3C2 TiAl3 AlN

Alloy 1 71.44 12.00 12.00 1.70 – 2.86
Alloy 2 71.30 12.00 12.00 1.70 3.00 –
Alloy 3 69.30 12.00 12.00 1.70 5.00 –
Alloy 4 85.65 6.00 6.00 0.85 1.50 –
Alloy 5 84.65 6.00 6.00 0.85 2.50 –

Fig. 1. BSE-SEM images of VS + HIPed specimens: (a) Alloy 1 (2.86 wt%AlN) (b) Alloy 2 (3.00wt%TiAl3). EDS analyses correspond to the phases pointed by arrows
of different colors: red for AlN particles, blue for Al-rich oxides and gree for (Ti,W)C phases. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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aluminium dissolved in the binder phase of Alloy 2 (with TiAl3 addi-
tions) is higher than that found in Alloy 1 (with AlN additions) (Fig. 2).
This suggests that, although some aluminium is lost to the reduction of
powder oxides in Alloy 2, there is still more aluminium available for
alloying the Co-Ni-Cr metallic binder phase than in Alloy 1 (with AlN
additions). These different dissolution rates of AlN and TiAl3 particles
in the liquid phase generated during sintering of WC-Co-Ni-Cr materials
indicate that, as expected from their melting points, the chemical sta-
bility of TiAl3 is lower than that of AlN. WC mean grain sizes measured
by mean linear intercept method are higher for Alloy 1 than for Alloy 2

Fig. 2. EDS analyses corresponding to the metallic binder phases of the materials shown in Fig. 1: (a) Alloy 1 (2.86 wt%AlN) (b) Alloy 2 (3.00wt%TiAl3). Additions
correspond to the same amount of aluminium in both materials.

Table 2
Mean WC grain sizes and oxygen contents of Alloys 2 and 3 obtained after
VS + HIP processing. Mean WC grain sizes were obtained by the mean linear
intercept method. Oxygen contents were measured by IR spectrometry.

Alloy 2 Alloy 3

Mill rotation speed (rpm) 100 200 100 200
Mean WC grain size (μm) 2.1 0.6 2.4 0.4
Oxygen content (wt.%) 0.15 0.33 0.32 0.50

Fig. 3. (a) Dilatometric curves corresponding to Alloys 2 and 3 processed at different milling rotation speeds, (b) Shrinkage rate curves corresponding to the same
materials, (c) DSC curves showing the corresponding endotthermic peaks obtained during the heating ramps of dilatometric experiments.

Table 3
Effect of milling conditions on shrinkage rate and melting phenomena.

Ref. Milling
rotation
speed (rpm)

Temperature (°C)

Onset
shrinkage
rate peak

Shrinkage
rate peaks

DSC
melting
onset

DSC
melting
peaks

Alloy 2 100 1248 1319
1338

1311 1362

200 1250 1290
1322

1296 1342

Alloy 3 100 1302 1338 1310 1354
200 1250 1328

1336
1285 1341

Alloy 4 100 1242 1281
1363

1286 1357

Alloy 5 100 1298 1305
1363

1304 1346
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Fig. 4. BSE-SEM images of Alloys 2 and 3 processed under different milling conditions: (a) Alloy 2 (3.00wt.%TiAl3) milled at 200 rpm, (b) Alloy 3 (5.00wt.%TiAl3)
milled at 200 rpm, (c) Alloy 2 milled at 100 rpm, (d) Alloy 3 milled at 200 rpm. Oxygen contents measured by IR spectrometry for each material after VS + HIP are
included at the lower right corner of the corresponding images.

Fig. 5. (a) Dilatometric curves corresponding to Alloys 2, 3, 4 and 5 processed at 100 rpm, (b) Shrinkage rate curves corresponding to the same materials, (c) DSC
curves showing the corresponding endotthermic peaks obtained during the heating ramps of dilatometric experiments.
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(2.1 μm vs. 1.2 μm respectively) (Fig. 1 and Table 2). This result is
consistent with previous findings that prove the role of aluminium as an
efficient WC grain growth inhibitor during sintering [6]. Thus, a finer
microstructure is obtained when more Al is dissolved in the binder
phase during sintering WC-Co-Ni-Cr alloys. This effect is also reflected
in the shape of WC grains: more faceted in the case of AlN additions and
more rounded for the material with TiAl3. This result indicates that
when a certain amount of aluminium is dissolved in the liquid phase,
the preferential growth of (0001) basal planes in WC crystals is mod-
ified by altering likely both the WC dissolution process and the two-
dimensional nucleation-controlled coarsening process [18–20].

Another difference between materials processed with AlN or TiAl3
additions is that, after the decomposition of the latter, titanium is re-
leased in the system. Similarly to that observed in P-grades, titanium is
combined with W and C precipitating (Ti,W)C cubic carbides, which are

identified by their light grey contrast in BSE-SEM images (marked by
green arrows in Fig. 1b).

Taking into account these results, it was decided to focus on ma-
terials with TiAl3 additions due to their higher solubility in the binder
phase of WC-Co-Ni-Cr materials.

(b) Densification of WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 compositions

Dilatometric experiments show that the densification of WC-Co-Ni-
Cr3C2-TiAl3 alloys is more sensitive to milling conditions than to the
TiAl3 content. Alloy 2 and 3 exhibit similar shrinkage curves when
milled at 100 rpm and both increase their total shrinkage when milled
at 200 rpm (solid and dotted curves in Fig. 3a respectively). Shrinkage
rates during the heating ramp are, in both cases, approx. One order of
magnitud higher for the specimens milled at 200 rpm (Fig. 3b). The

Fig. 6. BSE-SEM images corresponding to Alloys 4 and 5 (Co + Ni = 12 wt%): (a) Alloy 4, (b) Alloy 5. In both cases, Al-rich phases appear in dark contrast embedded
in the metallic binder phase.

Fig. 7. BSE-SEM images showing the microstructure of the metallic binder phase of WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 alloys milled at 100 rpm after VS + HIP: (a) Alloy 2, (b)
Alloy 3, (c) Alloy 4 and (d) Alloy 5. γ’ precipitates appear in dark contrast embedded in the corresponding Co-Ni-Cr-Al-W binder phases.
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correlation between shrinkage and melting phenomena is summarised
in Table 3. The temperatures corresponding to maximum shrinkage
rates are compared with those of DSC endothermic peaks linked to li-
quid formation (Fig. 3c). As expected from their high metallic content,
shrinkage always preceeds melting in all cases. These results agree with
those reported for WC-Co materials in which solid state sintering me-
chanims are enhanced by increasing the milling energy (i.e. increasing
the powder surface area) [21]. Under such conditions, there is also a
higher plastic deformation of the metallic particles, which also en-
hances atomic diffusion. It is also worth noting that the areas over the
DSC endothermic peaks of both Alloys 2 and 3 are slightly reduced
when using higher milling energy. This suggests that the amount of
liquid during sintering is lower than in the case of powders milled at
100 rpm.

Microstructural characterization was carried out to analyze this
phenomenon. BSE-SEM images of Alloys 2 and 3 after densification by
VS + HIP show the dramatic reduction of WC grain size produced by
increasing the milling ration speed (Fig. 4). It has to be remembered
that WC starting powders have a mean particle size equal to 3.7 μm.
This value corresponds to 50% on the cumulative frequency of the log-
normal distribution. The fraction of WC grains with sizes below 1 μm is
significantly higher for Alloy 3 (with a nominal Al content 66% higher
than Alloy 2). This agrees with previous results in which the role of Al
as WC grain growth inhibitor during LPS was already proven [6].
Oxygen contents of sintered specimens obtained by IR spectrometry,
included in Fig. 4, confirm that powder oxidation increases significantly
by increasing the milling energy (120% for Alloy 2 and 56% for Alloy 3)
(Table 2). As the milling energy increases, the particle size of all con-
stituents in the powder mixtures decrease, specially that of TiAl3 par-
ticles. Therefore, a higher surface area is exposed to ambient conditions
leading to higher powder oxidation, specially of those containing alu-
minium. For Alloy 2, the volume fraction of Al-rich oxides (which

appear embedded in the metallic binder phase) is below 0.02% when
milled at 100 rpm and rises to 0.6 vol% after milling at 200 rpm. The
mean grain size of these Al-rich oxides ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 μm. For
Alloy 3, both the mean size and volume fraction of alumina precipitates
increase. The largest alumina particles found in this alloy are found
after milling at 100 rpm and their sizes range between 2 and 3 μm.
Summarizing, both the sinterability and the microstructure of WC-Co-
Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 are significantly modified by the milling process. Pow-
ders are strongly oxidized when milled at 200 rpm, thus increasing the
final volume fraction of Al-rich oxides retained in the microstructure
after sintering. It is worth noting that as more aluminium is lost to the
formation of Al-rich oxides, less Al is available to alloy the metallic
binder. This finding agrees with the lower amount of liquid detected
after high energy milling of Alloys 2 and 3 (Fig. 3c).

The effect of the amount of Co + Ni addition on shrinkage has been
investigated in materials milled at 100 rpm. As expected from any LPS
system with good wetting behaviour, shrinkage increases with the
amount of Co + Ni, that is, with the amount of liquid phase. This is
confirmed both in dilatometric and calorimetric experiments (Fig. 5).
Thus, Alloys 2 and 3 (both with Co + Ni = 24 wt%) have 46% more
shrinkage than Alloys 4 and 5 (both with Co + Ni = 12 wt%) (Fig. 5a).
DSC data show that melting starts at temperatures 40–45 °C higher for
the alloys with higher aluminium content, independently of their
Co + Ni content. In addition, areas above DSC peaks are 50–60% lower
for the Alloys with lower Co + Ni content (i.e. Alloys 4 and 5), which
corroborates the lower amount of liquid phase in these materials.
Shrinkage rates are also strongly modified by Co + Ni additions. Thus,
Alloys 2 and 3 exhibit only one peak and Alloys 4 and 5 show two peaks
separated by 60 °C–80 °C respectively (Fig. 5c). This suggests that solid
and liquid phase sintering mechanisms overlap in alloys with 24 wt%
Co + Ni metallic addition. In solid state, the plastically deformed
metallic powders tend to spred on the surface of WC grains causing

Fig. 8. BSE-SEM images showing the microstructure of the metallic binder phase of WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 alloys milled at 100 rpm after solution treatment at
1150 °C for 2 h: (a) Alloy 2, (b) Alloy 3, (c) Alloy 4 and (d) Alloy 5.
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Fig. 9. BSE-SEM images showing the microstructure of the metallic binder phase of WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 alloys milled at 100 rpm after aging at 600 °C for 100 h: (a)
Alloy 2, (b) Alloy 3, (c) Alloy 4 and (d) Alloy 5.

Fig. 10. XRD patterns corresponding to WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 alloys after different thermal treatments: (a) Alloy 2, (b) Alloy 3, (c) Alloy 4 and (d) Alloy 5.
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densification by rearrangement. This process is likely enhanced by the
presence of crystalline defects in the FCC lattice (induced by milling),
but its driving force decreases as the powder is annealed during the
heating ramp. At the same time, creep due to dislocation climbing and
vacancy diffusion increases until the formation of the liquid phase.

In Alloys 4 and 5 (with half Co + Ni content), shrinkage slows down
between 1280 and 1300 °C and 1338–1340 °C. This phenomenon could
be due to the fact that solid state sintering mechanisms are less active in
this temperature range and that the amount of liquid phase is still too
low for maintaining the shrinkage rate. This is not observed in Alloys 2
and 3 because the amount of liquid phase is higher.

Although shrinkage is limited in compositions with low binder
phase content (Alloys 4 and 5), full density specimens have been ob-
tained by applying the sintering procedure described in the experi-
mental setup (Fig. 6). As previously described for high binder phase
materials, these images show that as Al content increases, WC grain
sizes decrease. This confirms that aluminium dissolution in the binder
phase inhibits WC grain growth during sintering. On the other hand, the
volume fraction of Al-rich oxides also increases with the aluminium
content.

(c) Gamma prime precipitation in WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 materials

One of the most interesting properties of WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3
materials is the precipitation of γ’ phases in their metallic binders in a
duplex structure similar to that found in as-cast Ni superalloys. These
precipitates, easily distinguished by their darker contrast in comparison
with the Co-Ni-Cr-W based matrix, are already present in as-HIPed
specimens (Fig. 7). As observed in these images, γ’ precipitates are
smaller for Alloys 2 and 4 (those with lower nominal Al content). It is
also worth noting that γ’ mean sizes are smaller and their particle size
distributions are narrower for the compositions with lower amount of
metallic phase, independently of their nominal aluminium content.
Thus, γ’ precipitates found in Alloy 4 are smaller than those corre-
sponding to Alloy 2 and the same happens for Alloys 5 and 3. Although
the reason is still unclear, it could be related to the higher thermal
conductivity of cemented carbides as their tungsten carbide content
increases [22]. Taking this into account, it is possible that Alloys 4 and
5 are cooled at a higher rate than Alloys 2 and 3, which would promote
homogeneous over heterogeneous γ’ nucleation.

No differences in contrast within the binder phase are observed in
solution treated specimens for all compositions (Fig. 8). However, this
changes completely in the samples aged at 600 °C for 100 h (compare
Figs. 7, 8 and 9). In Alloy 2, the most intense peak of binder phase after
solution treatment is γ (200) (Fig. 10a). This changes gradually with the
aging time at 600 °C. Thus, after 1 h at 600 °C, γ’ (111) peak is already
stronger than that of γ (200). This trend continues for longer times until
γ (200) disappears after 100 h. at 600 °C. Peaks of γ and γ’ phases are
not separated in this material suggesting that differences in their lattice
parameters are below the resolution limit of this technique. Anyhow,
SEM images obtained from Alloy 2 aged specimens show no clear evi-
dences of γ’ precipitation (Fig. 9a).

In the case of Alloy 3 (with the same Co + Ni content as Alloy 2 but
higher Al addition), the most intense XRD peak after solution treatment
is γ (111). After 1 h at 600 °C, this peak is shifted towards γ’ (111). For

longer dwelling times, both peaks are present in the specimens.
Therefore, as the Al content increases, γ and γ’ phases are easier to
distinguish by XRD. In this case, SEM images show clear differences in
contrast within the binder phase which agree with XRD results (Figs. 9b
and 10b). However, the morphology of γ and γ’ phases is very different
from the cuboids observed after HIPing (see Fig. 7).

In compositions with lower (Co + Ni) content (Alloys 4 and 5), the
XRD peaks of the binder phase have lower intensities than in Alloys 2
and 3 (Fig. 10). Moreover, the peaks corresponding to solution treated
samples are more shifted towards those of γ’ -Ni3Al phase (ICDD ref.
pattern 03–065-6613). A certain separation between peaks of γ and γ’
phases is observed in Alloy 4, suggesting that the solution treatment is
not as efficient as in the compositions with higher Co + Ni contents. As
aging time increases, XRD shifting towards lower diffraction angles
continues which is consistent with addtitional γ’ precipitation (as ob-
served in Fig. 9c).

Finally, in Alloy 5 (with half Co + Ni content of Alloy 2 and higher
Al/(Co + Ni) ratio), diffraction peaks corresponding to the binder
phase are similar in solution treated and aged specimens. Even in so-
lution treated specimens, XRD peaks of the binder phase are already
close to those of γ’ phase. Although some differences in contrast can be
observed in the corresponding BSE-SEM images (Fig. 9d), γ’ precipitates
are not easily identified in this material. TEM investigations are being
carried out for a more detailed analysis of these extremely fine phases.

The effect of the different thermal treatments on the overall hard-
ness of WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 materials is shown in Table 4. These data
confirm that age hardening effects at 600 °C are only observed in the
composition with higher aluminium and binder phase contents (Alloy
3). In Alloy 2 (with the same metallic content but lower aluminium
content), precipitation hardening is very small (i.e. within resolution
error bands). In Alloys 4 and 5, with lower metallic content, the
hardness of the composite is controlled by the hardness of the WC phase
and its contiguity [23]. Therefore, any age hardening effect associated
with the metallic binder is below the scattering associated with the
hardness of the WC phase. Nanoindentation and hot hardness experi-
ments are being carried out in order to characterize these phenomena.

4. Conclusions

Heat treatable WC-Co-Ni-Cr-Ti-Al cemented carbides have been
obtained in fully dense form by HIP after sintering. Al alloying of the
binder phase is better achieved by using TiAl3 additions in the powder
mixtures. As expected, the sinterability of these new compositions de-
creases by reducing the amount of (Co + Ni) metallic additions and by
increasing their Al content. Powder milling has a significant effect in
these materials since Al oxides induced during this process cannot be
reduced by carbothermal reactions. γ’ precipitation within the binder
phase of these cemented carbides is already observed in as-HIP speci-
mens, that is under very low cooling rates. On the other hand, these
compositions are susceptible to solution reprecipitation treatments like
those used in as-cast Ni superalloys. Aging treatmens carried out at
600 °C and different dwelling times show that the volume fraction, size
and morphology of γ’ phases is very different from those obtained after
HIPing. Vickers hardness tests confirm age hardening effects in the
alloy with higher (Co + Ni) and Al contents. In alloys with lower

Table 4
Vickers hardness HV30 (ISO 3878) of WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 materials for different heat treatment conditions.

Composition Vickers hardness HV30 (kg/mm2)

As HIPed Solution treated Aged @ 600 °C-1 h Aged @ 600 °C-10 h Aged @ 600 °C-100 h

Alloy 2 917 ± 14 942 ± 11 942 ± 17 935 ± 13 958 ± 20
Alloy 3 942 ± 23 931 ± 8 931 ± 1 7 931 ± 6 1011 ± 17
Alloy 4 1259 ± 21 1255 ± 14 1248 ± 24 1265 ± 23 1258 ± 27
Alloy 5 1245 ± 31 1253 ± 12 1253 ± 25 1250 ± 6 1249 ± 17
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amount of metallic additions, the overall hardness of these ceramic-
metal composites is dominated by the volume fraction and contiguity of
WC grains. Therefore, age hardening effects induced in the metallic
binder are below the resolution of macroscopic hardness experiments.
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Reactive sintering of WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al cemented carbides and 
precipitation of gamma prime in their metallic binder phases 
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A B S T R A C T   

Cemented carbides processed from WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 powder mixtures by HIP after sintering present a homogeneous precipitation of gamma prime in their 
metallic binder phases. Other reaction products include alumina precipitates and (Tix,W 1-x)C mixed carbides. The formation of these phases is consistent with the 
highly exothermic reactions detected by DSC during the heating ramp of the sintering cycle. The amount of alumina and gamma prime phases present in the sintered 
materials depends on the oxygen content of the powder mixtures. Refinement of gamma prime precipitates depends critically on the cooling rate after HIPing. 
Nanoindentation experiments have confirmed the presence of age hardening effects of samples which were previously solution treated. As expected, gamma prime 
precipitation is induced at lower temperatures in compositions with higher Al contents in the binder phase.   

1. Introduction 

Finding alternatives to cobalt has become a top priority for producers 
of hardmetal tools. There are two important reasons. Firstly, the new 
classification of cobalt as a potentially harmful substance (CARC 1B, 
MUTA2 – REPRO 2) [1–4] and, secondly, the risk of supply associated 
with the expansion of the electrical car market, a sector which also uses 
significant amounts this metal for the fabrication of lilthium-ion batte-
ries [5–7]. The complete substitution of cobalt either by nickel or iron 
leads to cemented carbides with lower hardness and fracture strength, 
although properties like oxidation and corrosion resistance improve (at 
least in the case of Ni and Ni–Cr based binders) [8–12]. Moreover, WC- 
Fe materials exhibit very narrow “carbon windows” (defined as the 
carbon range without precipitation either of free C or secondary car-
bides), which makes it very difficult to produce components from these 
alloys at industrial scale. A wide variety of strategies has been explored 
for overcoming these drawbacks. For instance, larger carbon windows 
have been reported for cemented carbides with multicomponent binders 
consisting of Fe, Ni and Co, especially for compositions within the 
austenitic range [13]. This suggests that the metallic phase is stabilized 
by increasing its configurational entropy. An extension of this concept 
has been recently investigated by several authors which propose “high 
entropy alloys” (HEA) as cobalt substitutes in hardmetals [14–16]. 

Examples of these materials include combinations of Fe, Ni, Co, Cr, Cu 
and even Al. Although there is still very little information about these 
new systems, it is generally agreed that it is difficult to keep all these 
elements in solid solution after liquid phase sintering. Thus, in the case 
of chromium, the threshold contents for precipitation of M7C3 and other 
Cr-rich carbides precipitation in cemented carbides are clearly below 
those used in HEA alloys [17–21]. 

Alternatively, solution and/or precipitation hardening have also 
been explored as viable ways of reducing the cobalt content in hard-
metals and, simultaneously, of improving their performance at high 
temperatures [22–30]. Cemented carbides with Ni–Al binders are an 
interesting example of such materials [22,23], since precipitation of γ’ 
phases can be induced in a way similar to that described for as-cast Ni 
superalloys. In previous works [24,29], it has been shown that certain 
combinations of Co, Ni, Cr, Ti and Al can be used to obtain heat treatable 
WC-Co-Ni-Cr-Al-Ti materials with precipitation of γ’-type phases. This 
work is aimed at analyzing the phenomena leading to the formation of 
the heat treatable binder phase during liquid phase sintering and the 
control of γ’ precipitation by aging treatments. 

2. Experimental procedure 

Characteristics of the starting powders are included in Table 1. SEM 
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images show that powders are partially agglomerated (Fig. 1). The 
relatively high carbon content of Ni powders is due to their production 
process (i.e. they are carbonyl-type). It is also worth noting the differ-
ence in oxygen content if compared with that of Co powders, which is 
clearly related to their different surface areas. The compositions of the 
powder mixtures are given in Table 2. In all cases, the Co/Ni ratio is 50/ 
50 in wt%. The total amount of metallic Ni + Co powders is 24 wt% for 
alloys 1 and 2 and 12 wt% for alloys 3 and 4. All compositions have a Cr/ 
(Co + Ni) ratio equal to 0.06, also in wt%. According to previous studies, 
no precipitation of Cr-rich M7C3 carbides has been found after sintering 
by using this Cr content [20,29]. Aluminum addition was carried out by 
means of TiAl3 intermetallic powders. Two different Al/(Co + Ni) ratios 
were investigated: 0.08 for Alloys 1 and 3 and 0.13 for Alloys 2 and 4 
(both in wt%). The selection of TiAl3 powder as Al source was based on 
the high solubility of this compound in the Co-Ni-Cr binder phase [29]. 
As seen in Fig. 1, TiAl3 powders are relatively coarse compared with the 
rest of constituents of the powder mixtures. However, they are brittle 
enough to ensure a homogeneous distribution with the rest of compo-
nents after milling. Mixing/milling was carried out in a planetary 
equipment at 100 rpm for 5 h using ethanol as liquid media and a ball to 
powder wt. ratio of 6. These parameters were selected taking into ac-
count previous investigations reported elsewhere [29]. Paraffin, used as 
pressing aid, was added in the last hour of the milling process. After-
wards, the powders were dried for 1 h at atmospheric pressure in a 

thermostatic bath (90 ± 2 ◦C). Green compacts were obtained by double 
action pressing at 160 MPa. Physical phenomena leading either to heat 
emission or heat absortion during sintering have been analyzed by 
means of differential scanning calorimetry (TGA/DSC Setaram Setsys 
Evolution 16/18). These experiments were carried out in Ar atmosphere 
(at 1 bar) on 5 mm high and 5 mm ϕ cylinders using a heating rate of 10 
◦C/min up to 1450 ◦C. This temperature was maintained for 10 min 
before cooling. In DSC peaks related to melting events, temperatures Ti 
and Tf correspond to the upper and lower bounds of the melting range 
respectively and were determined by using the SETSOFT software [31]. 
This software also allows for the calculation of the corresponding peak 
areas (“A”): 

A =

∫Tf

Ti

− φ
β

dT (1)  

where ϕ is” the heat flux rate, and “β” is the heating rate. 
As it is well known, the enthalpy of melting (ΔHf(T)) is needed to 

calculate the amount of liquid (“m”) produced during DSC experiments: 

m =

∫Tf

Ti

− φ
β⋅ΔHf (T)

dT (2) 

However, no ΔHf(T) values are available in the literature for the 
combination of metals studied in this work (i.e. Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al alloys). 
Estimations of the amount of liquid generated during sintering are based 

Fig. 1. SE-SEM images of the powders selected for producing WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al cemented carbides (in as-received condition).  

Table 1 
Characteristics of starting powders Mean particle size (D) obtained from BET 
analyses (D = 6/Sρ, where “S” is the powder specific surface area and “ρ” is the 
material density).  

Material C (% en peso) O (% en peso) D (μm) 

WC 6.19 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.01 5.2 
Ni 0.19 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01 8.3 
Co 0.016 ± 0.001 0.56 ± 0.02 2.1 
Cr3C2

a 13.300 ± 0.22 0.352 ± 0.004 3.9* 
TiAl3 0.041 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.09 21.2  

a Bimodal distribution with particles of 1 and 6 μm (see Fig. 1). 

Table 2 
Composition of the powder mixtures (in wt%).  

Ref. W C Co Ni Cr Ti Al 

Alloy 1 66.9 4.6 12.0 12.0 1.5 1.1 1.9 
Alloy 2 65.1 4.5 12.0 12.0 1.5 1.9 3.1 
Alloy 3 80.4 5.4 6.0 6.0 0.7 0.6 0.9 
Alloy 4 79.5 5.3 6.0 6.0 0.7 0.9 1.6  
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on comparing the corresponding DSC areas and, therefore, are only 
qualitative. In Alloy 2, heating and cooling cycles were repeated three 
times on the same sample. The idea was to distinguish between reactions 
occurring among starting powders during first heating ramp and those 
taking place when the final binder phase is already formed. These ex-
periments were also used to evaluate the stability of the different com-
ponents of these new binder phases after repeated heating and cooling 
events. 

Additional sintering experiments were carried out in an industrial 
vacuum furnace with graphite cruzible and heating elements at a heat-
ing rate of 10 ◦C/min up to 1300 ◦C. The vacuum level used during this 
step was 10− 2 mbar. Above this temperature, pressure was increased up 
to 100 mbar by injecting argon in the furnace chamber and maintained 
during the rest of the sintering cycle. Under such conditions, the tem-
perature was rised up to 1400 ◦C and maintained during 1 h. The whole 
process will be referred to as “VS” in the rest of the text. Standard ISO 
3369 was used for measuring the density of VS specimens. From these 
data, it was decided to apply a hot isostatic pressing treatment (HIP) in 
order to eliminate any residual porosity. These cycles were carried out at 
1400 ◦C and 150 MPa for 1 h with a cooling rate of 65 ◦C/min. Before 
applying aging treatments, all VS + HIP specimens were solution treated 
in Ar at 1150 ◦C for 2 h followed by water quenching. In subsequent 
aging experiments, solution treated samples were maintained for 10 h. 
at different temperatures: 600 ◦C, 700 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 900 ◦C. Sintered 
specimens were ground and polished down to 1 μm diamond paste for 
microstructural analysis, which was mainly carried out by scanning 
electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectros-
copy (EDS). X-Ray diffraction (XRD) with Ni-filtered CuKα radiation and 
Bragg-Brentano configuration was also used for identification of 

crystalline structures. Some specimens were selected to be analyzed by 
means of transmission electron microscopy (TEM). For this purpose, thin 
foils were obtained by focused ion beam machining (FIB). Precise 
chemical analyses of the binder phase were carried out on these thin 
foils by means of energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Electron 
diffraction was also used for identifying the crystalline structure of the 
different precipitates found in the microstructure. Macroscopic hardness 
was measured by applying the Vickers test with 10 kg. of applied load 
(ISO-3878 standard). Alternatively, hardness changes induced in the 
binder phase of WC-Co-Ni-Cr-Al-Ti materials by solution aging treat-
ments were measured by nanoindentation with a TriboIndenter™ 
equipment under displacement control using a Berkovich diamond tip 
up to a maximum penetration depth of 120 nm at a rate of 14 nm/s. This 
equipment has a x-y positioning precision below 0.5 μm, which allows 
that the indentation mark is located fully inside the binder phase areas 
obtained after polishing. The hardness of the binder phase was obtained 
for alloys 1 and 2 from force vs. displacement curves using the method 
proposed by Oliver and Pharr [32]. Reported values correspond to the 
average of 5 valid experiments, that is, after confirming that the 
indentation mark was inside the binder phase without touching the 
surrounding WC grains. Alloys 1 and 2 were specifically selected for this 
purpose due to their larger binder mean free paths compared to those of 
Alloys 3 and 4. 

3. Results and discussion  

(a) Microstructural characterization of green compacts and sintered 
specimens 

Fig. 2. BSE-SEM image corresponding to the surface of a green compact of Alloy 2 after uniaxial pressing at 160 MPa. EDS mapping images of relevant chemical 
elements are included to show the degree of segregation of the constituents before sintering. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. FEG-SEM image showing the microstructure of alloy 2 compact after processing by VS + HIP. EDS mapping images are also included to show the homo-
geneization achieved after sintering. 

Fig. 4. Bright field (BF) TEM images corresponding to phases in dark and light grey contrast found in the microstructure of Alloy 2 (see Fig. 3). EDS analyses confirm 
that are aluminum oxides and (Tix, W1-x)C grains respectively. 
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The scale of microstructural segregation can be estimated from EDS 
mapping analyses obtained from the surface of green compacts (Fig.2). 
These images show that the initial size of TiAl3 powders is considerably 
reduced after milling; going from around 20 μm in as-received material 
(see Table 1) to sizes below 5 μm after milling. This suggests that the 
selected milling conditions (close to those used in industry) are enough 
for breaking coarse TiAl3 particles and for obtaining a homogeneous 
distribution with the rest of constituents of the powder mixtures. This is 

not the case for Ni and Co powders, which appear more agglomerated 
after milling with sizes ranging from 10 to 20 μm. This different 
behavior is due to the brittle nature of TiAl3 particles in contrast with the 
higher ductility of Ni and Co powders. 

As expected from their high mutual solubility and their good wetting 
behavior on the surface of WC grains [22,24], both Co and Ni agglom-
erates disappear during the sintering process and form a homogeneous 
solid solution which spreads surrounding the WC grains (Fig. 3). These 
EDS mapping images also prove that chromium accumulations (corre-
sponding to the added Cr3C2 powder particles) also disappear after 
sintering, due to their almost total dissolution in the Co–Ni binder 
phase [17]. Finally, TiAl3 particles (easily identifiable in the green 
compact surface) are decomposed after vacuum sintering forming two 
different phases: Al-rich oxides and (Tix,W1-x)C carbides which appear in 
dark and light grey contrasts in the BS-SEM image respectively. The 
chemical compositions of these phases have been confirmed by means of 
EDS-TEM analyses on samples thinned by FIB machining (Fig. 4). XRD 
patterns also proved the presence of two FCC phases compatible with 
Co–Ni austenite and Ni3Al phases (ICDD refs. 01–074-5694 and 
03–065-6613 respectively) (Fig. 5). These two phases can be distin-
guished by combining bright and dark field TEM images (Fig. 6). As 
expected, the aluminum content of the binder phase in WC-Co-Ni-Cr-Al- 
Ti materials increases with the TiAl3 addition to the powder mixtures 
(Fig. 7).  

(b) Calorimetry 

Fig. 6. On the left, BF-TEM images corresponding to the binder phases of alloy 1 (a) and alloy 2 (d). At the center, e− diffraction patterns corresponding to dotted 
regions showing the presence of γ and γ’ phases; (b) alloy 1and (e) alloy 2. On the right, dark field (DF) TEM images obtained with the diffracted beams pointed by 
red arrows; (c) alloy 1 and (f) alloy 2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 5. XRD patterns corresponding to WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al alloys processed by 
VS + HIP. 
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DSC experiments confirm that all investigated compositions exhibit 
broad exothermic peaks during the heating ramp under inert atmo-
sphere with maximum heat flows around 500 ◦C (Fig. 8a). As observed 
in this graph, the magnitude of such peaks increases with the Co + Ni 
content, being highest for the highest TiAl3 additions. A second 
exothermic event is also detected in all four alloys at temperatures 
ranging from 902 ◦C to 917 ◦C. This second DSC peak is sharper and 
overlaps with the previous one. These exothermic phenomena are 
stronger than those reported for standard cemented carbides or cermets, 
where heat emissions detected during the heating ramp are mainly 
associated with the carbothermal reduction of powder oxides (i.e. NiO, 
CoO, WO3 and/or Cr2O3). [33–35]. 

This could be due to the high thermodynamic stability of the 
observed reaction products (i.e. Al2O3, (Tix,W1-x)C and gamma prime 
type phases). Thus, the free energies (ΔG) of reactions involving NiO, 
CoO, WO3 and/or Cr2O3 oxides, TiAl3 and free carbon as reactives and 
Al2O3, TiC and Ni–Al phases as products are much higher than those 
corresponding to their carbothermal reduction with carbon monoxide as 
product (Fig. 9). In these calculations, it is assumed that titanium car-
bide (TiC) is formed instead of the observed (Tix,W1-x)C mixed carbide. 

The reason is that no reliable data have been found for the free energy of 
formation of the latter. Therefore, although carbothermal reactions have 
also been previously reported in WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 materials [24], it 
is reasonable to assume that the highly exothermic events detected by 
DSC in WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 materials are due to the descomposition of 
TiAl3 and the high avidity of titanium and aluminum by carbon and 
oxygen respectively. 

On the other hand, the contribution of gamma prime formation to the 
2nd exothermic peak (Fig. 8a) can be explained by considering that, 
once all powder oxides have been reduced either by reaction with car-
bon and/or TiAl3, the rest of aluminum left after TiAl3 decomposition is 
available for reaction with metallic Ni and/or Co (Fig. 10). Again, the 
free energies of these reactions have been calculated assuming the for-
mation of TiC instead of (Tix,W1-x)C and that enough carbon is dissolved 
in the binder phase at the temperatures of the 2nd exothermic peak 
(from 902 ◦C to 917 ◦C). From the three selected intermetallics (i.e. NiAl, 
CoAl or Ni3Al) the most negative free energy values correspond to the 
formation of Ni3Al, in agreement with XRD and TEM data (see Figs. 5 
and 6). 

Finally, endothermic peaks found above 1280 ◦C are clearly 

Fig. 7. BF-TEM images of the binder phase including EDS analyses of the binder phase: (a) alloy 1 and (b) alloy 2.  

Fig. 8. DSC curves of WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al materials obtained from: (a) heating ramps and (b) cooling ramps.  
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associated with the formation of the liquid phase. These data, included 
in Table 3, show that temperatures corresponding to melting onset in-
crease with TiAl3 additions. DSC exothermic peaks detected on cooling 
(Fig. 8b) show that solidification starts at a lower temperature in com-
positions with higher nominal TiAl3 content. As described in the 
experimental procedure, the areas above or under DSC peaks can be 
used to estimate the amount of liquid present during melting or solidi-
fication events respectively (Table 4). As expected, these areas are 
higher for the alloys with higher metallic content (i.e. Alloys 1 and 2); 
both during melting and solidification. It is also worth noting that, for 
each alloy, DSC peak areas are larger for solidification than for melting, 

which suggests that the liquid volume fraction increases after going 
through the sintering “plateau”. This is likely due to the higher disso-
lution of WC grains in the liquid phase as temperature increases from the 
end of DSC melting interval to the sintering temperature. Such tem-
perature intervals go from 80 ◦C to 100 ◦C depending on the composi-
tion. On cooling, the heat flow corresponding to solidification includes 
both the precipitation of WC and (Tix,W1-x)C grains and the solidifica-
tion of the metallic phase. Precipitation of each carbide starts once its 
solubility limit is reached. As observed in Fig. 7, a W content from 2.5 to 
6.0 wt% still remmains dissolved in the binder phase after reaching 
room temperature, which is likely related to the final carbon content of 
the alloy. On the contrary, no titanium is found in the composition of the 
binder after complete cooling. Differences between the areas of DSC 
solidification and melting peaks are high for alloys 1, 2 and 3 (around 
43–47%) and much lower for alloy 4 (only 9%). This difference can be 
explained by the higher Al/(Co + Ni) ratio of the latter. As described in a 
previous work [24], the dissolution of WC grains in the binder phase is 
strongly hindered when aluminum content of the binder increases. 

Last calorimetric tests carried out on WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 samples 
include repeated heating and cooling cycles (Fig. 11). As described in 
Fig. 8a, gamma prime formation occurs during the first heating ramp 
and is highly exothermic with a DSC peak located between 786 ◦C to 
1062 ◦C (orange graph in Fig. 11a). However, this peak dissappears 
when the same sample is reheated after reaching 500 ◦C on the first 
cooling ramp. During the second heating ramp (red graph in Fig. 11a), 
apart from the DSC peak corresponding to melting, only a weak endo-
thermic peak appears at temperatures between 1040 ◦C and 1100 ◦C. 
This same peak is found on the third heating cycle (black graph in 
Fig. 11a). These peaks have been associated with gamma prime disso-
lution in the FCC binder before melting since solvus temperatures are in 
good agreement with those published for Ni-Co-Al-Ti-Cr quinary alloys, 
although in this work Cr contents are lower [36]. Data obtained from 
cooling ramps show that, apart from the DSC solidification peaks, weak 
exothermic peaks are found between 1039 ◦C and 1062 ◦C which are 
clearly related to gamma prime reprecipitation (Fig. 11b). Contrary to 

Fig. 9. Free energies (ΔG) of reactions proposed for the reduction of powder oxides in WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al alloys (Thermocalc ®, TABULATION-REACTION module, 
SSUB4 database). 

Fig. 10. Free energies (ΔG) of reactions proposed for the formation of Ni3Al 
and CoAl intermetallics involving Ni, Co and TiAl3 powders. 
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that observed on heating, these peaks are slightly displaced to higher 
temperatures as the cycles are repeated, suggesting that certain decar-
burization could be happening on each thermal cycle. When this hap-
pens, more W remains dissolved in the binder phase, which could affect 
γ’ dissolution and reprecipitation kinetics [24,36].  

(c) Gamma prime precipitation 

Gamma prime precipitates found in the binder phase of WC-Ni-Co- 
Cr-Ti-Al materials after VS + HIP are shown in Fig. 12. Their volume 
fractions and mean crystal sizes, obtained by quantitative metallog-
raphy, are included in Table 5. These data prove that, although volume 
fractions are only slighlty higher for the alloys with higher Al/(Co + Ni) 
ratios (between 27 and 31 vol%), their size distributions are very 
different (Fig. 13). As seen in this graph, γ’ precipitates are much coarser 
for the alloys with high Al/(Co + Ni) ratios, especially for low binder 
phase compositions (i.e. Alloy 4). 

Since processing conditions are identical for all compositions, the 
observed differences in γ’ grain growth kinetics are probably related to 
to the partitioning of Al additions between the formation of alumina and 
gamma prime phases. As described in the previous section, the amount 
of aluminum available for producing gamma prime precipitates depends 
on the amount oxygen present in the sintered specimens, which is lower 
for the alloys with lower binder content (Table 6). Therefore, in these 
compositions, there is more aluminum available for the precipitation of 
gamma prime than in those with high binder content. This result is 
consistent with the higher amount of oxygen present in as-received co-
balt and nickel powders compared with those of tungsten (Table 1). 

Another critical factor affecting γ’ grain growth is the cooling rate 

Table 3 
Temperatures corresponding to DSC peaks found during liquid phase sintering of WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al alloys.   

Temperature (◦C)  

Heating ramp Cooling ramp 

REF. 1st exothermic peak Melting onset Melting end Solidication onset Solification end 2nd exothermic peak 

Alloy 1 835–970 1284 1379 1361 1316 815–1169 
Alloy 2 813–980 1310 1370 1349 1319 925–1325 
Alloy 3 852–1003 1283 1385 1366 1318 824–1213 
Alloy 4 816–1024 1304 1389 1352 1317 820–1193   

Ref. Temperature (◦C) 

DSC DSC DSC melting onset DSC melting peaks DSC solidus DSC solidification peaks 

Alloy 1 860 900 1311 1362 1327 1359 
Alloy 2 866 900 1310 1354 1322 1348 
Alloy 3 847 915 1286 1357 1326 1354 
Alloy 4 838 909 1304 1346 1319 1344  

Fig. 11. DSC curves obtained from alloy 2 after three repeated heating (a) and cooling (b) cycles.  

Table 4 
Areas of significant DSC peaks found during liquid phase sintering of WC-Ni-Co- 
Cr-Ti-Al alloys.   

DSC peak areas (W.g− 1.◦C)  

Heating ramp Cooling ramp 

REF. 2nd exothermic 
peak* 

Melting Solidication 3rd exothermic 
peak* 

Alloy 1 3.32 5.94 8.50 2.61 
Alloy 2 5.53 4.86 7.15 20.7 
Alloy 3 1.68 1.67 2.42 2.41 
Alloy 4 2.39 2.21 2.40 0.75   

Ref. Temperature (◦C) 

DSC DSC DSC 
melting 
onset 

DSC 
melting 
peaks 

DSC 
solidus 

DSC 
solidification 
peaks 

Alloy 
1 

860 900 1311 1362 1327 1359 

Alloy 
2 

866 900 1310 1354 1322 1348 

Alloy 
3 

847 915 1286 1357 1326 1354 

Alloy 
4 

838 909 1304 1346 1319 1344 

* As described in Fig. 8. 
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from the processing temperature (Fig. 14). These images show that the 
mean size of γ’ crystals in DSC samples is approx. Four times larger than 
is as-HIPed specimens where the cooling rate is 6.5 times faster. 

An alternative approach for controlling the γ’ grain coarsening is 
based on solid solution followed by isothermal aging treatments. Solu-
tion treatments were made at 1150 ◦C for two hours followed by 
quenching in water (Fig. 15). This temperature was selected to be 50 ◦C 
above the upper limit of the γ’ dissolution range found in DSC tests 
(Fig. 11). An example of the evolution of γ’ precipitation as a function of 
aging temperature is shown for alloy 4 in Fig. 16. These images confirm 
that very fine γ’ precipitates are already present after aging at 600 ◦C for 
10 h. The material aged at 700 ◦C for 10 h shows a similar microstruc-
ture but the materials aged at 800 ◦C and 900 ◦C exhibit significant γ’ 
coarsening. In specimens aged at 900 ◦C, γ’ precipitates tend to coalesce 
losing their cuboidal aspect. Although temperature ranges are different, 
this evolution is very similar to that described for as-cast Ni based su-
peralloys [36,37].  

(d) Nanohardness of the binder phase in solution aged WC-Ni-Co-Cr- 
Ti-Al cemented carbides 

Fig. 17a shows the marks left by two nanoindentation experiments 

Fig. 12. BSE-SEM images showing the microstructure of the metallic binder phase of WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al alloys after VS + HIP: (a) alloy 1, (b) alloy 2, (c) alloy 3 and 
(d) alloy 4. γ’ precipitates appear in dark contrast embedded in the Co-Ni-Cr-Al-W binder phase. 

Fig. 13. Histograms showing gamma prime grain size distributions of WC-Ni- 
Co-Cr-Ti-Al alloys after VS + HIP. 

Table 5 
Volume fraction and mean crystal size of γ’ precipitates.  

Heat treatment γ’ vol. fraction (%)a γ’ mean equivalent diameter (nm) 

Alloy 1 28 68 
Alloy 2 31 80 
Alloy 3 27 68 
Alloy 4 31 99  

a with respect to the binder phase. 

Table 6 
Total oxygen content of as-HIP specimens measured by IR 
spectrometry.  

Heat treatment Oxygen content (wt%) 

Alloy 1 0.15 ± 0.02 
Alloy 2 0,32 ± 0,02 
Alloy 3 0.08 ± 0,02 
Alloy 4 0.17 ± 0,02  
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carried out inside the binder phase of alloy 2. The observed stripped 
bands correspond to vibrations induced in the AFM tip by the steps 
generated during polishing between WC grains and the softer binder 
phase regions. An example of the load vs. displament curves obtained 
from these experiments is presented in Fig. 17b. 

Following this procedure, the hardness of the binder phase has been 

measured for alloys 1 and 2 as a function of the sample condition, that is 
as-HIPed state, solid solution or aged at different temperatures (Fig. 18). 
The binder phases of both materials present similar nanohardness values 
in as-HIPed state (around 12 GPa), which is consistent with their similar 
γ’ volume fractions and mean sizes (Table 5). After solid solution, the 
hardness of the binder phase decreases in both materials, this reduction 

Fig. 15. BSE-SEM images confirming the absence of γ’ crystals after solution treatment at 1150 ◦C for 2 h followed by quenching in water: (a) alloy 1, (b) alloy 2, (c) 
alloy 3 and (d) alloy 4. 

Fig. 14. BSE-SEM images showing the growth of γ’ crystals in the binder phase of alloy 2: (a) as-HIPed material and (b) sample used in DSC tests.  
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being higher for the material with higher aluminum content (alloy 2). 
Although the reason is still unclear, XRD analyses show that the crys-
talline structure of the binder phase is different in both materials 
(Fig. 19). 

Finally, age hardening effects are confirmed in both alloys 1 and 2. 
The hardening peak occurs after 10 h. at 800 ◦C for alloy 1 and at 700 ◦C 
for alloy 2. At these temperatures, hardness increases by 75% in alloy 1 
and by 100% in alloy 2 with respect to those of solution treated mate-
rials. As expected, the temperature corresponding to the hardness peak 
occurs at lower temperatures for alloy 2 because the aluminum super-
saturation of the binder phase is higher. The binder softening found at 
900 ◦C is due to uncontrolled γ’ crystals (Fig.20). 

4. Conclusions 

New WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al cemented carbides have been obtained from 
WC-Ni-Co-Cr3C2-TiAl3 powder mixtures by HIP after sintering. TiAl3 
additions induce the formation of Al-rich oxides and gamma prime 

Fig. 16. BSE-SEM images showing the effect of solid solution and aging treatments on the binder phase of alloy 4 (aging time: 10 h): (a) as-HIPed material, (b) after 
solid solution, (c) after aging at 600 ◦C, (d) after aging at 700 ◦C, (e) after aging at 800 ◦C and (f) after aging at 900 ◦C. 

Fig. 17. (a) AFM micrograph showing two nanoindentation marks placed inside the binder phase of alloy 2 after solution treatment at 1150 ◦C-2 h followed by 
quenching in water, (b) load vs. displacement curve obtained from one of these experiments. 

Fig. 18. Nanohardness data corresponding to the binder phase of alloys 1 and 2 
processed under different conditions. Data of as-HIPed and solution treated 
material are plotted on the y-axis meaning that they have no aging treatment. 
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precipitates along with (Tix,W1-x)C mixed carbides. The partition of Al 
between these Al-rich oxides and gamma prime phases depend on the 
amount of oxides left in the powder mixtures after the milling/mixing 
process. Reactions detected by DSC during the heating ramp are highly 
exothermic and likely due to the direct reaction between powder oxides 
and TiAl3 together with the formation of gamma prime. Gamma prime 
precipitation starts at relatively high temperatures (1100 ◦C) during the 
cooling ramp of the HIP cycle and precipitates sizes depend critically on 
the cooling rate. Age hardening effects can be induced in the binder 
phase of these cemented carbides by means of standard solid solution 
treatments followed by isothermal aging. Hardness peaks in the binder 
phase occur at lower temperatures as the aluminum content of the 
binder phase increases. 
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A B S T R A C T

WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr cemented carbides have been obtained by liquid phase sintering from WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr3C2

powder mixtures. Taking the 40wt%Fe-40wt%Ni-20wt.%Co alloy as a reference, new binder phases has been
prepared by introducing controlled amounts of Cr and C, via Cr3C2 and C black powders respectively. As de-
scribed for WC-Co-Cr materials, Cr additions are observed to reduce the eutectic temperatures of the WC-Fe-Ni-
Co system. First liquids detected on heating exhibit wide temperature melting ranges, which become narrower
and are displaced to higher temperatures on repeated heating and cooling cycles. Apart from the decarburization
associated to the carbothermal reduction of powder oxides, this phenomenon could be also associated to the
homogeneization of the chemical composition of these multicomponent binder phases, which is faster as C
content decreases. Correlation between experimental melting and solidification temperature ranges and those
predicted by Thermocalc® is better as Cr content increases. Experimental C windows, defined in this work by the
absence of free C or η phases, are located at C contents higher than those estimated by Thermocalc®. Although
the 40wt.%Fe-40wt.%Ni-20wt.%Co alloy is austenitc, BCC phases are partially stabilized at low C and high Cr
contents. Although these compositions are free from η phases or free C, a precipitation of Cr-rich carbides is
found at the WC-metal interface. These precipitates are not observed in the alloy with 0.75 wt% Cr (i.e. 5 wt% of
the nominal metal content) and 5.39 wt%C. This C content is 0.17 wt% higher than that predicted for pre-
cipitation of M7C3.

1. Introduction

The need for cobalt replacement in hardmetals has been historically
associated to potential health issues [1–3]. However, at present, it is
driven by the risk of supply due to its increasing use in Li-ion batteries
for the automotive industry [4,5]. It is well known that total substitu-
tion of cobalt either by nickel or iron leads to lower hardness and
fracture strength values, although both oxidation and corrosion re-
sistance improve in the case of chromium additions [6–8]. Moreover, in
the case of WC-Fe alloys, the width of the so-called “carbon window”
(i.e. the carbon range without precipitation of either free C or sec-
ondary carbides) is significantly reduced. Therefore, it is very difficult
to produce components from WC-Fe materials at industrial scale. Ac-
cording to different authors, larger carbon windows are obtained by
combining Fe, Ni and Co, especially for compositions within the aus-
tenitic range [9,10]. Among them, the alloy consisting of 40wt.%Fe-

40wt.%Ni-20wt.%Co is one of the most promising due to its relatively
wide C window and its high toughness compared with other Fe-Ni-Co
based compositions [9]. Alternatively, recent works have been focused
on using high entropy alloys (HEA) as Co substitutes in hardmetals
[11–14]. Examples of these materials include combinations of Fe, Ni,
Co, Cr, Cu and even Al, where at least, 5 of these elements are present
with near equiatomic ratios. Due to their high configurational entropy,
these alloys are expected to present very high chemical stability at high
temperatures, provided that all elements form a single solid solution
phase [11,14]. The design of such alloys is a challenging task since both
thermodynamic studies and sintering experiments confirm the pre-
cipitation of undesired phases when sintered in combination with
tungsten carbide. This is the case of compositions with high Cr contents,
where precipitation of M7C3 and other Cr-rich carbides cannot be
avoided for any carbon content [15–18]. Moreover, no data have been
found on critical properties as the solubility of chromium in the binder
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phase of WC-Fe-Ni-Co alloys, which also contains differents amounts of
tungsten depending on the total carbon activity.

As mechanical properties are concerned, very little information is
published about fracture strength and toughness of cermets or ce-
mented carbides with multicomponent binder phases. According to
Chen et al. [19], toughness values of WC-HEA cemented carbides are in
the range of those reported for standard hardmetals (K1C =
17.4 MPa.√m for 20 wt% binder content). However, their processing
and testing methods are far from standard procedures and more data
are needed to confirm these promising results. In the case of HEA cer-
mets, toughness is clearly below that of standard TiCN cermets with K1C

values between 4 and 7 MPa.√m for the same binder contents [20].
Taking this into account, a deeper investigation is clearly needed in
order to understand the correlation between these new microstructures
and the achivable mechanical properties. The present work is focused
on WC-Fe/Ni/Co (40/40/20 in wt%) alloys, where C windows are wide
enough for industrial processing. The objetive is to study the changes
induced by Cr alloying not only on the C window but also on the sin-
terability of these materials.

1. Experimental procedure

The mean particle size of as-received powders is included in Table 1.
Over 50 different compositions have been prepared with these mate-
rials in order to define with precision the compositional ranges free of
precipitation of undesired phases. A selection of 9 alloys corresponding
to the upper and lower bounds of the corresponding C windows are
included in Table 1. The metal content was selected to be 15 ± 1 wt%,
corresponding approximately to 26 ± 1 vol%, similar to that of cobalt
in WC-15 wt% Co alloys, which were taken as reference. As previously
explained, the ratio between Fe, Ni and Co was 40/40/20 (in wt%) in
all cases. Cr additions were carried out via Cr3C2 carbide and the C
content was modified by including either carbon black or tungsten
powders in the mixtures. Mixing/milling was made in a planetary
equipment at 100 rpm for 5 h using ethanol as liquid media and a ball
to powder ratio of 6 (in wt.). Paraffin, used as pressing aid, was added
in the last milling hour. Afterwards, the powders were dried for 40 min
at atmospheric pressure in a thermostatic bath (80 ± 2 °C). Green
compacts were obtained by double action pressing at 160 MPa. The
equipment used in dilatometric experiments was a Netzsch TA 402 E/7
and that used in differential scanning calorimetric tests was a TGA/DSC
Setaram Setsys Evolution 16/18. Dilatometric specimens were cylinders
with both height and diameter of 5 mm. DSC samples were cubes of
aprox. 1 mm side. The heating cycle was the same in both types of
experiments. It consisted of a heating ramp of 10 °C/min up to 1450 °C.
Dwelling time at this temperature was 10 min. Argon at atmospheric
pressure was used as a protective atmosphere. Temperatures Ti and Tf
correspond to the upper and lower bounds of the melting range of each
DSC peak respectively and were determined by using the SETSOFT
software [21]. This software also allows for the calculation of peak
areas (A):

A = dT
T

T

i

f
(eq. 1)

where ϕ is” the heat flux rate, and “β” is the heating rate.
As it is well known, the enthalpy of melting (ΔHf(T)) is needed to

calculate the amount of liquid produced during DSC experiments:

=m
H T

dT
( )T

T

fi

f

(2)

No ΔHf(T) values are available in the literature for the combination
of metals studied in this work (i.e. FeNiCoCrW alloys). Estimations of
the amount of liquid generated during sintering are based on comparing
the corresponding DSC areas and, therefore, are only qualitative. In all
cases, the heating and cooling cycles was repeated thrice. The idea was
to analyze how melting and solidification events change during the
binder phase alloying process. Afterwards, standard vacuum sintering
experiments were carried out in a industrial furnace with graphite
heating elements at a heating rate of 10 °C/min up to 1450 °C. The
vacuum level used during this step was 10−2 mbar. Above this tem-
perature, the pressure was increased to 100 mbar by introducing argon
in the furnace chamber and maintained during the 1 h sintering pla-
teau. C contents were measured by means of infrared spectrometry both
in green compacts and sintered materials. Standard ISO 3369 was used
for density measurements. Finally, the sintered specimens were ground
and polished down to 1 μm diamond paste for microstructural analysis,
which was carried out by optical and scanning electron microscopy
(FEG-SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Phase
identification was carried out by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) (with Ni-fil-
tered CuKα radiation) using Bragg-Brentano configuration. Vickers
hardness was determined with 30 kg of applied load at room tem-
perature.

2. Results and discussion

1.1. Thermal analyses: dilatometry and calorimetry

(a) WC-FeNiCo (40/40/20) reference alloys

As seen in Fig. 1, carbon activity has a significant effect on the
shrinkage of WC-FeNiCo (40/40/20) alloys. The shrinkage rate of alloy
C1 (with higher C content) exhibits two different peaks at 1337 °C and
1369 °C. However, alloy C2 (with lower C activity) has only one at
1368 °C. This temperature coincides with that of the second peak found
in alloy C1. However, its intensity is aprox. 100% higher. This means
that shrinkage begins at higher temperatures as C content decreases in
these alloys but at a higher rate than that found in low C materials.

Shrinkage onset occurs at lower temperatures in the low C alloy (i.e.
C2), which agrees with previous dilatometric data carried out on WC-
Co alloys [22,23]. According to these authors, densification is related to
solid state spreading of the binder, which is enhanced in low carbon
WC-Co alloys due to their lower interface energy. As temperature in-
creases above 1300 °C, shrinkage acceleration is much higher in the
high C alloy (C1), which, according to DSC data (Fig. 1c), is related to
the presence of a liquid phase. Liquid formation is delayed in the case of
alloy C2, but when it happens leads to a higher total shrinkage. DSC
data show that liquid formation occurs in a much wider temperature
range for alloy C1 than for alloy C2: 122 °C and 51 °C respectively.
Moreover, the area enclosed by these DSC endothermic peaks, calcu-
lated using eq. 1, is 32% higher for Alloy C2 than for Alloy C1 (20.26 J/
g vs. 15.27 J/g respectively). Areas of exothermic peaks found on
cooling are only 21% higher for Alloy C2 than for Alloy C1 (25.7 and
21.2 J/g respectively). These data suggest that a higher amount of li-
quid could be present in the alloy with lower C content. Therefore, the
significant shrinkage acceleration observed during the heating ramp of
the dilatometric cycle could be due to larger contribution of re-
arrangement mechanisms during liquid phase sintering.

It is also worth noting that exothermic peaks detected in the cooling
ramp are narrower than endothermic peaks found on heating.

Table 1
Mean particle size of starting powders ob-
tained from BET analyses (D = 6/Sρ, where
“S” is the powder specific surface area and
“ρ” is the material density).

Material D (μm)

WC 3.7
Fe 5.3
Co 1.7
Ni 1.1
Cr3C2 3.9

T. Soria-Biurrun, et al. International Journal of Refractory Metals & Hard Materials 92 (2020) 105317
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Considering Thermocalc® calculations carried out with TCFE10 data-
base, these results suggest that certain decarburization occurs during
the DSC cycle (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, the melting range calculated for
the upper carbon limit of the 2 phase domain is of 69 °C (far from the
122 °C measured experimentally for Alloy C1). On the lower C side, the
melting range corresponding with no presence of M6C is only 9 °C.
Again, far from the 51 °C measured experimentally for Alloy C2. Thus,
although decarburization definitely plays a role on melting and solidi-
fication events, there is also contribution of kinetic effects, since DSC
cycles are far from equilibrium conditions. Homogenization of the
chemical composition of the binder phase could be the cause of this
discrepancy between experiments and thermodynamic calculations.

The scale of microstructural segregation can be estimated by EDS
mapping performed on the surface of green compacts (Fig. 3). These
analysees confirm the presence of Fe and Ni agglomerates with sizes
ranging from 8 to 20 μm. Although, it is not perceptible in these images,
it is also worth mentioning that composition C1 contains four times
more black carbon addition than Alloy C2.

Repeated DSC experiments on specimens of Alloy C1 show that
endothermic peaks become narrower and shifted towards higher tem-
peratures as the cycle is repeated once and twice (Fig. 4a). The same
happens with solidification peaks, but, in this case, there is not much
difference between those corresponding to the second and the third DSC
cycles. Again, this can be related to the contribution of decarburization

and homogenization phenomena. In the case of Alloy C2 (Fig. 4b),
melting peaks also become narrower on repeated heating and cooling,
but, in this case, the temperatures corresponding to both endothermic
and exothermic peaks do not change. If decarburization progressed
during 2nd and 3rd DSC cycles, there should be a change in the soli-
dification interval associated to the precipitation of M6C at higher
temperatures (see. Fig. 2). Therefore, this could indicate that the carbon
content has not changed and the composition of the binder phase in
Alloy C2 is already homogeneous after the first DSC cycle.

(b) Chromium alloying of WC-FeNiCo (40/40/20) materials

As seen in Table 2, the Cr contents selected in this study range from
0.75 to 2 wt% Cr (corresponding to 5 to 12 wt% with respect to the
nominal Fe + Ni + Co + Cr content). The effects of such additions on
shrinkage and shrinkage rate curves are shown in Fig. 5. Again, the
effect of C content is to be taken into account.

Thus, in high C alloys (Fig. 5a and b), chromium additions tend to
increase the total shrinkage after sintering. The shape of shrinkage rate
graphs vs. temperature change from composition C6 (with 1 wt% Cr) in
which only one asymmetric peak is observed (with the minimum lo-
cated at 1340 °C) to composition C8 (with 2 wt% Cr), in which two
shrinkage rate peaks are clearly distinguished. These peaks appear
shifted towards lower temperatures as Cr content increases, which is

d
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Fig. 1. (a) Shrinkage vs. temperature of compositions C1 and C2 in Table 1. Both are WC-15 wt% (40Fe40Ni20Co) alloys with high and low C contents respectively
within the C window, (b) shrinkage rate vs. temperature of the same compositions, (c) DSC plots corresponding to the same thermal cycle.
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Fig. 2. Isopleth corresponding to W-C-Fe-Ni-Co system calculated with Thermocalc® software using TCFE10 database.

Fig. 3. BSE-SEM micrograph of the surface of a green compact corresponding to composition C4_medium C content (see Table 2). (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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consistent with that reported for WC-Co-Cr alloys, where Cr additions
are found to reduce the melting temperatures by more than 100 °C [24].
This is also the case in WC-FeNiCoCr alloys, as confirmed by DSC ex-
periments (Table 3 and Figs. 6 and 7). These data prove that liquid

appears at 1200 °C–1218 °C in the alloys with 1 and 2 wt% Cr content
(C6 and C8), but not in Alloy C3 (with 0.75wt%Cr), where melting
onset is detected at ≈ 1290 °C. Therefore, a minimum Cr seems to be
needed to form enough liquid around 1200 °C in this system. This in-
dicates that Cr becomes less available for liquid formation as it is dis-
solved in the FeNiCo binder phase. As described in the previous section,
this dissolution process can be studied by analyzing the changes of DSC
peaks after repeated heating and cooling DSC cycles. Again, only one
melting event is detected after the 3rd DSC cycle in all cases indicating
that the compositions of their binder phases have been homogenized.
As described for the alloys without Cr, peaks obtained after 3 repeated
DSC cycles are narrower and shifted towards higher temperatures and
no Cr rich eutectics are present in any of the studied systems.

In low C alloys, the total shrinkage does not show a clear trend with
the Cr content (Fig. 5c). The maximum total shrinkage is obtained for
alloy C7 (16.4%), whereas C5 (with half the Cr content of C7) and C9
(with double Cr content) only reach 13.0% and 14.7% respectively.
Shrinkage rate curves show that, in these two latter cases, shrinkage

Fig. 4. Effect of three repeated thermal cycles on DSC heat flow vs. temperature curves: (a) alloy C1 and (b) Alloy C2.

Table 2
Composition of selected WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr alloys (wt%). All binder phases are
based on the same Fe/Ni/Co ratio (in wt%): 40/40/20.

REF. C W Fe Ni Co Cr

C1 HIGH C 5.44 80.26 5.72 5.72 2.86 0.00
C2 LOW C 5.30 80.38 5.73 5.73 2.86 0.00
C3 HIGH C 5.41 79.53 5.73 5.73 2.86 0.75
C4 MEDIUM C 5.31 79.61 5.73 5.73 2.87 0.75
C5 LOW C 5.25 79.67 5.73 5.73 2.87 0.75
C6 HIGH C 5.42 79.27 5.73 5.73 2.86 1.00
C7 LOW C 5.41 79.27 5.73 5.73 2.86 1.00
C8 HIGH C 5.46 78.21 5.73 5.73 2.86 2.00
C9 LOW C 5.38 78.29 5.73 5.73 2.87 2.00

Fig. 5. Shrinkage and shrinkage rate of WC-FeNiCo (40/40/20) alloys with different Cr additions: (a and b) compositions with high C content, (c and d) compositions
with low C content.
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deccelerates sharply once the peak is exceeded, contrary to what hap-
pens in high C compositions (compare Fig. 5b and d).

DSC experiments carried out on low C materials show that the eu-
tectic found between 1200 °C and 1218 °C in high C compositions
disappears in composition C7 (twin of C6 but with low C) and is dis-
placed to higher temperatures in alloy C9 (twin of C8 but with low C)
(see Figs. 6 and 7). These phenomena suggest that, when C activity
decreases, Cr3C2 carbide powders are more prone to dissolve in the
binder phase of WC-FeNiCo (40/40/20) materials than to be involved
in low eutectic reactions.

Table 4 includes the temperature ranges of solidification measured
for the 1st and 3rd DSC cycles for each WC-FeNiCoCr alloy. Solidifi-
cation ranges estimated by Thermocalc ® (TCFE 10 database) are also

included along with C windows defined by the only presence of WC
(MC_SHP) and FCC_A1 phases (Figs. 8 and 9). Thermocalc estimates are
considered to be better related to solidification DSC events because the
system is closer to equilibrium conditions after being 10 min at 1450 °C.
In addition, the C content measured by IR corresponds to sintered
specimens after all decarburization phenomena related to carbothermal
reduction of powder oxides. The absence of free C or M6C phases was
confirmed in all sintered specimens. Taking this into account, these
data show that correlation between TC® estimations and experimental
values is better as the Cr content increases within the studied range. For
lower Cr contents, estimations are clearly below experimental data.

1.2. Vacuum sintering experiments

Samples sintered in vacuum were used for microstructural analyses
and the determination of the total C content by means of infrarred
spectrometry. As described in the experimental procedure over 50
compositions were studied in order to determine the experimental C
windows. Comparison of these values with theoretical predictions car-
ried out by TC® software show a reasonable agreement in the widths of
C windows. However, in all cases, the experimental ones are displaced
towards higher C contents. Typical C windows, defined by the absence
of free C and η phases, are now narrower due to the precipitation of Cr-
rich M7C3 carbides (Fig. 8).

Density values are, in all cases, above 99% T.D.. According to ISO
4499-4 standard, porosity in C1 and C2 alloys ranges from A00-B00-
C00 to A02-B04-C00. In Alloys with 2wt.%Cr, porosity goes from A02-
B02-C00 in high C compositions (alloy C8) to A04-B04-C00 in low C
ones (alloy C9).

Identification of crystalline phases in vacuum sintered samples has
been carried by X-ray diffraction (Fig. 10). Only austenite (FCC) and
ferrite (BCC) peaks are identified as constituents of the binder phase,
the rest correspond to the WC phase. This means that other carbides, if
present, are below the XRD detection level (≈ 1 vol%). The FCC to BCC
ratios, estimated by the direct comparison method [25], show that most

Table 3
Temperatures corresponding to the onset and the minimum of shrinkage rate
and DSC peaks obtained in the heating ramp of the first DSC cycle.

Ref. Temperature (°C)

Shrinkage rate peaks DSC peaks

Onset Peak Melting onset⁎ Peak⁎

C1-HIGH C 1289 1336
1369

1263
1304

1273
1354–1373

C2-LOW C 1319 1372 1371 1386
C3-HIGH C 1281 1320 1293 1341
C4- MEDIUM C 1271 1341 1329 1360
C5-LOW C 1291 1352 1330 1362
C6-HIGH C 1205

1303
1340 1200

1251
1209
1320

C7-LOW C 1203
1293

1343 1298 1340

C8- HIGH C 1200 1243
1301

1218
1265

1237
1308

C9- LOW C 1207 1246
1301

1230
1280

1250
1315

⁎ Data obtained from the heating ramp.

Fig. 6. DSC plots corresponding to WC-FeNiCoCr alloys with high C contents: (a) Alloy C3 (0.74wt%Cr), (b) Alloy C6 (1wt%Cr) and (c) Alloy C8 (2wt%Cr). Data from
1st and 3rd repeated thermal cycle are included in all cases.
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high C alloys have austenite as the major constituent of the binder
phase (Fig. 11). This is due to the well known FCC stabilizing effect of
both C and Ni in Fe based alloys. On the contrary, a higher amount of
BCC phase is found in low C alloys with Cr additions, which is due to
the BCC phase stabilizer effect of Cr in Fe alloys. In the case of alloy C6
(with 1wt.%Cr), C content after sintering is not high enough to stabilize
the FCC phase.

XRD analyses have been complemented with scanning electron
microscopy to confirm the absence of free C and η phases (Fig. 12).

There are no large differences between mean WC grain sizes of alloys
with or without Cr, which is likely due to the fact that the selected WC
powders were already large (that is, the original surface area, which is
the driving force for the grain growth process, is low in the starting
powders). Moreover, the dissolution of WC grains in Fe based binders is
much slower than in Ni or Co based ones [26]. This combined with the
WC grain growht inhibition effect of chromium additions could explain
the rounded morphology found for WC grains in most of these com-
positions (Fig. 12). The only exception is alloy C1, where some WC

Fig. 7. Id. as Fig. 4 for WC-FeNiCoCr alloys with low C contents: (a) Alloy C5 (0.74wt%Cr), (b) Alloy C7 (1wt%Cr) and (c) Alloy C9 (2wt%Cr). Data from 1st and 3rd
repeated thermal cycle are included in all cases.

Table 4
Temperatures corresponding to the beginning and end of solidification of the liquid phase of WC-FeNiCoCr alloys. C contents measured in vacuum sintered specimens
are also included. These data are compared to Thermocalc ® estimates (TCFE-10 database). The two values given for DSC solidification peaks correspond to 1st and
3rd DSC cycles respectively.

Ref. Thermocalc estimates Temperatures of DSC solidification peaks (°C) C content⁎(wt%)

Solidification range (°C) C window
(wt%)

Onset End

C1-HIGH C 1325–1237 5.18–5.28 1365
1374

1307
1358

5.39 ± 0.02

C2-LOW C 1376 1343
1356

5.28 ± 0.01

C3-HIGH C 1290–1180 5.07–5.18 1352
1354

1273
1311

5.57 ± 0.03

C4- MEDIUM C 1346
1353

1266
1302

5.39 ± 0.02

C5-LOW C 1351
1353

1293
1312

5.31 ± 0.02

C6-HIGH C 1295–1172 5.13–5.19 1334
1345

1269
1298

5.37 ± 0.02

C7-LOW C 1349
1350

1284
1312

5.28 ± 0.01

C8- HIGH C 1301–1171 5.14–5.22 1316
1325

1256
1250

5.41 ± 0.01

C9- LOW C 1318
1322

1214
1220

5.29 ± 0.01

⁎ Obtained by Infrarred spectrometry.
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Fig. 8. Isopleths corresponding to W-C-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr systems with increasing Cr contents calculated with Thermocalc® software: (a) 0.75 wt%Cr, (b) 1 wt%Cr and (c)
2 wt%Cr. TCFE10 database.

Fig. 9. Temperatures corresponding to the onset and end of solidification peaks detected in the 1st and 3rd DSC cycles: (a) High C alloys and (b) Low C alloys. Blue
rectangles represent the solidification ranges estimated by Thermocalc ® (TCFE10). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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polygonal grains are found after sintering. This alloy has no chromium
and high C content suggesting that, under these conditions, the ob-
served shape change in WC crystals could be due to the activation of 2D
nucleation phenomena described by several authors as responsible for
to this anisotropic growth [26].

At higher magnification, SEM images also show that submicron Cr-
rich carbides precipitate in alloys C8 and C9 (with 2 wt%Cr), mainly at
WC-binder interfaces (Fig. 13). Detailed EDS mappings show that these
carbides may contain Fe and Co but not Ni. These carbides are also
identified in compositions C6 and C7(both with 1wt%Cr), but are less
frequent.

Finally, in alloys with 0.75 wt% Cr (i.e. C3, C4 and C5), only the one
with higher C content (C3) contains.

Cr-rich carbides, being Alloys C4 and C5 free of them (Fig. 14).
Their C contents are 5.39 and 5.31 wt% respectively (Table 4), which

are 0.09 and 0.17% wt% higher that those calculated by Thermocalc ®
for M7C3 precipitation (≈ 5.22 wt% C). Anyhow, qualitative trends are
in good agreement and consistent with thermal analyses, suggesting
that the solubility limit of Cr in Fe-Ni-Co (40/40/20) alloys depends
critically on the C activity. It is also possible that these phases could be
dissolved in subsequent thermal treatments, although in vacuum sin-
tering cycles the dwelling time at 1450 °C was 6 times longer than in
DSC tests. TEM work is being carried out to determine the crystal-
lographic nature of these precipitates.

3. Conclusions

Chromium alloying of WC-6 wt%%Fe-6wt%Ni-3wt.%Co cemented
carbides has been investigated for different carbon contents. Low
melting eutectics (1200 °C–1218 °C) are detected on first heating for Cr
contents of 1 and 2 wt% and for C contents near the upper bound of the
corresponding C windows. These eutectics disappear on repeated
heating and cooling experiments, being substituted by narrower peaks
occurring at higher temperatures. These phenomena are likely related
to the decarburization associated to carbothermal reduction of powder
oxides and the homogeneization of the chemical composition of these
multicomponent binder phases. Thermocalc® predictions of melting and
solidification temperature ranges are closer to experimental data for
high Cr contents. The predicted location of C windows, defined in this
work by the absence of free C or η phases, is displaced to lower C
contents when compared with experimental results. As expected from
their high Ni content, binder phases are mainly austenitic for high C
compositions. However, a BCC phase is partially stabilized in compo-
sitions with low C and high Cr contents. In compositions with neither
free C nor η phases, high magnification SEM images show the presence
of submicron Cr-rich carbides precipitated at the WC-metal interface.
These Cr-rich carbides disappear in composition C4 with 0.75 wt% Cr

Fig. 10. X-ray diffraction patterns corresponding to high and low C WC-FeNiCo alloys with different Cr additions: (a) 0 wt%, (b) 0.75 wt%, (c) 1 wt% and (d) 2 wt%.

Fig. 11. Estimation of FCC vol. fraction in the binder phase of WC-FeNiCoCr
alloys by the direct comparison method [25].
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Fig. 12. BSE-SEM micrographs corresponding to WC-FeNiCoCr alloys. Compositions C1,C4, C6 and C8 correspond to high C contents and C2, C5, C7 and C9 to low C
ones.

Fig. 13. BSE-SEM high magnification image of composition C8 along with EDS mappings of main constitutive elements. Red arrows identify Cr-rich carbides which
precipitate at the WC-metal interface. Cr content (12 wt%) is calculated with respect to Fe + Ni + Co + Cr nominal content of the alloy. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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and 5.39 wt% C. This C content is 0.17 wt% higher than that predicted
by Thermocalc ®.for precipitation of M7C3.
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A B S T R A C T   

The liquid phase formation temperatures of the quinary system W-C-Co-Fe-Ni with a ratio of Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 
were determined by means of DSC analysis. Besides, the experimental C-window of this system with a binder 
content of 14.3 ± 2 wt% is accurately defined. Based on the experimental results, a thermodynamic modelling is 
carried out using the CALPHAD approach. Temperature-composition sections of the W-C-Co-Fe-Ni system with 
different binder contents are calculated to verify the rationality of the present modelling. There is a good cor-
relation between the experimental and calculated results showing that the experimental data can be well 
reproduced by the present modelling.   

1. Introduction 

It is well known that partial or total substitution of Co in cemented 
carbides is an important issue for the hardmetal industry [1]. Among 
these alternative cemented carbides, those based on WC-Fe-Ni-Co powder 
mixtures have been extensively studied due to their good combination of 
fatigue strength and fracture toughness [2,3]. According to different au-
thors, larger carbon windows are obtained by combining Fe, Ni and Co, 
especially for compositions within the austenitic range [4,5]. 

Among them, the alloy consisting of 40wt%Fe-40wt%Ni-20wt%Co is 
one of the most promising due to its relatively wide C window and its 
high toughness compared with other Fe-Ni-Co based compositions [4]. 

Guillermet [6] established a thermodynamic database of the Co-Fe- 
Ni-W-C system. However, his results need more experimental data to 
improve the accuracy of this database [7]. 

Lengauer et al. [8] have constructed a thermodynamic description of 
the W-C-Co-Fe-Ni system by applying the Calphad approach to provide a 
general revision for the C-Co-Fe-Ni-W database. They study the four- 
phase equilibria, i.e., L + WC + fcc + M6C and L + WC + fcc +
graphite, and give maximum and minimum melting temperatures of 
binders for favourable hardmetals within the WC + fcc window. 

Nevertheless, few experimental data on the two four-phase trans-
formations, C-window and mechanical properties in the C-Co-Fe-Ni-W 
system are available in the literature. Thus, in the present work the main 
goal is to focus on the quinary system C-Co-Fe-Ni-W with a binder 

content of 14.3 ± 2 wt% and a ratio of Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40. The 
microstructure of the alloys and their correspondence liquid phase for-
mation temperatures are given, not only for the four-phase equilibria, i. 
e., L + WC + fcc + M6C and L + WC + fcc + graphite, but also for the 
three-phase equilibria, i.e., L + WC+ fcc, that corresponds to the alloys 
within the C-window. Besides, a study of the effect of binder content on 
the carbon window which is defined precisely and it is very important 
for industrial processing. Finally, the thermodynamic parameters of 
Guillermet and Lengauer et al. [6,8] were studied thoroughly to provide 
a new thermodynamic description for this quinary system. 

2. Experimental procedure 

Over 10 different compositions have been prepared with these ma-
terials in order to define with precision the compositional ranges free of 
precipitation of undesired phases. A selection of 4 alloys are included in 
Table 1. In the case of alloys 1 and 4 the W or C content was adjusted to 
ensure the appearance of M6C or graphite respectively. The other 
compositions included in Table 1 are those corresponding to the upper 
(alloy 3) and lower (alloy 2) bounds of the corresponding C windows. 
The total metallic content was 14.3 ± 2 wt%. The ratio between Fe, Ni 
and Co was 40/40/20 (in wt%) in all cases. Powder processing and 
sintering of these materials have already been described elsewhere [9]. 
C contents were measured by means of infrared spectrometry both in 
green compacts and sintered materials. Standard ISO 3369 was used for 
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density measurements. Sintered specimens were ground and polished 
down to 1 μm diamond paste for microstructural analysis, which was 
carried out by optical and scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) and 
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). For each DSC analysis, 
about 100–150 mg of mixed powder was used. The powder was pressed 
into an Al2O3 crucible,which was then subjected to DSC investigations 
using a TGA/DSC Setaram Setsys Evolution 16/18. DSC samples were 
cubes of aprox. 1 mm side. The heating cycle consisted of a heating ramp 
of 10 ◦C/min up to 1450 ◦C. Dwelling time at this temperature was 10 
min. Argon at atmospheric pressure was used as a protective atmo-
sphere. The onset temperature is known as the intersection between the 
extrapolated base line and endothermic peak onset, indicating the 
liquid-phase formation in the sample. In all cases, the heating and 
cooling cycles was repeated thrice. Since the first heating ramp of un- 
sintered powder mixture regards to an alloying process, the tempera-
ture at which the thermal signal appear may not be a real equilibrium, 
the onset temperature of the third heating ramp was considered as the 
liquid-phase formation temperature in the present work. 

3. Thermodynamic models 

In the present modelling, the Gibbs Energy functions for pure ele-
ments C, Co, Fe, Ni, and W are taken from the SGTE compilation by 
Dinsdale [10]. The liquid phase is described by a substitutional solution 
model, and its Gibbs Energy expression is described by the following 
polynomial [11]: 

GL
m =

∑

i
xiGL

i +RT
∑

i
xilnxi +

∑

i∕=j

xixjLL
i,j+

∑

i∕=j∕=k

xixjxkLL
i,j,k +

∑

i∕=j∕=k∕=l

xixjxkxlLL
i,j,k,l

(1)  

where R is the gas constant, xi, xj, xk, and xl (i, j, k, and l represents C, Co, 
Fe, Ni, and W) are the mole fraction of elements i, j, k, and l, respectively. 

Table 1 
Composition of selected WC-Fe-Ni-Co alloys (wt%). All binder phases are based 
on the same Fe/Ni/Co ratio (in wt%): 40/40/20.  

Ref. C W Fe Ni Co 

Alloy 1 5.25 80.42 5.73 5.73 2.87 
Alloy 2 5.30 80.38 5.73 5.73 2.86 
Alloy 3 5.34 80.35 5.73 5.72 2.86 
Alloy 4 5.53 80.19 5.71 5.71 2.86  

Fig. 1. BSE-SEM micrographs corresponding to WC-FeNiCo alloys.  

Table 2 
Temperatures corresponding to the measured melting onset and the C content of 
WC- FeNiCo alloys from the present work.  

Ref. Temperatures of DSC (◦C) C contentb (wt%) 

Melting onseta 

Alloy 1 1366 5.24 ± 0.01 
Alloy 2 1360 5.28 ± 0.01 
Alloy 3 1344 5.31 ± 0.04 
Alloy 4 1263 5.36 ± 0.03  

a Data obtained from the heating ramp. 
b Obtained by infrared spectrometry. 
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The standard element reference (SER) state, i.e., the stable structure of 
the element at 25 ◦C and 1 bar, is used as the reference state of Gibbs 
Energy. 

Li, j
L, Li, j, k

L, and Li, j, k, l
L are the binary, ternary, and quaternary 

interaction parameters, respectively. The L parameters can be compo-
sition dependent, usually only in ternary systems and then will be 
defined by: 

Li,j,k = xiL1 + xjL2 + xkL3 (2) 

The solid solution phases are described using sublattice models 
developed by Hillert and Staffansson [12]. A solid solution phase may be 
described with the two-, three-, or four-sublattice model based on its 
crystallography. Taking the two-sublattice (Co,Fe,Ni,W)a(C,Va)c as an 
example, the first sublattice is a substitutional one occupied by Co, Fe, 
Ni, and W atoms, while the second sublattice is an interstitial one 
occupied by C atoms and vacancies. The symbols a and c denote the 
amounts of sites on each sublattice and have values of a = 1 and c = 1 for 
the fcc phase, a = 1 and c = 3 for the bcc phase, and a = 1 and c = 0.5 for 
the hcp phase. For one formula unit of (Co,Fe,Ni,W)a(C,Va)c, the Gibbs 
Energy is expressed as follows: 

Gϕ
m =

∑

i
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′ ′
CGϕ
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+RT
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m (3)  

where yi
′, yj

′, and yk
′ are the site fractions of i, j, and k (i, j, k represents 

Fe, Co, Ni, or W) in the first sublattice, and yC
′ ′ and yVa

′ ′ are the site 
fractions of C and Va in the second sublattice. The parameter Gi:Va

ϕ is the 
Gibbs Energy of pure element i, and the parameter Gi:C

ϕ is the Gibbs 
Energy of a hypothetical state where all the interstitial sites are 
completely filled with C. Li, j:Va

ϕ or Li:C, Va
ϕis a binary interaction 

parameter from the i-j or i-C sub-system. Li, j:C
ϕ or Li, j, k:Va

ϕ is a ternary 
interaction parameter from the C-i-j or i-j-k sub-system. Li, j, k:C

ϕ is a 
quaternary interaction parameter from the C-i-j-k sub-system. Gm

magn, ϕ 

is the magnetic contribution to the Gibbs energy. 

4. Thermodynamic assessment 

The thermodynamic parameters of liquid is adjusted by using the 
experimental data of the present DSC measurement. Each DSC value was 
given an equal weight due to the same experimental condition. Since the 
assessment covers a large number of sub-systems in the C-Co-Fe-Ni-W 
quinary system, a step-by-step modelling is explained as the following. 

Firstly, the thermodynamic parameters of sub-systems from the 
following literature, C-Co [13], C-Fe [14], C-Ni [15], C-W [16], Co-Fe 
[17], Co-Ni [18], Co-W [19], Fe-Ni [20], Fe-W [21], Ni-W [22], C-Co- 
Fe [23], C-Co-Ni [24], C-Co-W [19], C-Fe-Ni [25], C-Fe-W [26], Co-Fe-W 
[27], C-Ni-W [22], Co-Ni-W [6,8], Fe-Ni-W [28], C-Co-Fe-W [6], C-Co- 
Ni-W [6,8] and C-Fe-Ni-W [29], were collected to establish a pre-
liminary thermodynamic database. 

Secondly, the assessment was conducted in the liquid phase by 
changing one by one the values and using the Lengauer parameters [8]. 
By this procedure it was shown that the Gibbs energies of liquid phase of 
Co,Ni,W and C,Co,Ni,W are the most important, and by adding only 
these from [8], the calculated results fit pretty well. 

1366°C 1360°C

1344°C
1263°C

Fig. 2. DSC plots corresponding to WC-FeNiCo alloys.  

Table 3 
Melting temperatures of alloys studied by DSC in comparison with calculated results.  

Four-phase 
transformation 

Experimental data (◦C) Thermodynamic prediction (◦C) present work Lengauer et al. predictiona (◦C) Lengauer et al. experimental dataa (◦C) 

L + fcc + WC + M6C 1366 1366 1373 1372 
L + fcc + WC + C 1263 1262 1275 1278  

a As defined in ref. [8]. 
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Finally, the DSC values C-Co-Fe-Ni-W alloys were taken into account. 
In this step, the Gibbs energies of liquid phase of Co,Ni,W and C,Co,Ni,W 
are adjusted to reproduce the present experimental data. 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1. Microstructure and thermal analysis 

The thermodynamic parameters used in the present work are sum-
marised in Table S1. 

Fig. 1 shows the microstructure and the C content (Table 2) of the 
four compositions, the alloy 1 with eta phase, alloys 2 and 3 within the 
C-window and alloy 4 with free C. 

Fig. 2 shows the heating cycles of the four alloys. From the heating 
cycles, the melting onset is obtained (Table 2). Table 2 shows the 
displacement of melting onset to higher temperatures as C activity de-
creases, this is a well-known effect in cemented carbides. 

Table 3 presents the calculated temperatures of the four-phase 
transformations taking into account the thermodynamic parameters of 
Table S1 together with the presently measured DSC values (Table 2). 
The agreement of the present calculations with the experiments is 
excellent. In addition, these results are compared with the Lengauer data 
[8] and it can be seen that the values of the liquid phase formation in the 
four-phase transformation are pretty similar, and lie within the experi-
mental uncertainties. 

5.2. Binder content, C-window and melting onset 

Tables 4 and 5 compare the calculated values of melting onset and C- 
window of the quinary system W-C-Co-Fe-Ni with different binder 
contents and with a ratio of Fe/Ni/Co = 40/40/20 using different da-
tabases. This comparison shows the importance of the binder content in 
the obtained values for the calculated C-window. It shows the shift to 
lower C contents when the binder content increases. Furthermore, when 
the binder content increases, the width of the carbon window increases 
as it can be shown in Tables 4 and 5. Therefore, when the binder content 
increases is less difficult to obtain materials that fulfil the requirement 
on the C-window. It is vital to define precisely the C-window to avoid 
secondary carbides or undesirable phases. In addition, it is important to 
take into account the loss of carbon in the sintering process. For this 
reason, it is useful to have access to accurate calculations to predict the 
C-window. 

The importance of the C-window and the binder content was 
experimentally verified by Schubert et al. [4] who compared the C- 
window of the Fe-Ni-Co-W-C system with different ratios of Fe:Ni:Co. In 
the case of Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 at Fe + Co + Ni = 10 wt%, the C-window 
is 0.09 which is narrower than the C-window obtained with WC–10 wt% 
Co hardmetals which is about 0.14 (Table 5). In the case of 11.8 wt% 
binder and Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 the C-window calculated by Schubert 
et al. is 0.11. These C-window ranges obtained by Schubert et al. agrees 
with the prediction of C-window range using our database, Lengauer 
database and TCFE10 database (Tables 4 and 5). 

Table 4 
C-window and melting onset predictions, using different databases, of W-C-Fe-Ni-Co system with Fe/Ni/Co ratio (in wt%): 40/40/20 and different binder contents.  

Ref. Databases 

TCFE10 Guillermet databasea Lengauer databaseb Our database 

C-window (wt 
%) 

Melting onset 
(◦C) 

C-window (wt 
%) 

Melting onset 
(◦C) 

C-window (wt 
%) 

Melting onset 
(◦C) 

C-window (wt 
%) 

Melting onset 
(◦C) 

Fe:Co:Ni =
40:20:40 
10 wt% binder 

5.47–5.56 
(ΔC = 0.09) 

1314–1282 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.42–5.56 
(ΔC = 0.14) 

1282–1229 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.49–5.57 
(ΔC = 0.08) 

1373–1275 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.49–5.57 
(ΔC = 0.08) 

1366–1262 
(M6C-Free C) 

Fe:Co:Ni =
40:20:40 
11.8 wt% 
binder 

5.36–5.46 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

1314–1282 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.29–5.46 
(ΔC = 0.17) 

1282–1229 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.38–5.47 
(ΔC = 0.09) 

1373–1275 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.38–5.47 
(ΔC = 0.09) 

1366–1262 
(M6C-Free C) 

Fe:Co:Ni =
40:20:40 
12.3 wt% 
binder 

5.32–5.43 
(ΔC = 0.11) 

1314–1282 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.25–5.43 
(ΔC = 0.18) 

1282–1229 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.34–5.44 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

1373–1275 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.34–5.44 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

1366–1262 
(M6C-Free C) 

Fe:Co:Ni =
40:20:40 
13.3 wt% 
binder 

5.26–5.38 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

1314–1282 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.18–5.38 
(ΔC = 0.20) 

1282–1229 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.28–5.38 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

1373–1275 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.28–5.38 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

1366–1262 
(M6C-Free C) 

Fe:Co:Ni =
40:20:40 
14.3 wt% 
binder 

5.19–5.32 
(ΔC = 0.13) 

1314–1282 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.11–5.32 
(ΔC = 0.21) 

1282–1229 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.22–5.32 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

1373–1275 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.22–5.32 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

1366–1262 
(M6C-Free C) 

Fe:Co:Ni =
40:20:40 
15.3 wt% 
binder 

5.13–5.26 
(ΔC = 0.13) 

1314–1282 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.03–5.26 
(ΔC = 0.23) 

1282–1229 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.15–5.27 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

1373–1275 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.15–5.27 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

1366–1262 
(M6C-Free C) 

Fe:Co:Ni =
40:20:40 
16.3 wt% 
binder 

5.06–5.21 
(ΔC = 0.15) 

1314–1282 
(M6C-Free C) 

4.96–5.21 
(ΔC = 0.25) 

1282–1229 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.09–5.21 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

1373–1275 
(M6C-Free C) 

5.09–5.21 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

1366–1262 
(M6C-Free C) 

Fe:Co:Ni =
40:20:40 
20 wt% binder 

4.82–5.00 
(ΔC = 0.18) 

1314–1282 
(M6C-Free C) 

4.70–4.99 
(ΔC = 0.29) 

1282–1229 
(M6C-Free C) 

4.85–5.00 
(ΔC = 0.15) 

1373–1275 
(M6C-Free C) 

4.85–5.00 
(ΔC = 0.15) 

1366–1262 
(M6C-Free C)  

a As defined in ref. [6]. 
b As defined in ref. [8]. 
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In our case (Tables 4 and 5), at Fe + Co + Ni = 14.3 wt% and Fe:Co: 
Ni = 40:20:40 the C-window is 0.10, the same range as obtained with 
calculations using the Lengauer database [8]. However, it is 0.21 when 
calculated with the Guillermet database [6] and 0.13 when using the 
TCFE10 database. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, in the case of our data-
base and Lengauer database the C range is the same and it is pretty 
similar to TCFE10 database and Guillemet database. The difference is in 
the side of eta phase since the C content is different. Besides, the melting 
onset in the side of eta phase and free C is higher in our database and the 
Lengauer database in comparison to the other databases. 

Our experimental results (Table 2), not only the C-window 
(5.24–5.36, ΔC = 0.12) but also the melting onset in both sides (1366 
(M6C) and 1263 (Free C)), fit pretty well with the Lengauer database in 
the case of 14.3 and 13.3 wt% in binder content (Table 4). 

In the case of WC-Co with 13.3 and 14.3 wt% of Co in all the data-
bases the C-window is in the range of 0.20 (Table 5). This means that the 
width of the C-window is higher in the case of Co binder in comparison 
to use Fe:Ni:Co = 40:40:20 as binder (Tables 4 and 5). Fig. 3 shows, 
using the new thermodynamic description, the comparison between the 
calculated section through the W-C-Co system and W-C-Fe-Ni-Co system 
at 14.3 wt% Co and 14.3 wt% 40Fe-40Ni-20Co. It is obvious the dif-
ference in C-window which is wider in the case of Co as binder and also 
the melting temperature is higher in the free C side. It is well known that 
Fe as binder reduces the width of the C-window and decreases the 

melting temperatures [4,5]. Nevertheless, the C-window in the case of 
this system (Fe/Ni/Co = 40/40/20) is quite promising because is wider 
than other Fe:Ni:Co ratios [4,30]. 

5.3. Calculated phase diagrams 

Table S1 shows the thermodynamic parameters that were used to 
calculate the phase diagrams of the quinary system W-C-Fe-Ni-Co. 

Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 show ternary and quaternary phase diagrams, with 
comparisons to Lengauer’s experimental data [8], to validate the 
modelling for the sub-systems. Besides, Table 6 provides a comparison 
between the Lengauer’s DSC data and this new thermodynamic 
description. 

Fig. 4 shows the vertical sections of C-Co-W, C-Fe-W and C-Ni-W 
systems at 20 wt% binder together with the present experimental results 
of Lengauer et al. [8]. In the case of the C-Co-W system, the calculated 
reaction temperatures of the two four-phase equilibria are in good 
agreement with the experimental DSC values of Lengauer et al. [8]. On 
the other hand, as it can be seen in the C-Fe-W system, the trans-
formation temperature in the side of free C can be well reproduced, 
while in the side of M6C the present calculation shows a slight difference 
to the DSC value. Regarding the C-Ni-W system, in the side of eta phase, 
the agreement between the present calculation and the experimental 
value is quite good. Nevertheless, in the side of free C, there is a slight 

Table 5 
C-window predictions, using different databases, of W-C-Co and W-C-Fe-Ni-Co systems with Fe/Ni/Co ratio (in wt%): 40/40/20 and different binder contents.  

Ref. Databases 

TCFE10 Guillermet databasea Lengauer databaseb Our database 

C-window (wt%) C-window (wt%) C-window (wt%) C-window (wt%) 

Co 
10 wt% binder 

5.39–5.53 
(ΔC = 0.14) 

5.39–5.53 
(ΔC = 0.14) 

5.39–5.53 
(ΔC = 0.14) 

5.39–5.53 
(ΔC = 0.14) 

Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 
10 wt% binder 

5.47–5.56 
(ΔC = 0.09) 

5.42–5.56 
(ΔC = 0.14) 

5.49–5.57 
(ΔC = 0.08) 

5.49–5.57 
(ΔC = 0.08) 

Co 
11.8 wt% binder 

5.26–5.43 
(ΔC = 0.17) 

5.26–5.43 
(ΔC = 0.17) 

5.26–5.43 
(ΔC = 0.17) 

5.26–5.43 
(ΔC = 0.17) 

Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 
11.8 wt% binder 

5.36–5.46 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

5.29–5.46 
(ΔC = 0.17) 

5.38–5.47 
(ΔC = 0.09) 

5.38–5.47 
(ΔC = 0.09) 

Co 
12.3 wt% binder 

5.22–5.40 
(ΔC = 0.18) 

5.22–5.40 
(ΔC = 0.18) 

5.22–5.40 
(ΔC = 0.18) 

5.22–5.40 
(ΔC = 0.18) 

Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 
12.3 wt% binder 

5.32–5.43 
(ΔC = 0.11) 

5.25–5.43 
(ΔC = 0.18) 

5.34–5.44 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

5.34–5.44 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

Co 
13.3 wt% binder 

5.15–5.34 
(ΔC = 0.19) 

5.15–5.34 
(ΔC = 0.19) 

5.15–5.34 
(ΔC = 0.19) 

5.15–5.34 
(ΔC = 0.19) 

Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 
13.3 wt% binder 

5.26–5.38 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

5.18–5.38 
(ΔC = 0.20) 

5.28–5.38 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

5.28–5.38 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

Co 
14.3 wt% binder 

5.08–5.28 
(ΔC = 0.20) 

5.08–5.28 
(ΔC = 0.20) 

5.08–5.28 
(ΔC = 0.20) 

5.08–5.28 
(ΔC = 0.20) 

Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 
14.3 wt% binder 

5.19–5.32 
(ΔC = 0.13) 

5.11–5.32 
(ΔC = 0.21) 

5.22–5.32 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

5.22–5.32 
(ΔC = 0.10) 

Co 
15.3 wt% binder 

5.00–5.22 
(ΔC = 0.22) 

5.00–5.22 
(ΔC = 0.22) 

5.00–5.22 
(ΔC = 0.22) 

5.00–5.22 
(ΔC = 0.22) 

Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 
15.3 wt% binder 

5.13–5.26 
(ΔC = 0.13) 

5.03–5.26 
(ΔC = 0.23) 

5.15–5.27 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

5.15–5.27 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

Co 
16.3 wt% binder 

4.93–5.16 
(ΔC = 0.23) 

4.93–5.16 
(ΔC = 0.23) 

4.93–5.16 
(ΔC = 0.23) 

4.93–5.16 
(ΔC = 0.23) 

Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 
16.3 wt% binder 

5.06–5.21 
(ΔC = 0.15) 

4.96–5.21 
(ΔC = 0.25) 

5.09–5.21 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

5.09–5.21 
(ΔC = 0.12) 

Co 
20 wt% binder 

4.66–4.94 
(ΔC = 0.28) 

4.66–4.94 
(ΔC = 0.28) 

4.66–4.94 
(ΔC = 0.28) 

4.66–4.94 
(ΔC = 0.28) 

Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 
20 wt% binder 

4.82–5.00 
(ΔC = 0.18) 

4.70–4.99 
(ΔC = 0.29) 

4.85–5.00 
(ΔC = 0.15) 

4.85–5.00 
(ΔC = 0.15)  

a As defined in ref. [6]. 
b As defined in ref. [8]. 
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Fig. 3. Calculated vertical section of the C-Co-W at 14.3 wt% binder (red dashed lines) and C-Fe-Co-Ni-W system at 14.3 wt% binder with Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 (blue 
solid lines). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 4. Calculated vertical section of the (a) C-Co-W system, (b) C-Fe-W and (c) C-Ni-W at 20 wt% binder, in comparison with Lengauer’s experimental results [8] 
(the red square symbol corresponds to Lengauer’s alloy with eta phase and the red star symbol corresponds to Lengauer’s alloy with free C). (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 5. Calculated vertical section of the C-Co-Fe-W system at 20 wt% binder with Fe:Co = (a) 85:15, (b) 50:50 and (c) 15:85 in comparison with Lengauer’s 
experimental results [8] (the red square symbol corresponds to Lengauer’s alloy with eta phase and the red star symbol corresponds to Lengauer’s alloy with free C). 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 6. Calculated vertical section of the C-Co-Ni-W system at 20 wt% binder with Co:Ni = (a) 85:15, (b) 50:50 and (c) 15:85 in comparison with Lengauer’s 
experimental results [8] (the red square symbol corresponds to Lengauer’s alloy with eta phase and the red star symbol corresponds to Lengauer’s alloy with free C). 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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difference between the predicted value and the experimental value. 
Fig. 5 presents the calculated vertical section of C-Co-Fe-W system at 20 
wt% binder with Fe:Co = 85:15, 50:50, and 15:85, together with the 
present experimental results. The experimental values are a little bit 
higher than the predicted. However, there is a good correlation between 
the calculated values and the experimental values. Fig. 6 shows the 
calculated vertical section of the C-Co-Ni-W system at 20 wt% binder 
with Co:Ni = 85:15, 50:50, and 15:85, together with the present 
experimental results. In this case, the measured melting temperatures lie 
close to the calculated melting range. Fig. 7 presents the calculated 
vertical section of the C-Fe-Ni-W system at 20 wt% binder with the Fe:Ni 
= 85:15, 50:50, and 15:85, together with the present experimental re-
sults. The experimental values of Lengauer et al. [8] are a little bit higher 
than the predicted values. Nevertheless, the fit between both data is 
pretty good. 

Fig. 8 demonstrates the vertical sections of C-Co-Fe-Ni-W at 14.3 ± 2 
wt% binder with Fe:Co:Ni = 40:20:40 in comparison with the present 
experimental results. As it is revealed, the experimental DSC values can 
be satisfactorily reproduced by the present calculation. Particularly, in 
the case of Fe + Co + Ni = 12.3 and 13.3 wt% in which the melting onset 
of the experimental data fits very well with the calculation. Besides, with 

a binder content of 12.3, 13.3 and 14.3 wt% the C-window prediction is 
quite similar to the experimental C-window. 

Fig. 9 shows, using the new thermodynamic description, the vertical 
sections of C-Co-Fe-Ni-W at 20 wt% binder with Fe:Co:Ni = 62:20:18, 
54:20:26, 40:20:40, 51:40:9 and 30:40:30 together with the experi-
mental results of Lengauer et al. [8]. The measured melting tempera-
tures lie close to the calculated melting range. Besides, Table 7 provides 
a comparison between the Lengauer’s data and this new thermodynamic 
description. It can be seen the good correlation between both. Work is in 
progress to analyze the C-window and melting temperatures of quinary 
systems C-Co-Fe-Ni-W with different Fe:Ni:Co ratios and different binder 
contents. It is expected to obtain reliable calculations using this new 
thermodynamic description. 

6. Conclusions 

The phase transformation temperatures of three and four-phase 
equilibria, i.e., L + fcc + WC, L + fcc + WC + M6C and L + fcc + WC 
+ C, of WC-14.3 ± 2 wt% Fe + Co + Ni hardmetals with a ratio of Fe:Co: 
Ni = 40:20:40 were measured. Also, the C-window was defined accu-
rately with a binder content of 12.3, 13.3 and 14.3 wt%. A 

(a) 

)c()b(

Fig. 7. Calculated vertical section of the C-Fe-Ni-W system at 20 wt% binder with Fe:Ni = (a) 85:15, (b) 50:50 and (c) 15:85 in comparison with Lengauer’s 
experimental results [8] (the red square symbol corresponds to Lengauer’s alloy with eta phase and the red star symbol corresponds to Lengauer’s alloy with free C). 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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thermodynamic modelling of the C-Co-Fe-Ni-W quinary system was 
conducted based on the present experimental results and literature data. 
To verify the rationality of this new database some thermodynamic 
calculations was carried out. Comparisons between experimental data 
and theoretical prediction show a good correlation between both. The 
combination of these experimental results with the thermodynamic 
predictions could provide an insight on the sinterability this system 
which is a challenge to the hardmetal industry. 
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Table 6 
Melting onset, using Lengauer experimental data [8] and the thermodynamic 
description in the present work, of ternary and quaternary systems at 20 wt% 
binder.  

Ref. Lengauer et al. [8] Our database 

Melting onset experimental data 
(◦C) 

Melting onset prediction 
(◦C) 

W-C-Co 1368–1298 
(M6C-Free C) 

1368–1298 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Fe 1289–1142 
(M6C-Free C) 

1265–1139 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Ni 1434–1335 
(M6C-Free C) 

1438–1369 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Co-Fe 
(Co-Fe =
85:15) 

1353–1277 
(M6C-Free C) 

1347–1269 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Co-Fe 
(Co-Fe =
50:50) 

1321–1223 
(M6C-Free C) 

1305–1190 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Co-Fe 
(Co-Fe =
15:85) 

1298–1163 
(M6C-Free C) 

1273–1142 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Co-Ni 
(Co-Ni =
85:15) 

1378–1304 
(M6C-Free C) 

1373–1301 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Co-Ni 
(Co-Ni =
50:50) 

1403–1319 
(M6C-Free C) 

1380–1304 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Co-Ni 
(Co-Ni =
15:85) 

1425–1329 
(M6C-Free C) 

1390–1310 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Fe-Ni 
(Fe-Ni =
85:15) 

1317–1180 
(M6C-Free C) 

1270–1151 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Fe-Ni 
(Fe-Ni =
50:50) 

1367–1266 
(M6C-Free C) 

1317–1236 
(M6C-Free C) 

W-C-Fe-Ni 
(Fe-Ni =
15:85) 

1414–1330 
(M6C-Free C) 

1385–1327 
(M6C-Free C)  

)b()a(

(c) (d) (e)

Fig. 8. Calculated vertical section of the C-Fe-Co-Ni-W system at (a) 12.3 wt%, (b) 13.3 wt%, (c) 14.3 wt%, (d) 15.3 wt% and (e) 16.3 wt% binder with Fe:Co:Ni =
40:20:40, in comparison with the present experimental results (the blue square symbol corresponds to alloy 1 with eta phase, the blue triangle symbol corresponds to 
alloys 2 and 3 within the C window and the blue star symbol corresponds to alloy 4 with free C). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Table S1. Summary of the thermodynamic parameters in the C-Co-Fe-Ni-W systema. 

Liquid: (C,Co,Fe,Ni,W)1 

𝐿𝐶,𝐶𝑜,𝐹𝑒
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= 11,646 −  5.657 ∗  T  

𝐿𝐶,𝐶𝑜,𝑁𝑖
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= 50,462 −  27.562 ∗  T 

𝐿𝐶,𝐶𝑜,𝑊
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= (12,770 − 22.9 ∗ 𝑇)𝑋𝐶 

𝐿𝐶,𝐹𝑒,𝑁𝑖
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= (122,200 − 58.8 ∗ 𝑇)𝑋𝐶 + (92,200 − 58.8 ∗ 𝑇)𝑋𝐹𝑒 + (152,200 − 58.8 ∗ 𝑇)𝑋𝑊 

𝐿𝐶,𝐹𝑒,𝑊
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= (−60,600 − 71 ∗ 𝑇)𝑋𝐶 + (6,400 − 71 ∗ 𝑇)𝑋𝐹𝑒 + (73,400 − 71 ∗ 𝑇)𝑋𝑊 

𝐿𝐶,𝑁𝑖,𝑤
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= (1100000 − 300 ∗ 𝑇)𝑋𝐶 − 235,500𝑋𝑁𝑖 + (480,000 − 150 ∗ 𝑇)𝑋𝑊 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝐹𝑒,𝑊
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= 11,287𝑋𝐹𝑒 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝑁𝑖,𝑊
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= 24,655𝑋𝑁𝑖 

𝐿𝐹𝑒,𝑁𝑖,𝑊
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= 14,621𝑋𝐹𝑒 + 64,236𝑋𝑁𝑖 − 84,842𝑋𝑊 

𝐿𝐶,𝐶𝑜,𝑁𝑖,𝑊
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= 532,157 

𝐿𝐶,𝐹𝑒,𝑁𝑖,𝑊
𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑

= −400,825 

fcc: (Co,Fe,Ni,W)1(C, Va)1 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝐹𝑒:𝐶
𝑓𝑐𝑐

= 313 − 1063 (𝑦𝐶𝑜
′ − 𝑦𝐹𝑒

′ ) 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑓𝑐𝑐

= 18,289 − 9924 (𝑦𝐶𝑜
′ − 𝑦𝑁𝑖

′ ) 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝑊:𝐶
𝑓𝑐𝑐

= 87,040 

𝐿𝐹𝑒,𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑓𝑐𝑐

= 49,074 − 7.32 ∗ 𝑇 − 25,800 (𝑦𝐹𝑒
′ − 𝑦𝑁𝑖

′ ) 

𝐿𝐹𝑒,𝑊:𝐶
𝑓𝑐𝑐

= −116,756 + 100 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐿𝐹𝑒,𝑁𝑖,𝑤
𝑓𝑐𝑐

= −35,044 𝑦𝐹𝑒
′ + 50,436𝑦𝑁𝑖

′ ) 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝐹𝑒,𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑓𝑐𝑐

= −61,862 

 

bcc: (Co,Fe,Ni,W)1(C, Va)3 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 6000 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝑊:𝐶
𝑏𝑐𝑐 = −100,000 

𝐿𝐹𝑒,𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑏𝑐𝑐 = −956.63 − 1.28726 ∗ 𝑇 + (1789.03 − 1.92912 ∗ 𝑇)(𝑦𝐹𝑒

′ − 𝑦𝑁𝑖
′ ) 

𝐿𝐹𝑒,𝑊:𝐶
𝑏𝑐𝑐 = −140,000 



hcp: (Co,Fe,Ni,W)1(C, Va)0.5 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝐹𝑒:𝐶
ℎ𝑐𝑝

= 8000 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝑁𝑖:𝐶
ℎ𝑐𝑝

= 6000 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝑊:𝐶
ℎ𝑐𝑝

= 117,000 

𝐿𝐹𝑒,𝑁𝑖:𝐶
ℎ𝑐𝑝

= 49,074 − 7.32 ∗ 𝑇 − 25,800(𝑦𝐹𝑒
′ − 𝑦𝑁𝑖

′ ) 

𝐿𝐹𝑒,𝑊:𝐶
ℎ𝑐𝑝

= −116,755 + 100 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐿𝑁𝑖,𝑊:𝐶
ℎ𝑐𝑝

= 2,556 + 11.6 ∗ 𝑇 − 52,900(𝑦𝑁𝑖
′ − 𝑦𝑤

′ ) 

 

M6C: (Co,Fe,Ni)2 W2(Co,Fe,Ni,W)2C1 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝑊:𝐶𝑜:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 4𝐺𝐶𝑜

ℎ𝑐𝑝
− 2𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

= 2,216 − 29.48 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝑊:𝑊:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 2𝐺𝐶𝑜

ℎ𝑐𝑝
− 4𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

= −27,554 − 29.48 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐹𝑒:𝑊:𝐹𝑒:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 4𝐺𝐹𝑒

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
= −63,120 + 20.14 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐹𝑒:𝑊:𝑊:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 2𝐺𝐹𝑒

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
= −69,540 + 20.14 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝑁𝑖:𝑊:𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 4𝐺𝑁𝑖

𝑓𝑐𝑐
− 2𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

= −8,700 − 4.7 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝑁𝑖:𝑊:𝑊:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 2𝐺𝑁𝑖

𝑓𝑐𝑐
− 4𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

= −55,500 − 4.7 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝑊:𝐹𝑒:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 2𝐺𝐶𝑜

ℎ𝑐𝑝
− 2𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 2𝐺𝐹𝑒
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
= 2,216 − 29.48 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐹𝑒:𝑊:𝐶𝑜:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 2𝐺𝐹𝑒

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 2𝐺𝐶𝑜

ℎ𝑐𝑝
− 𝐺𝐶

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
= −72,000 + 20 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝑊:𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 2𝐺𝐶𝑜

ℎ𝑐𝑝
− 2𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 2𝐺𝑁𝑖
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 𝐺𝐶
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

= 2,216 − 29.48 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝑁𝑖:𝑊:𝐶𝑜:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 2𝐺𝑁𝑖

𝑓𝑐𝑐
− 2𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 2𝐺𝐶𝑜
ℎ𝑐𝑝

− 𝐺𝐶
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

= −8,265 − 29.48 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐹𝑒:𝑊:𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 2𝐺𝐹𝑒

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 2𝐺𝑁𝑖

𝑓𝑐𝑐
− 𝐺𝐶

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
= −81,460 + 20 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝑁𝑖:𝑊:𝐹𝑒:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 − 2𝐺𝑁𝑖

𝑓𝑐𝑐
− 2𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 2𝐺𝐹𝑒
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
= −55,460 + 20 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐿𝐹𝑒:𝑊:𝐹𝑒,𝑊:𝐶
𝑀6𝐶 = −43,700 

 

M12C: (Co,Ni)6W6C1 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝑊:𝐶
𝑀12𝐶 − 6𝐺𝐶𝑜

ℎ𝑐𝑝
− 6𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

= −82,698 − 28.232 ∗ 𝑇 

 

 

 



Cementite: (Co,Fe,Ni,W)3C1 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝐶
𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑒 − 3𝐺𝐶𝑜

ℎ𝑐𝑝
− 𝐺𝐶

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
= −1567 + 3.963 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐹𝑒:𝐶
𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑒 = −10,745 + 706.04 ∗ 𝑇 − 120.6 ∗ 𝑇 ln (𝑇) 

𝐺𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑒 − 3𝐺𝑁𝑖

𝑓𝑐𝑐
− 𝐺𝐶

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
= 34,700 − 20 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝑊:𝐶
𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑒 − 3𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐶
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

= 54,150 

𝐿𝐹𝑒,𝑁𝑖:𝐶
𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑒 = 29,400 

μ: (Co,Fe,Ni)7W2(Co,Fe,Ni,W)4 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝑊:𝐶𝑜
μ

− 7𝐺𝐶𝑜
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝐶𝑜

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = −20,534 + 42.774 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝑊:𝑊
μ

− 7𝐺𝐶𝑜
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = −26910 − 21.791 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝐹𝑒:𝑊:𝐹𝑒
μ

− 7𝐺𝐹𝑒
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝐹𝑒

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 0 

𝐺𝐹𝑒:𝑊:𝑊
μ

− 7𝐺𝐹𝑒
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = −53,450 + 19 ∗ 𝑇 

𝐺𝑁𝑖:𝑊:𝑁𝑖
μ

− 7𝐺𝑁𝑖
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝑁𝑖

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 1,400,000 

𝐺𝑁𝑖:𝑊:𝑊
μ

− 7𝐺𝑁𝑖
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝑊

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 43,035 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝑊:𝐹𝑒
μ

− 7𝐺𝐶𝑜
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝐹𝑒

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 0 

𝐺𝐹𝑒:𝑊:𝐶𝑜
μ

− 7𝐺𝐹𝑒
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝐶𝑜

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 0 

𝐺𝐹𝑒:𝑊:𝑁𝑖
μ

− 7𝐺𝐹𝑒
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝑁𝑖

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 0 

𝐺𝑁𝑖:𝑊:𝐹𝑒
μ

− 7𝐺𝑁𝑖
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝐹𝑒

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 0 

𝐺𝐶𝑜:𝑊:𝑁𝑖
μ

− 7𝐺𝐶𝑜
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝑁𝑖

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 0 

𝐺𝑁𝑖:𝑊:𝐶𝑜
μ

− 7𝐺𝑁𝑖
𝑓𝑐𝑐

− 2𝐺𝑊
𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 4𝐺𝐶𝑜

𝑏𝑐𝑐 = 0 

𝐿𝐶𝑜,𝑁𝑖:𝑊:𝑊
μ

= −71,198 

 

a All parameters are given in J/(mol of atoms); Temperature (T) in K. The Gibbs Energies for the 

pure elements are taken from the compilation of Dinsdale [10]. The parameters of subbinary 

systems, which are directly taken from the literature [13-22], and the magnetic contribution to the 

Gibbs energy for the fcc, bcc and hcp phases from [6], are not listed. 
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after sintering: effect of WC powder particle size 
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Abstract 

Shrinkage, liquid formation and mass losses of WC-19 vol.%FeNiCoCr alloys during sintering have been 

investigated in compositions either with coarse or submicron WC powders. Cr3C2 additions are observed 

to hinder densification, although liquids are formed at lower temperatures as Cr content increases. In 

compositions based on submicron WC powders, most of densification occurs in solid state whereas in 

those based on coarse powders, densification is significantly accelerated by the presence of liquid. In all 

cases, sinterability is lower than in WC-Co materials, requiring HIP treatment after vacuum sintering for 

complete removal of porosity. A new assessment of the W-C-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr system is needed in order to 

improve the prediction of carbon windows and melting ranges of these alloys. Mass losses detected by 

thermogravimetry are compatible with carbothermal reduction of the different oxides present in the powder 

mixtures. Hardness and fracture toughness of materials based on submicron WC powders are within 

tolerances of those reported for WC-Co materials with similar microstructures. However, fracture strength 

is approx. 25% lower. 

Keywords 

WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr alloys, WC powder particle size, shrinkage, liquid formation, carbothermal reduction 

 

Introduction  

Cobalt partial or total substitution in hardmetals is still an active field of research mainly driven by changes 

in its classification as toxic substance [1-4] and by the risk of supply associated to its use in Li-ion batteries 

[5]. Among these alternative cemented carbides, those based on the WC-Fe-Ni-Co system have been 

extensively studied due to their good sinterability and mechanical properties [6,7]. Moreover, these 



materials exhibit carbon windows compatible with industrial scale-up, specially when the binder phase 

solidifies as austenite [8,9]. More complex alloys have also been proposed not only for Co replacement in 

hardmetals but also for improving their high temperature performance. High entropy alloys (HEA) are one 

of such potential canditates [10-15]. However, sintering of WC-HEA materials seems to be a challenging 

task since both thermodynamic studies and sintering experiments confirm the precipitation of undesired 

phases, like M7C3 and other Cr-rich carbides [16-19]. More recent works have shown that Fe-Ni-Co-Cr 

multicomponent alloys are suitable binders for WC based cemented carbides provided that Cr 

concentrations are below 8 wt.% of the total metal content. Under these conditions, the precipitaiton of 

M7C3 carbides is completely avoided [20]. These has been confirmed for a limited number of compositions 

based on coarse WC powders. In this work, efforts are focused on analyzing the effect of WC powder 

particle size on the sintering behavior and mechanical properties of these new WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr alloys. 

The aim is to explore the versatility of WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr materials for obtaining materials with different 

combinations of hardness and toughness, similarly to that described in WC-Co alloys. 

Experimental procedure  

Mean particle sizes of selected powders are included in Table 1 and the compositions of the powder 

mixtures are given in Table 2. 

Table 1: Mean particle size of starting powders obtained from FSSS analyses 

Powders WC-coarse WC-submicron* Fe Co Ni Cr3C2 

Mean size (m) 3.7 0.8 5.3 1.7 1.1 3.9 

* WC submicron powder was already doped with 0.6 wt.% Cr3C2 and 0.3 wt.% VC. 

Table 2: Composition of selected WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr alloys (in wt%) 

Powders WC-coarse WC-submicron Fe Ni Co Cr3C2 VC 

Alloy 1 88.55 - 4.58 4.58 2.29 - - 

Alloy 2 - 87.75 4.58 4.58 2.29 0.53 0.27 

Alloy 3 87.83 - 4.59 4.59 2.29 0.70 - 

Alloy 4 - 87.03 4.59 4.59 2.29 1.23 0.27 

Alloys 1 and 3 were prepared with the WC coarse grade and alloys 2 and 4 with the WC submicron one. 

As described in Table 2, the latter was already doped with Cr and V in as-received state. Therefore, alloy 

1 is the only one without Cr or V additions. This is already taken into account in Table 2. In all cases, the 

metal content was 12±1 wt% (19 ± 1 vol%) and the ratio between Fe, Ni and Co was 40/40/20 (in wt%). 

Fe and Ni powders were both from carbonyl-type materials. C and Cr contents were adjusted via carbon 

black additions in all cases to ensure that the materials were within their corresponding carbon windows 

[20]. Mixing/milling was made in a planetary equipment at 100 rpm for 5 h using ethanol as liquid media 

and a ball to powder ratio of 6 (in wt%). Paraffin, used as pressing aid, was added in the last milling hour. 

Afterwards, the powders were dried for 40 min at atmospheric pressure in a thermostatic bath (80 ± 2 °C). 

Green compacts were obtained by double action pressing at 160 MPa. The equipment used in dilatometric 



experiments was a Netzsch TA 402 E/7 and that used in differential scanning calorimetric tests was a 

TGA/DSC Setaram Setsys Evolution 16/18. Dilatometric specimens were cylinders with both height and 

diameter of 5 mm. DSC samples were cubes of aprox. 1 mm side. The heating cycle was the same in both 

types of experiments. It consisted of a heating ramp of 10 °C/min up to 1450 °C. Dwelling time at this 

temperature was 10 min. Argon at atmospheric pressure was used as a protective atmosphere. 

Temperatures Ti and Tf correspond to the upper and lower bounds of the melting range of each DSC peak 

respectively and were determined by using the SETSOFT software [21]. Peak areas calculated by this 

software only provide a qualitative estimation of the amount of liquid generated by each DSC peak, since 

quantitative calculations require knowing the enthalpy of melting of Fe-Ni-Co-Cr-W alloys, which are still 

unknown. Some DSC experiments were repeated thrice for each specimen in order to compare melting 

phenomena of elemental powder mixtures with those of already alloyed Fe-Ni-Co-Cr-(W) multicomponent 

binders. 

After DSC tests, standard vacuum sintering experiments were carried out in an industrial furnace with 

graphite heating elements at a heating rate of 10 °C/min up to 1450 °C. The vacuum level used during this 

step was 10−2 mbar. After reaching the sintering temperature, the pressure was increased up to 100 mbar 

by introducing argon in the furnace chamber and maintained during the 1 h sintering plateau. After vacuum 

sintering, a hot isostatic pressing treatment (HIP) was applied in order to eliminate any residual porosity. 

HIP cycles were made at 1400 °C and 150 MPa for 1 h.  

C contents were measured by means of infrared spectrometry both in green compacts and sintered 

materials. Green density was calculated from geometric measurements, whereas standard ISO 3369 was 

used for density measurements in sintered samples. These specimens were ground and polished down 

to 1 μm diamond paste for microstructural analysis, which was carried out by optical and scanning electron 

microscopy (FEG-SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Phase identification was carried 

out by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) (with Ni-filtered CuKα radiation) using Bragg-Brentano configuration. 

Average WC grain sizes (L), binder mean free paths (L) and contiguities (C)  were measured following 

ISO 4499-2-2020. Vickers hardness was determined with 30 kg of applied load at room temperature (ISO 

3878) and Palmqvist fracture toughness was calculated from the cracks generated by such indentations 

(ISO 28079:2009)  [22]. Finally, the fracture strength of alloy 2 has been measured by applying ISO-3327 

on rectangular prisms of 20×6.5×5.25 mm (5 specimens per alloy). 

 

Results and discussion  

(a)  Thermal analyses: dilatometry and calorimetry.  

Dilatometric data confirm that shrinkage is significantly higher for the WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr compositions based 

on finer WC powders (Fig. 1).  



 

Figure 1: Shrinkage vs. temperature corresponding to the four investigated WC-FeNiCoCr alloys. 

This is similar to that described for WC-Co alloys and is mainly due to the lower green density achieved 

when pressing the mixtures based on finer powders (Table 3) [23]. As all four alloys reach densities close 

to the theoretical values after sintering, those with lower green densities have to shrink more.  

On the other hand, it is observed that additions of Cr3C2 powders tend to reduce the total shrinkage of 

WC-FeNiCoCr alloys. This effect is more evident in alloys based on coarse WC powders. Thus, shrinkage 

is 18% lower for alloy 3 than for alloy 4, whereas this difference is only of 6% between alloys 1 and 2. It is 

also worth noting that alloy 3 exhibits significant swelling between 740ºC and 1100ºC.  

Assuming that shrinkage phenomena before melting are likely related to the diffusion of Fe, Ni and Co 

atoms towards the surface of WC grains, these results suggest that the resistance to shrinkage depends 

on the way of adding chromium to the system. When it is added as relatively coarse Cr3C2 particles, these 

may either act as physical barriers for such diffusion or modify the diffusivity of the different metallic atoms 

by their mutual dissolution during heating. On the other hand, when Cr is added to WC powders by doping 

prior to carburization, this resistance to shrinkage is overcome due to the higher driving force associated 

to the reduction of the total surface energy of the system.  

The effect of the liquid phase on shrinkage is analyzed by comparing shrinkage rate and the DSC peaks 

(Fig. 2).These data confirm that, in alloys based on submicron doped WC powders (alloys 2 and 4), most 

of shrinkage occurs in solid state and shrinkage rate is not significantly affected by liquid formation, 

whereas the opposite is found in alloys based on coarse WC powders (alloys 1 and 3). 

Therefore, the shrinkage acceleration observed in alloys 1 and 3 after liquid formation is compatible with  

particles rearrangement due to capillary forces. However, in alloys 2 and 4, densification in this 

temperature range is likely controlled by solution-reprecipitation mechanisms. As described for WC-Co 

ultrafine grades, these processes are slower and less effective in removing the residual porosity, especially 

in the presence of WC grain growth inhibitors as Cr and V [24] (Table 3). This hypothesis is compatible 

with the higher shrinkage detected in alloys 2 and 4 during the dwelling segment of the sintering cycle. 

This residual porosity, mainly present in alloys 2, 3 and 4, was completely eliminated by HIP after sintering.  
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Figure 2: Shrinkage rate vs. temperature and DSC endothermic peaks corresponding to melting events: (a) alloy 1, (b) alloy 2, (c) 

alloy 3 and (d) alloy 4. 

Table 3: Microstructural characteristics and mechanical properties of selected WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr alloys 

Alloy nº 1 2 3 4 

 VS HIP VS HIP VS HIP VS HIP 

Green density (g/cm3) 8.2  0.1 7.2  0.1 8.2  0.1 7.2  0.1 

Density after sinter 
(g/cm3) 

13.8 14.2 13.2 14.2 13.6 14.1 12.3 14.0 

%T.D 97.2 100 92.6 100 96.3 99.6 86.7 99.1 

Cα 0.50 0.49 0.63 0.69 0.53 0.47 0.63 0.79 

Lα (µm) 1.43 1.24 0.32 0.33 1.49 1.48 0.31 0.35 

Lβ (µm) 0.59 0.53 0.17 0.18 0.49 0.53 0.13 0.24 

HV30 (kg/mm2) 110114 11128 126563 161512 1094±14 1109±24 1165±82 1665±16 

K1C (MPa.m1/2) * * 8.60 8.10 * * 8.10 6.90 

TRS (MPa) - - - 2696±63 - - - - 

* No cracks are produced by indenting with 30 kg. of applied load. 
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The effect of Cr on melting is better perceived in Fig. 3, where all endothermic DSC peaks corresponding 

to liquid formation are put together.  

 

Figure 3: Shrinkage rate vs. temperature and DSC plots corresponding to: (a) alloy 1, (b) alloy 2, (c) alloy 3 and (d) alloy 4. These 

data correspond to the first heating ramp. 

As observed in this graph, DSC peaks are wider, less deep and displaced towards lower temperatures as 

Cr content increases. This is detected not only when Cr is added via Cr3C2 powders to the mixtures but 

also when it is done by doping during sinthesys of WC powders. This behavior is consistent with that 

observed in WC-Co-Cr3C2 and TiCN-Ni-Cr3C2 systems [16, 24] and suggests that similar eutectic reactions 

could be taking place in the WC-Fe-Ni-Co-Cr3C2 system. Exothermic DSC peaks detected on cooling 

correspond to the solidification of the liquid phase after sintering. As observed in Fig. 4, these peaks are 

20-40ºC narrower than those of melting. 

 

Figure 4: DSC plots corresponding to repeated heating and cooling cycles: (a) alloy 1, (b) Alloy 2, (c) alloy 3 and (d) alloy 4. 
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This difference is likely related to the homogeneization of the chemical composition of the binder phase 

that takes place after reaching the plateau of the DSC cycle at 1450ºC. When DSC cycles are repeated 

on the same specimens, both endothermic and exothermic peaks are less intense and displaced towards 

higher temperatures. In addition, a second endothermic peak is detected in all four alloys during the second 

and third heating ramps at temperatures between 1400ºC and 1440ºC. This behavior is qualitatively 

consistent with Thermocalc ® predictions (Fig. 5), suggesting that progressive decarburization occurs on 

subsequent heating and cooling events. This is confirmed by the precipitation of  phases in all specimens 

after reheating (Fig. 6).  

Quantitative predictions of carbon windows and temperature ranges for solidification obtained with the 

abovementioned TC® model for alloys 1 and 3 are not consistent with experimental data (Table 4). No 

free carbon is found in neither of the two alloys after sintering, although their total carbon content measured 

by IR spectrometry is higher than the l bound calculated for such precipitation (Fig. 7). Moreover, the actual 

temperatures corresponding to the onset and end of melting are too high compared to these predictions. 

Work is still needed in order to provide enough data for a new assessment of the WC-FeNiCoCr system.  

 

Figure 5: Isopleths calculated with Thermocalc® software using TCFE10 database corresponding to: (a) alloy 1 and (b) alloy 3.  

 

Figure 6: BSE-SEM image showing the microstructure of alloy 3 after three consecutive DSC cycles. Eta phase regions are 

pointed by black arrows. 

(a) (b)



Table 4: Melting ranges and carbon windows calculated by Thermocalc ® and TCFE10 database 

Ref. 

ThermoCalc® estimates 
Temperatures of DSC 
solidification peaks (°C) 

C content * 

(wt%) 
C window 

(wt%) 
Solidification range 

(°C) 
Onset End 

Alloy 1 5.37-5.46 1319-1238 1369 1352 5.55±0.03 

Alloy 3 5.33-5.45 1302-1179 1352 1318 5.46±0.02 

*Measured in dense specimens by infrared spectrometry. 

 

Figure 7: BSE-SEM images showing the microstructure of WC-FeNiCoCr alloys after vacuum sintering followed by HIP treatment: 

(a) alloy 1, (b) alloy 2, (c) alloy 3 and (d) alloy 4. 

Mass losses measured during the first heating ramp after paraffin burnout are shown in Fig. 8.  

  

Figure 8: (a) Mass losses detected in WC-FeNiCoCr alloys during the heating ramp of the sintering cycle, (b) mass loss rates 

obtained by calculating the derivatives of mass loss data with respect to time. 
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These data confirm that mass losses are higher for the grades based on finer WC powders, which is 

compatible with their higher oxygen contents. The derivatives of these graphs with respect to time show 

peaks compatible with outgassing phenomena related to carbothermal reduction of the different oxides 

present in the powder mixtures (Fig. 9 and Table 5). Although actual reactions can be quite complex, a 

good correlation is found between temperatures calculated for the viability of simple oxide reduction 

reactions and mass loss rate peaks found in TGA experiments. 

 

Figure 9: Gibbs energies corresponding to the reactions related to carbothermal reduction of the different oxides present in the 

WC-FeNiCoCr powder mixtures (Thermocalc® SSUB4 database). 

Table 5: Mass loss rate peaks and temperatures needed for carbothermal reduction of the different oxides present in the powder 

compacts. 

Reaction 
Temperatures 

for GR = 0 

Mass loss rate peaks (ºC) 

Peak Alloy 1 Alloy 2 Alloy 3 Alloy 4 

CoO + C = Co + CO 450ºC 

(1) 461 486 473 490 

NiO + C = Ni + CO 500ºC 

1/3 Fe2O3 + C = 2/3 Fe + CO 650ºC (2) 602 - 607 690 

1/3 WO3 + C = 1/3 W + CO 708ºC 

(3) 770 764 746 747 

FeO + C = Fe + CO 787ºC 

1/3 Cr2O3 + C = 2/3 Cr + CO 1265ºC (4) - 1000 981 1027 

 

Alloy 1, based on coarse WC powders without Cr additions, exhibits 3 mass loss rate peaks at 461ºC, 

602ºC and 770ºC (Fig. 8b). The first one is compatible with carbothermal reduction of nickel and cobalt 

oxides. Temperatures corresponding to GR = 0 calculated by Thermocalc ® for these reactions differ only 
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by 50ºC, suggesting that both phenomena could overlap during the heating ramp. On the other hand, 

peaks at 602ºC and 770ºC are consistent with reduction of oxides like Fe2O3; WO3  and FeO.  

In alloy 2, based on submicron WC powders doped with Cr and V, there are also three mass loss rate 

peaks at 486ºC, 764ºC and 1000ºC. As described in the previous paragraph, the first peak is likely due to 

carbothermal reducion of Co and Ni oxides. As the heating ramp continues, a single broad peak is detected 

between 550ºC and 900ºC. As expected from the higher oxygen content of WC submicron powder, mass 

losses are mainly due to the reduction of tungsten oxides. The large width of this peak is probably related 

to overlapping of peaks, since the reduction of Fe2O3 or FeO oxides occur at temperatures just below and 

above that of WO3 respectively. The peak detected at 1000ºC is compatible with reactions occurring 

between chromium oxide and carbon having Cr3C2 or Cr7C3 and CO as products [25]. As seen in Fig. 9, 

carbothermal reduction of Cr2O3 having Cr and CO as products is only possible above 1265ºC. 

As described in the experimental procedure, alloys 3 and 4 were obtained by adding 0.7wt.% Cr3C2 

powders to the mixtures corresponding to alloys 1 and 2 respectively. As alloy 4 is based on Cr-V doped 

WC powders, its total Cr content is 76% higher than that of alloy 3, but added in a different way. Below 

800ºC, these two materials exhibit similar mass loss rate peaks as those described for alloys 1 and 2. 

Between 450ºC and 500ºC, those associated to carbothermal reduction of Ni and Co oxides and, at 

temperatures between 500ºC and 900ºC, those corresponding to carbothermal reduction of  Fe and W 

oxides. Above 800ºC, mass losses are much higher for alloy 4 than for alloy 3. This could be consistent 

with its higher total Cr content. However, oxidation of Cr added by doping to submicron WC does not seem 

to be very high (see difference between alloys 1 and 2 in Fig. 8a). Moreover, alloys 3 and 4 contain the 

same amount of Cr3C2 powders and milling conditions have been the same in both cases. The higher 

content of Cr2O3 oxides in alloy 4 could be explain by considering that Cr3C2 could reduce other oxides 

present in the compact, like WO3 or FeO generating additional Cr2O3 as product apart from Fe, W and CO. 

These reactions have been calculated by Thermocalc® SSUB4 database and are highly exothermic. 

Conclusions 

WC-19vol.% FeNiCoCr cemented carbides have been obtained from two WC powder grades with mean 

particles sizes of 3.7 and 0.8 microns respectively. The sinterability of both types of materials is poorer 

than that of similar WC-Co standard grades. In all cases, vacuum sintered specimens require post- HIP 

treatments for complete elimination of residual porosity, which is higher as the content of WC grain growth 

inhibitors increases. As described for WC-Co materials, shrinkage in alloys based on WC submicron 

powders is control by solid state diffusion mechanisms. On the other hand, liquid spreading by capillary 

forces is the dominant densification phenomenon in alloys based on coarse WC powders. The introduction 

of Cr in the W-C-Fe-Ni-Co system induces signficant changes in the position of carbon windows and in 

the solidus and liquidus temperatures with respect to those predicted by Thermocalc®-TCFE10 database. 

Mass losses detected during the heating ramp occur at temperatures compatible with those required for 

carbothermal reduction of the oxides present in the mixtures. Differences are found between coarse and 

submicron grades, specially above 800ºC. Hardness and fracture toughness of materials where Cr is 

added by doping are close to those reported for WC-Co materials with similar microstructures. However, 

strength data are 25% lower. 
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A B S T R A C T   

Hardness and fracture strength of WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al cemented carbides have been measured at room temperature in as-HIPed and solution-aged conditions. These 
treatments are applied to modify the size of gamma prime precipitates, which are intrinsically formed within the metallic binder of these ceramic-metal composites 
during the sintering process. Compositions containing approx. 28–29 vol% metal content exhibit hardness values in the range of those reported for similar grades of 
WC-Co hardmetals. Optimized aluminum additions lead to materials with fracture strength values only 15% lower than those reported for the same WC-Co com-
mercial references. These results suggest gamma prime precipitation hardening as a potential strategy for improving the performance of WC-Co materials at high 
temperatures. 

Regarding Fe-Ni-Co-Cr alloys are potential candidates for partial substitution of Co content in WC-based hardmetals. It has been investigated WC coarse grade with 
15 wt%(FeNiCoCr). The Cr content has been adjusted in order to avoid the precipitation of M7C3 carbides. Within the corresponding carbon windows, fracture 
strength values range from 2.8 GPa to 3.0 GPa. These values are within the range of standard WC-Co grades with similar binder contents and WC grain sizes.   

1. Introduction 

Finding metallic alloys that could substitute cobalt in WC-Co mate-
rials is still a key issue for the hardmetal industry [1,2]. However, it is 
not an easy task. Among all strategies used in the past, the most suc-
cessful attempts correspond to alloys based on Fe-Ni-Co system [3–11]. 
However, industrial production of these materials is still hindered by the 
lack of control over the corresponding carbon windows. More recently, 
high entropy alloys (HEA) have been also proposed as candidates for Co 
replacement in hardmetals due to their good chemical stability at high 
temperatures [12–17]. Apart from the aforementioned Fe, Ni and Co, 
these materials include at least another two elements with near equia-
tomic ratios (Cr, Cu, Al, Mn, etc). Again, the design of these alloys is 
focused on finding carbon windows wide enough for industrial scale-up 
[15,17]. Contrary to this approach, other alternative binders are 
designed with the aim of inducing precipitation hardening effects. This 
is the case of WC-Ni3Al, WC-Co-Ni3Al and WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al materials, 
where gamma prime (γ’) precipitates are obtained by the adequate se-
lection of starting powders and processing methods [18–24]. Titanium 
aluminide powders are especially suitable for this purpose, since they 

decompose at temperatures as low as 800 ◦C when added to WC-NiCoCr 
materials [23,24]. As temperature increases, titanium atoms combine 
with tungsten and carbon generating a precipitation of (Tix,W1-x)C 
mixed carbides. Aluminum atoms generate two types of precipitates: Al- 
rich oxides, formed by the reduction of other less stable oxides present in 
the powder mixtures (i.e. CoO, NiO, WO3, Cr2O3), and the aforemen-
tioned γ’-type precipitates [24]. The presence aluminum oxide in-
clusions, intrinsic to the sintering process, rises some concerns about 
their role as potential crack initiators. Moreover, the effect of precipi-
tation hardening of the binder phase on fracture strength of the com-
posite also needs to be thoroughly analyzed. The aim of the present 
article is to analyze the correlation between the composition of the 
different binder phases and key mechanical properties like hardness and 
fracture strength, having those of WC-Co hardmetals as a reference. 

2. Experimental procedure 

The compositions of the two systems (WC-CoNiCrTiAl and WC- 
FeNiCoCr) are included in Table 1. In the case of WC-CoNiCrTiAl sys-
tem a nominal metallic content of 25.5 wt%, comprising 12wt.Ni, 12 wt 
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% Co and 1.5 wt%Cr. In the WC-FeNiCoCr system, the total metallic 
content was 14.3 and 15.05 wt% for alloys 2 and 3 respectively. The 
ratio between Fe, Ni and Co was 40/40/20 (in wt%) in all cases. Cr 
additions were carried out via Cr3C2 carbide. The final C content was 
adjusted by adding different amounts of carbon black to the powder 
mixtures. A coarse WC powder with D50 of 3.7 μm (FSSS) was used in 
both cases. 

As proved in previous investigations, the selected Cr addition avoids 
the precipitation of M7C3 carbides after sintering [11,22]. Mixing/ 
milling was carried out in a planetary equipment at 100 rpm for 5 h 
using ethanol as liquid media and a ball to powder wt. ratio of 6. 
Paraffin, used as pressing aid, was added in the last hour of the milling 
process. Afterwards, the powders were dried for 1 h at atmospheric 
pressure in a thermostatic bath (90 ◦C). Green compacts were obtained 
by double action pressing at 160 MPa. Afterwards, standard vacuum 
sintering experiments were carried out in an industrial furnace with 
graphite heating elements at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min up to 1400 ◦C 
(WC-CoNiCrTiAl) and up to 1450 ◦C (WC-FeNiCoCr). The vacuum level 
used during this step was 10− 2 mbar. Above this temperature, the 
pressure was increased to 100 mbar by introducing argon in the furnace 
chamber and maintained during the 1 h sintering plateau. In the case of 
WC-CoNiCrTiAl cemented carbide, densification was carried out by 
applying a vacuum sintering cycle at 1400 ◦C for 1 h followed by a HIP 
treatment at 1400 ◦C-150 MPa for an additional hour. After these 
thermal treatments, γ’ precipitates were already identified in the 
austenitic binder phase of these cemented carbides [23,24]. After 
densification, these samples were submitted to solution aging treat-
ments in order to find the temperatures corresponding to maximum 
precipitation hardening of the binder phase. This was 800 ◦C for alloy 1 
(with a dwelling time of 10 h), as confirmed by nanoindentation tests 
[24]. Vacuum sintered samples (WC-FeNiCoCr cemented carbide) and 

as-HIPed and solution treatment specimens (WC-CoNiCrTiAl cemented 
carbide) were ground and polished down to 1 μm diamond paste for 
microstructural analysis, which was carried out by scanning electron 
and transmission microscopy (FEG-SEM and TEM). Energy dispersive X- 
ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used in TEM samples (WC-CoNiCrTiAl sys-
tem) to determine the precise composition of the binder phase in each 
processing condition. The hardness of the composites was measured by 
applying ISO-3878 standard with 30 kg of applied load. Moreover, the 
hardness of the binder phases was confirmed by nanoindentation 
[24,25]. Carbon content of sintered materials was measured by means of 
infrared spectrometry following standard DIN ISO 3907. Finally, stan-
dard ISO 3327 was applied for measuring the tranverse rupture strength 
(TRS) of WC-FeNiCoCr and WC-NiCoCrTiAl specimens both in as-HIPed 
and solution-aged conditions. Test pieces were produced in the shape of 
rectangular prisms with dimensions 20 × 6.5 × 5.25 mm (5 specimens 
per alloy). After testing, the analysis of fractured surfaces was carried 
out by means of scanning electron microscopy. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Microstructural characterization  

(a) WC-NiCoCrTiAl 

BSE-SEM micrographs included in Fig. 1 show the microstructure of 
alloy 1 in as-HIPed and solution-aged conditions. WC grains (marked 
with black arrows) are the major constituent of these composite mate-
rials. It is worth noting that they exhibit a rounded shape, different from 
the well-known prismatic form described for WC-Co hardmetals. As 
analyzed in a previous study, this is likely due to the lower solubility of 
the WC phase in the Ni-Co-Cr-Al liquid during sintering [22]. Other 
phases present in these materials are titanium tungsten mixed carbides 
and alumina grains (marked with blue and red arrows respectively). 
These compounds are clearly distinguished by their differences in 
contrast: light grey for (Tix,W1-x)C grains and black for Al2O3 particles. 
Finally, the metallic binder phase, clearly distinguishable by its dark 
grey contrast, appears surrounding the already described hard phases. 
Binder volume fractions, measured by quantitative metallography, 
range from 29 to 28 vol% (Table 2). 

The observation of γ’ precipitation phenomena requires higher 
magnification images (Fig. 2). Although volume fractions are very 
difficult to quantify, these micrographs corroborate the significant size 
reduction induced by the selected solution-aging treatments. Electron 
diffraction patterns confirm that these precipitates have a L12 Pm3m 
cubic structure similar to that Ni3Al (Fig. 3). Dark field images show 

Table 1 
Composition of the powder mixtures (in wt%) (a) WC-CoNiCrTiAl system and 
(b) WC-FeNiCoCr system.  

(a) 

Ref. W C Co Ni Cr Ti Al 

Alloy 1 66.9 4.6 12.0 12.0 1.5 1.1 1.9   

(b) 

Ref. W C Fe Co Ni Cr 

Alloy 2 80.4 5.3 5.7 2.9 5.7 – 
Alloy 3 79.65 5.3 5.7 2.9 5.7 0.75  

Fig. 1. BSE-SEM images showing the microstructure of WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al hardmetals: (a) alloy 1 in as-HIPed condition and (b) alloy 1 after solution 
aging treatment. 
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these precipitates in bright contrast against the austenitic matrix. Apart 
from Ni and Co, chemical compositions of the metallic binders include 
significant amounts of W, Cr and Al (Fig. 4).  

(b) WC-FeNiCoCr 

SEM micrographs corresponding to the sintered specimens are 
shown in Fig. 5. The dissolution of WC grains in Fe based binders is much 
slower than in Ni or Co based ones [26]. This combined with the WC 
grain growth inhibition effect of chromium additions could explain the 
rounded morphology found for WC grains, which it is contrary to that 
observed in standard WC-Co materials [11]. Regarding WC grain sizes 

Table 2 
Volume fractions, mean grain sizes, contiguity and C content of WC-NiCoCrTiAl materials.  

Ref. Volume fraction (%) Mean grain sizea (μm) Contiguityb Total C content (wt%) 

Metallic binder (Tix,W1-x)C Al2O3 WC WC Al2O3 (Tix,W1-x)C WC 

Alloy 1: as-HIPed 29 6 2 63 2.1 1.0 1.0 0.23 4.68 ± 0.01 
Alloy 1 aged at 800 ◦C-10 h 28 5 1 66 3.0 1.4 1.0 0.23 4.67 ± 0.03  

a Mean linear intercept method. 
b As defined in ref. [29]. 

Fig. 2. High magnification SEM images showing gamma prime precipitates in the binder phase of: (a) alloy 1 in as-HIPed condition and (b) alloy 1 after aging at 
800 ◦C for 10 h. 
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Fig. 3. (a) (from left to right): BF-TEM image corresponding to the binder phase of alloy 1 in as-HIPed condition, electron diffraction pattern corresponding to the 
same region, DF-TEM image highlighting gamma prime precipitates obtained with the diffraction beam marked with red arrow and (b) the same sequence of images 
but in aged condition (800 ◦C-10 h). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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(Table 3), there are no large differences between mean WC grain sizes of 
alloys with or without Cr, which is likely due to the fact that the selected 
WC powders were already large (that is, the original surface area, which 
is the driving force for the grain growth process, is low in the starting 
powders). 

As confirmed by high resolution SEM [11], alloys 2 and 3 are free 
from undesired phases (i.e. free C, η phases or M7C3 carbides) (Fig. 6). 

Binder volume fractions were measured by quantitative metallog-
raphy (Table 3). The higher value corresponding to alloy 3 is due to the 
dissolution of Cr in the binder phase. 

3.2. Mechanical properties and fracture behavior  

(a) WC-NiCoCrTiAl 

Hardness values measured for alloy 1 in as-HIPed and solution-aged 
conditions are similar to those reported for WC-Co hardmetal grades 
with similar WC grain sizes (mean WC grain size ≈ 3.7 μm) and metal 
contents (≈ 20wt%Co) (Table 4) [27,28]. 

As it is well known, the hardness of WC-Co hardmetals increases by 
reducing either the amount of metallic phase or/and the mean WC grain 
size. However, in the case of WC-NiCoCrTiAl materials, the explanation 
is more complex, since these composites are comprised of at least five 
phases: WC, (Tix,W1-x)C, Al2O3, the metallic binder and the γ’ pre-
cipitates. These experiments also show that solution aging treatments do 
not change the macroscopic hardness of alloy. These results suggest that 
the overall hardness of these composite materials is dominated by the 
hardness of the major ceramic phases [29]. Although the hardness of the 
metallic binder increases by 15% (as measured by nanoindentation 
tests). Work is in progress to analyze the potential hardness retention of 
these materials at high temperatures. 

Concerning tranverse rupture strength, the highest average values of 

transverse rupture strength correspond to alloy 1 as-HIPed (Table 4). 
However, no significant differences have been found between as-HIPed 
and solution aged specimens of this composition, confirming that the 
selected precipitation hardening cycle does not induce any measurable 
embrittlement of the binder phase. These TRS values (ISO-3227) are 
only 15% lower than those reported for standard WC-Co grades with 
similar WC grain sizes and binder phase contents [27,28]. 

Images corresponding to fractographic analyses are shown in Figs. 7 

Fig. 4. TEM-EDS analyses corresponding to the metallic binder of alloy 1 in 
aged condition (800 ◦C-10 h). 

Fig. 5. BSE-SEM images corresponding to: (a) alloy 2 and (b) alloy 3.  

Table 3 
Volume fractions, mean grain size, contiguity and C content of WC-FeNiCoCr 
materials.  

Ref. Volume fraction (%) Mean grain 
sizea (μm) 

Contiguityb Total C content 
(wt%) 

Metallic 
binder 

WC 

Alloy 
2 

19.6 80.4 1.8 0.40 5.28 ± 0.01 

Alloy 
3 

20.4 79.6 2.1 0.40 5.39 ± 0.02  

a Mean linear intercept method. 
b As defined in ref. [29]. 

Fig. 6. SEM image showing a binder phase region between WC grains in alloy 
3. EDS mappings confirm that Cr is fully dissolved in the binder phase. 
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and 8. In as-HIPed (“H”) specimens of alloy 1, crack initiation sites are 
associated to accumulations of alumina particles (Fig. 7). In this 
example, a “cloud” of alumina particles has been identified as the initial 
crack flaw. It is located at 250 μm from the surface submitted to 
maximum tensile stress. Individual sizes of these aluminum oxides range 
from 0.5 to 2.5 μm, finding, in some cases, agglomerates of up to 10 μm. 
In solution-aged (SA) samples, both accumulations of alumina particles 
and pores have been identified as crack initiation defects (Fig. 8). Fig. 8a 
and b correspond to the sample with highest TRS value and show a pore 

with an equivalent diameter of approx. 40 μm just at the surface sub-
mitted to maximum stress. Critical stress intensity factors (K1c) can be 
estimated from TRS values (“σ”) and the equivalent diameters of these 
defects (“lc”), assuming that their effect is that of a penny shaped 
microcrack [30]: 

K1c = σ (2 lc/π)1/2
= 13.2 MPa.m1/2 

Fig. 8c and d correspond to the “SA” sample with lowest TRS value. 
In this case, the defect consists of a large accumulation of alumina 
particles covering an area of 430 × 160 μm. The K1c value obtained by 
assuming an equivalent diameter of 300 μm is 28.9 MPa.m1/2, which is 
not consistent with the previous calculation. This difference suggests 
that the critical defect size associated to these alumina “clouds” is much 
smaller than their actual volume. Assuming that K1c is a material 
property and that the right estimation corresponds to that obtained from 
the pore in Fig. 8a, a critical size defect of 63 μm is obtained; one fifth of 
the equivalent diameter of the macro-defect volume. 

As crack propagation is concerned, the dominant modes of rupture 
are the transgranular fracture of WC and (Tix,W1-x)C grains and the 

Table 4 
Mechanical properties of WC-Co-Ni-Cr3C2-TiAl3 materials.  

Ref. HV30 (Kg/ 
mm2) 

Hardness of the binder 
phasea (GPa) 

TRS 
(MPa) 

Alloy 1: as-HIPed 917 ± 14 11.8 ± 0.6 2423 ±
202 

Alloy 1 aged at 
800 ◦C-10 h 905 ± 10 13.9 ± 1.5 

2376 ±
167  

a Measured by nanoindentation following a procedure described in ref. [25]. 

Alumina

Fig. 7. Fracture surface of a sample corresponding to alloy 1 in as-HIPed condition: (a) SEM image showing the crack initiation site (encircled in red), (b and c) 
higher magnification images confirming the accumulation of alumina particles in this zone. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ductile rupture of binder ligaments (Fig. 9). These plastic deformation 
events are consistent with a high degree of cohesion at WC-metal in-
terfaces [30,31]. On the other hand, the gaps identified at the alumina/ 
binder interfaces indicate a weaker behavior of these structures (Fig. 9). 
Anyhow, most alumina grains remain attached to the binder after crack 
propagation. The effect of these relatively weak interfaces on the overall 
fracture strength of the composite materials does not seem to be critical, 
since, as said before, average TRS values are close to those of WC-Co 
materials with similar microstructures.  

(b) WC-FeNiCoCr 

Data included in Table 5 show that hardness and fracture strength 
are very similar for alloys 2 and 3: around 10 GPa and 2.9 GPa respec-
tively. In the case of hardness, data reported for WC-15wt.%Co grades 
with similar WC mean grain size are only 7% higher. On the other hand, 
TRS values are within the tolerances reported for the same grade 
[27,28]. These results agree with microstructural analyses proving that 
the Cr content selected for alloy 3 does not generate precipitation of 

secondary carbides that could act as crack initiation flaws. Concerning 
nanohardness data (Table 5 and Fig. 10), show that the binder phase of 
alloy 3 is slightly softer than that of alloy 2 (8.5 GPa vs. 8.8 GPa 
respectively). This is likely related to the higher C content of alloy 3 
(Table 3), which reduces the amount of W dissolved in the binder after 
sintering. These differences in nanohardness of the binder phase do not 
affect the overall hardness of the composite, suggesting that, like in WC- 
CoNiCrTiAl materials, hardness is dominated by that of the ceramic 
phase. 

It is also worth noting that WC-NiCoCrTiAl hardmetals are only ≈ 90 
HV30 softer than WC-FeNiCoCr materials, although their binder volume 
fraction is 50% higher (Tables 4 and 5). WC grain size distributions are 
similar in both cases (see Figs. 1 and 5). Therefore, this phenomenon is 
likely due to the hardening effect of alumina and gamma prime pre-
cipitates, along with the presence of (Tix,W1-x)C carbide networks in 
WC-NiCoCrTiAl materials. 

Fractographic analyses carried out on these specimens show that 
dominant modes of rupture in alloys 2 and 3 are the same as in alloy 1 
(WC-CoNiCrTiAl alloy), which are the transgranular fracture of WC 

Fig. 8. Fracture surfaces of samples corresponding to alloy 1 in solution-aged condition: (a) SEM image showing the crack initiation zone of the specimen with higher 
TRS value (encircled in red), (b) detail of this region showing a large pore near the surface in tension, (c) Id. as (a) for the specimen with lower TRS, (d) detail of this 
zone showing an accumulation of alumina particles (similar to that described in Fig. 7). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 
is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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grains and the ductile rupture of binder ligaments (Figs. 11 and 12). 
Some evidences of decohesion of WC/binder interfaces (intergranular 
fracture) were also found (see blue arrows in Fig. 11) but very few WC/ 
WC grain boundary fractures, as expected from the low contiguity of 
these two alloys. The exact location of the fracture initiation site could 
not be identified in any of the tested samples. No large pores (> 25 μm) 
or other large defects (surface scratches, binder leached zones, etc) were 
found in these fracture surfaces. 

It could be possible to do a comparison between the mechanical 
properties of alloy 1 corresponding to WC-CoNiCrTiAl system and alloys 
2 and 3 corresponding to WC-FeNiCoCr system. Both systems show 
similar WC mean grain size and in the case of WC-CoNiCrTiAl system has 
higher metallic content. On the one hand, the hardness of alloys 2 and 3 
are higher due to the lower metallic content in comparison to alloy 1. 
However, the nanohardness values were higher in alloy 1 due to the 
precipitation of γ’ in the binder phase. On the other hand, TRS values 

were probably lower in the case of alloy 1 due to the much lower 
modulus of metallic binder compared to WC. It may be the effect of 
metallic content in the alloy 1 becomes dominant. Also, the alumina 
particles might decrease the TRS values. 

Nevertheless, both systems (WC-CoNiCrTiAl and WC-FeNiCoCr) 
showed mechanical properties similar to conventional hardmetals and 
these systems may replace conventional hardmetals in specific appli-
cations. Work is in progress to scale-up these systems and be used in the 
hardmetal industry. 

4. Conclusions 

The mechanical properties of WC-Ni-Co-Cr-Ti-Al cemented carbides 
have been analyzed for two different conditions: as HIPed and after 
optimized solution aging heat treatments. These composite materials are 
comprised of WC and (Tix,W1-x)C grains embedded in a Ni-Co-Cr-W-Al 
austenitic binder phase. Two additional phases are produced during 
sintering: Al-rich oxides with sizes ranging from 0.5 to 10 μm and 
gamma prime precipitates with nanometric dimensions. Nano-
indentation experiments confirm that the hardness of the binder phase 
increases after aging due a reduction of the mean size of gamma prime 
precipitates. However, this has no significant effect on the overall 
hardness of the composite since it is dominated by the intrinsic hardness 
of WC and (Tix,W1-x)C phases. Fracture strength values corresponding to 

Fig. 9. Alloy 1. SEM images showing crack propagation events in the fracture surfaces of TRS samples: (a and b) SE-SEM and BSE-SEM images corresponding to the 
same region of an as-HIPed test piece, (c and d) Id. corresponding to a solution-aged sample. Phases are identified as in Fig. 1. 

Table 5 
Mechanical properties of WC-FeNiCoCr materials.  

Ref. HV30 (kg/mm2) Hardness of the binder phasea (GPa) TRS (MPa) 

Alloy 2 1023 ± 11 8.8 2913 ± 100 
Alloy 3 997 ± 36 8.5 2876 ± 79  

a Measured by nanoindentation following a procedure described in ref. [25]. 
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compositions with optimized aluminum additions are close to those 
reported for commercial WC-Co hardmetals grades with similar WC 
mean grain size and metal content. These new WC-based heat treatable 
cemented carbides might provide a viable route for improving the 
tribological performance of hardmetal tools at high temperatures. 

Regarding WC-FeNiCoCr materials can be processed free of porosity 

by using standard vacuum syntering cycles. Precipitation of Cr-rich 
secondary carbides is avoided for Cr contents around 5 wt% of the 
total metallic content. Fracture strength of WC-15wt.%FeNiCoCr mate-
rials is within tolerances of standard WC-Co grades with similar binder 
contents and WC grain sizes. These new WC-based cemented carbides 
can be used in stamping applications. 

Fig. 10. SEM micrograph showing an indentation mark (encircled in blue) inside a binder phase region of alloy 2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 11. Alloy 2. (a and b) SEM images showing potential crack initiation zone corresponding to the specimen with higher TRS value. (c and d) Id. as (a and b) for the 
specimen with lower TRS value. 
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